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Almost 40 years have passed since the creation of ALOHAnet [1], the ﬁrst packet-based wire-
less computer network created in 1970 at the University of Hawaii. Since then, advances in
microelectronics have led to small and cheap wireless transceivers that enable devices such as
very compact mobile phones and matchbox-sized wireless sensor nodes. Wireless networks
have grown more and more popular due to their unique advantages over wired networks: The
wireless nature allows to deploy wireless networks very rapidly, reducing the effort or even
avoiding to set up infrastructure as it is required for wired networks. Furthermore, the ubiqui-
tous availability of the wireless medium allows to reconﬁgure the network easily by moving
nodes around, even during operation of the network.
Still, wireless networks are subject of numerous research efforts. The central issue of coor-
dinating transmissions by different network nodes such that these do not interfere with each
other has already been identiﬁed in the ALOHAnet experiments. While the competition based
approach that allows transmissions at any time if the medium is sensed idle has proved viable
and is being used in current wireless networks in reﬁned forms, more coordinated medium
access control techniques have been developed. These mechanisms enable many nodes to use
the wireless medium by separating transmissions by different nodes in the domains of time,
space, frequency, or encoding. The advantage these techniques offer are deterministic guar-
antees about the network resources available to a network node and thus to the data ﬂows it
handles as long as the environment does not disturb the system, e.g. by foreign interference
caused by radio transmitters not belonging to the network.
In this thesis, the problem of multi-hop data transmissions through a wireless network, pos-
sibly via several paths, is considered. Transmissions are coordinated network-wide through
time division multiple access (TDMA). Time is split into intervals called slots, which can be
reserved for transmissions. The reservations are made in a way such that concurrent trans-
missions in a slot do not interfere with each other.
The ﬁrst part of this thesis deﬁnes the mathematical model that allows a formal treatment
of the networks under consideration. A graph structure provides the network topology, i.e.
potential links between the network nodes. Whether transmissions actually succeed is de-
termined by a noninterference model which formalizes conditions that have to be met for
a transmission to be received successfully in the situation that concurrent transmissions are
being performed in the network. The noninterference model is exchangeable; three different
possible models are introduced that differ in the precision they capture the underlying physi-
cal effects. A formal notion of scenarios (i.e. sets of data ﬂows between pairs of nodes that are
to be handled by the network) is deﬁned and the conditions that must be met by a set of slot
reservations to solve a scenario are developed. In the prospect of evaluating the relative per-
formance, the model allows solutions to handle data ﬂows via a single path or multiple paths.
Finally, metrics that allow to compare the performance of solutions w.r.t. different aspects
such as the end-to-end delay a ﬂow experiences when handled by a solution or the amount of
energy that is consumed under a given solution are introduced.
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An important aspect of our TDMA-based network model is that the effects of queuing
and indeterminism at the medium access layer are largely avoided. On the one hand, this
allows to capture important system parameters such as throughput and end-to-end latency in
a mathematically exact way. On the other hand, this reduced indeterminism is a very desir-
able property for applications that have stringent Quality-of-Service requirements, since the
system allows to give guarantees on throughput and latency bounds.
The second part of this thesis examines the question whether multi-path routing, i.e. al-
lowing data frames belonging to the same ﬂow to take different paths through the network,
is beneﬁcial over the more restricted approach that uses a single path for all frames of a ﬂow.
Using multiple paths for a ﬂow promises some advantages, such as better balancing of the
load the network has to handle, thus possibly allowing the network to handle more data ﬂows.
Furthermore, multi-path routing can be used to improve the reliability of the data transmis-
sions by adding redundancy as well as enhancing throughput and latency by avoiding hot
spots in the network. First, some constructed example networks are investigated which prove
thattherearesituationsinwhichsigniﬁcantperformancegainscanberealizedbyusingmulti-
paths instead of a single one. Then, topological network features are identiﬁed that inﬂuence
the relative performance of multi-path and single-path solutions, respectively. Based on the
system model developed in the ﬁrst part of this thesis, the performance of the approaches is
evaluated by studying algorithmically obtained optimal solutions to a large number of ran-
domly generated scenarios.
Our results indicate that multi-path approaches generally yield only very little performance
gains in the random networks that have been considered, both in terms of network load and
end-to-end delay. The actual percentage of scenarios that multi-path approaches can solve
better than an optimal single-path solution is only in the order of 10%. These ﬁndings com-
plement other studies [14, 18] which also indicate multi-path routing does not provide sig-
niﬁcant beneﬁt in wireless networks. However, the abstract network models used in these
studies limit the applicability of the results to actual networks. In contrast, the network model
used in this thesis is much more realistic and does account for physical characteristics of the
wireless channel. Furthermore, while [14, 18] only examine network load, the approach used
in this thesis allows to study the effect of multi-path routing also under different metrics such
as end-to-end delay and energy consumption.
Based on our results, several conclusions can be drawn. Since the performance improve-
ment of multi-path routing approaches was found to be insigniﬁcant for random networks,
any additional overhead during route discovery for ﬁnding multiple paths does not pay off
in terms of increased performance but should focus on improving reliability. Our evalua-
tion indicates that the key feature of wireless networks that prevents multi-path techniques
from realizing performance gains is the shared wireless medium due to the resulting interfer-
ence problem. Consequently, ways to avoid the interference problem might help to increase
the performance achievable with wireless networks. This includes e.g. transmission power
reduction schemes in order to reduce interference at distant nodes as well as the use of direc-
tional transmitter hardware instead of the omnidirectional antenna characteristic assumed in
this thesis.
The structure of the thesis is as follows: The wireless network model is deﬁned in Chap-
ter 2. Chapter 3 analyzes the relative performance of single-path and multi-path routing ap-
proachesandpresentsperformanceresultsfromanempiricalstudyofrandomnetworks.After
reviewing related work in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis.
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This chapter establishes the wireless network model that is used for the analysis and evalua-
tionpresentedlater.Thegoalistodevelopaformalmodelthatcapturestheimportantphysical
effects that characterize wireless networks while providing a sound base for reasoning about
the system and its properties.
2.1 Wireless Networks
A wireless network is a collection of computing devices that have hardware for communi-
cating over a wireless channel. The members of the network are referred to as nodes and are
typically positioned in a bounded geographical area. This understanding of wireless networks
includes many types of wireless networks currently discussed in literature, e.g. wireless ad-
hoc networks, mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) and wireless sensor networks (WSNs).
All of these have different characteristics, e.g. regarding available hardware, level of mo-
bility, energy resources etc. Also, the network can either be homogeneous, i.e. consist of
identical devices exclusively, or inhomogeneous.
The hardware resources that are available to the wireless nodes vary signiﬁcantly depend-
ing on the type of wireless network. In wireless access networks and metropolitan area net-
works as speciﬁed in IEEE 802.16 [19], there are dedicated base stations, and the user nodes
are personal computers that can provide the necessary energy and computing power to drive a
decent wireless network interface. In contrast, WSN nodes require cheap low powered hard-
ware packed into tiny devices. Thus, the nodes’ available energy, computing power and size
limit many characteristics such as transmission range, complexity of hardware and antenna
design.
The level of mobility also varies greatly from nodes being placed at ﬁxed locations to
settings where every node moves in an unpredictable fashion. For example, nodes in wireless
access networks are stationary most of the time. The same is true for many ﬂavors of WSNs.
But networks formed by mobile communication equipment carried around by humans, e.g.
mobile phones or military applications that interconnect soldiers on the battleﬁeld, exhibit
a very high degree of mobility. Mobility induces signiﬁcant additional problems due to the
network topology being highly dynamic. The main problem here is ﬁnding and maintaining
routes for data streams from one node to another, even when source and destination (and also
the network) undergo continuous changes in topology.
As mentioned above, wireless networks can be homogeneous or inhomogeneous. For ex-
ample, in a wireless access network, there are special nodes that are interconnected by wired
infrastructure. In the case of a WSN some nodes might serve a special purpose, e.g. act as
an interface node that is accessed by the user to retrieve data from the network. Also, trans-
mission range and energy resources can be different amongst nodes. There are situations in
which these characteristics can and should be exploited. For example, routing algorithms
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should prefer high-powered nodes as intermediate hops for data transmissions in order to
keep other nodes having tighter energy constraints alive.
From a more abstract point of view, an interesting parameter of wireless networks is the
arrangement of the nodes. When discussing the capacity of wireless networks, most authors
assume the nodes are embedded in a plane or surface of some kind [17, 29]. This is a valid
assumption for a large number of wireless networks. However, setups that position the nodes
in 3D volumes are not unusual, for example a wireless network setup by a company in an
ofﬁce building. Gupta and Kumar show that the theoretical bound on network capacity is
larger in the 3D case than it is for the 2D case [16].
2.2 Formalization
For formal treatment, it is useful to have an abstract concept of wireless networks. The ab-
straction shouldenable convenient examination andreasoning about the network and its prop-
erties, thereby abstracting from the details while preserving the important problem charac-
teristics. The usual approach is to model a wireless network as a directed connectivity graph
G = (V;E). The wireless network nodes form the set of nodes V of the graph. If a wire-
less node is in the transmission range of another node, there is an edge in the set of edges
E  V  V that connects the corresponding graph nodes. The sets of neighbor nodes of a
node v in the graph G are referred to by the sets Gi
v and Go
v for nodes that are connected by
incoming or outgoing edges, respectively, and are deﬁned as follows:
Gi
v := fw 2 V j (w;v) 2 Eg (2.1)
Go
v := fw 2 V j (v;w) 2 Eg (2.2)
Note that if (a;b) 2 E, i.e. node b is in the transmission range of node a, the inverse
edge (b;a) does not necessarily exist in E. This can be due to the transmitter of node a
sending at a higher energy level than b’s transmitter. However, there may also be more subtle
physical effects leading to such a situation, e.g. more background noise at node a, resulting
in node a not being able to separate b’s signal from the background noise. On the abstract
level, this means G is accurately modeled as a directed graph. However, unidirectional links
between nodes impose problems for wireless network protocols, so many approaches ignore
unidirectional links, resulting in the assumption of the connectivity graph G being undirected
(e.g. [22, 5, 36]).
The connectivity graph can easily be determined from an actual wireless network by sim-
ply assigning each node an identiﬁer, thereby forming the node set V, and checking each pair
of nodes whether they can transmit data to each other, which deﬁnes E. However, it is useful
to be able to work with hypothetic models without having to set up and measure an actual net-
work. The important point is to make sure the model is realistic, i.e. that there actually could
be a physically existing wireless network exhibiting the model’s properties. To construct such
hypothetical models, one can choose a set of nodes V arbitrarily. The problematic aspect is
to make sure E models a realistic situation. In other words, not every possible connectivity
graph models a realistic wireless network.
This point is best demonstrated by examples. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show two graphs that
are not realistic, i.e. actual networks will not have the connectivity graphs as depicted in
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Figure 2.1: An example of a connectivity graph that is unrealistic if perfect conditions (see text)
are assumed. Due to the graph topology in (a), the nodes a, b, and c must be located within the
shaded area in (b). Due to its limited size, a, b and c cannot be placed in such a way that they are
all pairwise out of transmission range.
the ﬁgures, if certain assumptions about the networks are made. For the examples, it is pre-
sumed that the wireless nodes are placed in a plane and all have the same transmission range
and reception sensitivity. Transceiver and antenna characteristics are assumed to be identical
among the nodes. Under the assumption of the antennas in use being perfectly omnidirec-
tional, the area in which a transmission from a node can be picked up is a unit disk. Hence,
the connectivity graph is a unit disk graph.
Consider the graph G = (V;E) shown in Figure 2.1a. From the graph, it follows that nodes
x and y cannot communicate with each other, i.e. they are not located within transmission
range of each other. However, nodes a, b and c each have edges to both x and y, so they are
in transmission range of both x and y. Therefore, they must be located within an area where
x’s and y’s unit disks overlap. This is illustrated by the shaded area in Figure 2.1b. However,
the limited size of the shaded area does not allow a placement of a, b and c in a way such that
they are out of transmission range of each other. This can be seen by observing the following:
Assume a is placed below the line connecting x and y. Then, a’s unit disk covers the lower
half of the shaded area. Hence, the next node, say b, must be placed in the upper half of
the shaded area and its unit disk will cover this area. This leaves no possible location for
the remaining node c. All other cases are analogous. Also note that the size of the overlap
area of x’s and y’s transmission ranges depends on the distance between x and y; the case of
maximum overlap area is depicted in the ﬁgure.
Another situation of an unrealistic connectivity graph can be found in Figure 2.2a. Node m
has edges to all nodes in the set B = fa;b;c;d;e; fg. However, it is a fundamental property
of unit disk graphs that a node can have at most 5 neighbors that are pairwise non-adjacent.
Thus, there must exist an edge between at least one pair of nodes in B. This can be seen in the
illustration in Figure 2.2b. Nodes a, b, c, d and e have already been placed. No matter where
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Figure 2.2: (a) shows an unrealistic connectivity graph violating the unit disk graph property that
a node cannot have 6 pairwise non-adjacent neighbors. On the setup as depicted in (b), there is
no location where node f can be placed without being in one of the other nodes’ transmission
ranges.
node f is placed in the transmission range of m it will also be in the transmission range of at
least one of the other nodes.
The examples also show that the class of valid connectivity graphs depends on the assump-
tions made about the physical wireless networks that should be modeled by the graphs. The
examples assumed unit disks as transmission ranges. This assumption is invalid in many sit-
uations, e.g. when obstacles inhibit signal propagation in certain directions. For example, a
possible wireless network setup that yields the connectivity graph as shown in Figure 2.1a
can be obtained by placing walls between the nodes a, b and c (see Figure 2.3).
In order to be able to generate realistic connectivity graphs, it is useful to extend the model
with additional information and use it to construct a connectivity relation. A possible ap-
proach is to assign a location in 2- or 3-dimensional space to every network node in V. Node
locations are given by a function L : V ! Rn that maps a node to its location in 2- or 3-
dimensional space. Then, (a;b) 2 E iff b is in the transmission range of a. Assuming a disk
model in 2-dimensional space, this can be checked by computing the distance between nodes
a and b from their locations L(a) and L(b). It is important to note that an edge (a;b) in the
connectivity graph does by no means guarantee that node a can always successfully transmit
messages to b. Whether a’s transmission is successfully received by b depends on the behav-
ior of the other nodes at the time a transmits its message. If there are other nodes that transmit
concurrently, collisions or increased noise might prevent b to receive the message. This effect
is further discussed in Section 2.3.
Note that the model could be further extended with information such as interference caused
by radio transmitters in the area that do not belong to the wireless network. This can be
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Figure 2.3: Obstacles that inhibit radio signal propagation can yield connectivity graphs that
would be unrealistic under perfect conditions (compare Figure 2.1)
modeled as background noise and included in the model as a function NOISE : Rn ! R that
gives the amount of background noise at a given location. Another aspect are antennas with
directional characteristics. Both factors result in the transmission ranges to be different from
a perfect disk and inﬂuence the resulting connectivity graph.
2.3 Noninterference Models
If several nodes in the wireless network concurrently transmit messages, the situation can
arise that a message is not successfully received at its destination even though the corre-
sponding edge in the connectivity graph exists. This can be due to collisions that occur when
a node overhears multiple transmissions from several nodes that are all received at approxi-
mately the same energy level. But even if there is only a single transmission at a reasonably
high energy level on the medium, reception can fail due to increased background noise caused
by other concurrently transmitting nodes that are typically located farther away.
Therefore, conditions for successful reception of a message (other than the receiving node
being in transmission range) need to be deﬁned. This is what a Noninterference Model is
about. Several approaches can be found in previous work.
Connectivity Graph Based Model
This method uses only topological information from the connectivity graph. From the graph
topology, colliding transmissions can be identiﬁed. These have been classiﬁed in the literature
as Primary and Secondary Conﬂicts [41]. Primary Conﬂicts occur at node b when there is a
neighbor a that transmits a message to b but b also transmits a message to another neighbor c.
Obviously,bcannotbothreceivethemessagefromaandtransmitthemessagetocatthesame
time in a TDMA network in which all nodes operate on the same radio channel. Secondary
Conﬂictsareduetransmissionsfrommultipleneighborsthatinterfereattheintendedreceiver.
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Deﬁnition 1 (Graph-Based Noninterference Model)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, a;b 2 V and TX(v;t) be a predicate that de-
cides whether node v transmits at time t. Then the condition for successful reception of a
transmission from node a to b at time t in the Graph-Based Noninterference Model is:
F1(a;b;t)  :TX(b;t) ^ 8v 2 Gi
b n fag : :TX(v;t) (2.3)
The advantage of this connectivity graph based noninterference model is its simplicity.
It only needs topological information that is contained in the connectivity graph. However,
it does not account for increased background noise due to non-adjacent nodes that transmit
concurrently. This can be mitigated by considering not only the one-hop neighborhood of b
but also requiring the 2- or even 3-hop neighbors of b not to transmit at the same time.
Protocol Model
The Protocol Model [17] uses geometric information to decide whether a transmission from
node a to node b is successfully received.
Deﬁnition 2 (Protocol Noninterference Model)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, a;b 2 V and TX(v;t) be a predicate that decides
whether v transmits at time t. The condition for successful reception of a transmission from a
to b at time t in the Protocol Noninterference Model is:
F2(a;b;t)  8v 2 V n fag : (TX(v;t) ! (jL(v)   L(b)j  (1 + D)jL(a)   L(b)j)) (2.4)
jx   yj is the Euclidean distance in Rn. D  0 is a system parameter that speciﬁes a guard
zone.
The transmission is successfully received at node b if there is no other concurrently trans-
mitting node within the transmission distance and the guard zone. The purpose of the guard
zone is to add distance between transmitters. This is necessary due to the fact that transmis-
sions arriving from nodes farther away may be at a too low energy level to be picked up
but still add background noise that interferes with local transmissions. Note that the Protocol
Model assumes all nodes to transmit at the same energy level, such that their transmission
ranges can be assumed to be about equal. Otherwise, the direct correlation between distance
and interference cannot be justiﬁed.
Physical Model
The physical characteristics of the wireless medium are more accurately captured by the
Physical Model [17]. It considers the energy levels at which the nodes transmit their mes-
sages.
Deﬁnition 3 (Physical Noninterference Model)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, a;b 2 V, TXP(v;w;t) be node v’s transmission
energy level at time t when transmitting to node w and N, a and g be system constants. For a
transmission from a to b, the received energy level at node c is:
r(a;b;c;t) = TXP(a;b;t) 

1
jL(a)   L(c)j
a
(2.5)
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The condition for b to successfully receive a transmission from a at time t in the Physical
Noninterference Model is:
F3(a;b;t) 
r(a;b;b;t)
N +
P
v2V
v6=a
max
w2V
r(v;w;b;t)
 g (2.6)
Here, N is a constant describing the ambient noise and the parameter a controls the in-
ﬂuence of distance on the energy level outside a small neighborhood of the transmitter. The
inverse square law states a = 2, larger a values can be used to account for additional path
loss. Equation 2.6 effectively calculates the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) by
summing up the ambient noise energy and the energy picked up from concurrent transmis-
sions and relating that to the energy level of the incoming transmission from a. If the SINR
is above a receiver-speciﬁc threshold g, the message is received successfully.
2.4 Medium Access Control
Many different Medium Access Control mechanisms have been put forward over the years.
There are different techniques that address the arbitration problem of the shared wireless
medium, the most popular choices being Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), Frequency
Division Multiple Access (FDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Code Di-
vision Multiple Access (CDMA).
CSMA is a very simple approach, e.g. used in traditional Ethernet-type wired networks.
The idea is to monitor the medium and wait until it is free before starting a transmission.
Collisions can still happen and must be taken care of. While CSMA is particularly easy to
implement it cannot use the full bandwidth of the medium due to collisions.
Frequency division techniques are in widespread use in radio communications. For exam-
ple, stereo FM radio transmissions combine two signals on different frequencies from which
the two stereo channels can be reconstructed by the receiver. In wireless networks, FDMA
often refers to systems that have a set of available frequencies from which each node or link is
assigned one to use. Given that neighboring nodes or links use different frequencies to trans-
mit messages, the transmissions do not interfere and can be successfully received. However,
receiving nodes need to know in advance that they are supposed to receive a transmission, so
they can tune their receiver hardware to the frequency of the sending node.
TDMA splits time into slots and assigns these to nodes or links. The result is a TDMA
schedule that determines the time intervals during which each node may transmit. While an
FDMA receiver has to know in advance about a transmission that is to be received in order
to tune the receiver to the right frequency, no such difﬁculties arise with TDMA. Receivers
can constantly monitor the channel and pick out all transmissions that are relevant to them.
However, one promise of TDMA is that of energy efﬁciency, which is achieved by powering
down the receiver hardware during time slots that are not assigned to incoming transmissions.
Time division techniques often divide time into time intervals that are called macro slots.
All macro slots share the same internal structure made up of so called micro slots available
for assignment. Some TDMA variants reserve special time intervals within macro slots for
management purposes such as micro slot allocation, other approaches use regular micro slots
for management. There are also static TDMA systems that use ﬁxed schedules constructed
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in advance of system deployment such that no online micro slot management functionality is
required.
CDMA uses a single radio channel on which the network nodes are permitted to send
concurrently. However, all nodes sending concurrently need to use a different code. The idea
is to have the transmitter encode a single bit by the positive or negative version of the sender’s
code, the different codes being orthogonal signals of a ﬁxed length. A receiving node can then
reconstruct an individual bit from the combination of all concurrently transmitted signals that
it received by correlating the received signal with the codes of the senders. The correlation
result will indicate which bit value was transmitted by the sender.
FDMA, TDMA and CDMA effectively divide the shared medium into a number of sub-
channels. The problem of assigning subchannels to nodes or edges in the connectivity graph
can be modeled as a graph coloring problem [40]. The vertex coloring problem (i.e. assigning
colors to vertices with the restriction that adjacent vertices receive different colors, thereby
usingaminimumnumberofcolors)isknowntobeNP-hard[25].Insystemsthatusedynamic
channelallocation,i.e.assigncommunicationchannelsatruntime,thereistheadditionalneed
for a distributed channel assignment algorithm. The algorithm should not depend on global
information about the network but use only information available to the local network node
and its neighborhood. Furthermore, wireless networks can be dynamic due to nodes joining
and leaving and node mobility. This imposes additional requirements on the channel assign-
ment algorithm.
It should be noted that FDMA, TDMA and CDMA can be combined. This has been done
in a number of mobile telecommunication systems, e.g. GSM which uses a combination of
TDMA and CDMA.
2.5 TDMA model
In this thesis, we focus on wireless networks using TDMA as medium access control tech-
nique. The choice of TDMA can be justiﬁed by different aspects: TDMA can be implemented
relatively easily on current low cost hardware. A clock of sufﬁcient accuracy is available on
virtually every hardware platform. Time synchronization between network nodes can also be
achieved at the required precision (see Section 4.1). As mentioned before, TDMA systems
can be made very energy-efﬁcient by turning off the radio hardware during time intervals
in which no data is to be sent or received. This is very important in the context of sensor
networks due to the limited energy resources available to each node.
This section introduces the formal model of TDMA as used in a wireless network. Time is
divided into time intervals called macro slots. These are of ﬁxed duration and repeat indeﬁ-
nitely. It is assumed that the network employs a time synchronization mechanism that allows
the nodes to agree on the starting time of each macro slot. In the formal model, the sequence
of macro slots S is assumed to be consecutively numbered, i.e. S = fs1;s2;:::g. Internally,
a macro slot is subdivided into nS micro slots or slots for short. S refers to the set of micro
slots which are indexed by positive numbers, i.e. S = fs1;s2;:::;snSg. A micro slot can be
assigned to an edge (a;b), such that the node a can use it for data transmissions to b. An
illustration of the time division scheme employed by the network can be found in Figure 2.4.
In some of the following deﬁnitions, a consecutive slot numbering scheme is needed that
allows to distinguish between instances of the same micro slot in different macro slots. This
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Macro slot sk z }| {
s1 s2 ... sn−1 sn
Macro slot sk+1 z }| {
s1 s2 ... sn−1 sn
ds ds ds ds
dms
Figure 2.4: TDMA model: Macro slots of ﬁxed length that are divided into micro slots are
repeated indeﬁnitely. The shaded areas indicate time intervals not available for TDMA. Micro
slots are consecutively numbered s1;:::;sn, starting at the ﬁrst micro slot in the macro slot. ds is
the duration of a micro slot, dms the duration of a macro slot.
numbering ~ S = f~ s1;~ s2;:::g is obtained by combining slot number pairs (si;sk) 2 SS. The
fact that every macro slot contains nS micro slots suggests a correspondence that counts each
macro slot as nS microslots, i.e. the pair (si;sk) corresponds to slot~ sinS+k in the consecutive
numbering.
Note that the time synchronization protocol and possibly other underlying network main-
tenance protocols need to communicate with other network nodes. The time intervals used
for these maintenance communications are not under the control of the TDMA system. This
situation can be captured by setting aside a ﬁxed number of slots in each macro slot for these
purposes. For the formal model, we will simply ignore these slots by not including them in S.
Potentially existing time intervals that are not available to TDMA contribute e.g. to multi-hop
latency. However, the formal model ignores these effects for simplicity. Instead of a contin-
uous time model a discrete time model that is based on the consecutive slot numbering is
employed.
The messages carried by the TDMA network are termed frames. All frames are of a ﬁxed
size of nF bytes that must be chosen such that each node can transmit at least one complete
frame during a single micro slot. Using constant size frames has the advantage that there is no
need to further fragment frames. Moreover, splitting and merging data ﬂows can be done on a
per frame granularity level. The necessary meta data (i.e. a sequence number) is generated by
the source node and is carried within each frame, so nodes that forward frames do not need
to reformat the data that ﬂows through them.
Nodesareallowedtotransmitmessagesonaperslotbasis.Slotscannotbesubdivided,thus
a node is either allowed to transmit for the time of the entire slot or it has to stay passive for
that time. However, depending on the encoding and transmission rate used, the time required
to send a frame may vary among different nodes. If a node can ﬁt more than one frame
transmission into the time interval provided by a macro slot, it is allowed to send multiple
frames during that interval. The time required to transfer a frame is given by the function
T : E  S ! R+. Thus, T ((a;b);s) speciﬁes the time it takes node a to transfer a frame to
node b during slot s. It is assumed that T (e;s)  ds for all edges e and slots s. This ensures a
node can transfer at least one frame during a slot.
A micro slot s is assigned to a set of edges M  E. (a;b) 2 M states that node a can
use the time intervals corresponding to slot s to transmit frames. If jMj > 1, multiple nodes
are allowed to transmit during the micro slot. Formally, the assignment of slots to edges is
modeled by a function:
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Deﬁnition 4 (Slot assignment)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and S be the set of slots available in the TDMA
scheme. A function SA : S ! 2E that maps each slot to a set of connectivity graph edges is
called slot assignment.
Local to a network node v, a slot assignment is interpreted as follows: If (v;w) 2 SA(s)
for a time slot s 2 S, node v has the opportunity to transmit a message to w during s. Node
w should be prepared to receive a message from v during slot s. If SA(s) = ;, micro slot s is
unassigned.
The deﬁnition of a slot assignment does not include information about the macro slots in
which the function is to be used. For static TDMA systems, there is only one slot assignment
that is agreed upon before the network is deployed. Dynamic TDMA systems allow the as-
signment of slots to transmissions to be changed while they are running. In the model, this can
be captured by switching between different slot assignments, e.g. at macro slot boundaries.
Not all mathematically possible slot assignments can be allowed. For example, SA(s) =
f(v;w);(w;v)g must be avoided since that would mean nodes v and w can both transmit and
receive at the same time, which is not possible in the model. Generally, it must be ensured
that the slot assignment is consistent, i.e. that there can be no interference from concurrent
transmissions which would prevent a message from being received. This can be formally
captured with the help of the noninterference models that have been deﬁned in Section 2.3:
Deﬁnition 5 (Consistent slot assignment)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and SA a slot assignment. SA is consistent under
a noninterference model F if all transmissions allowed by the slot assignment satisfy the
noninterference condition F:
8s 2 S 8(a;b) 2 SA(s) : F(a;b;s) (2.7)
Note that this deﬁnition deviates in the use of the noninterference model from how the
models were originally deﬁned. Instead of passing a point in time as the third parameter,
a slot is given. This can be justiﬁed by the observation that at any point in time within the
interval speciﬁed by the slot the set of potentially concurrently transmitting nodes is the same.
Thus, we can extend the deﬁnition of the noninterference models so they also accept slots and
will evaluate to true if the noninterference condition is true for all points in time within the
slot.
All noninterference models already prevent a node from transmitting concurrently when it
is supposed to receive a message, so this restriction need not be stated explicitly. What is still
missing for F to be properly deﬁned is the deﬁnition of the TX predicate for the connectivity
graph based and the protocol noninterference model, and the TXP function deﬁnition for the
physical noninterference model. The deﬁnition of TX(a;s) for slot s is as follows:
TX(a;s)  9b 2 V : (a;b) 2 SA(s) (2.8)
Note that the predicate is deﬁned to be true not only when node a actually transmits in slot
s, but when the slot assignment assigns slot s to node a so it can potentially transmit. The
reason is that successful reception of concurrent transmissions arriving at other nodes must
be ensured no matter if a actually transmits in slot s or not.
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Likewise, the deﬁnition of the TXP function must account for potential transmissions in-
stead of actual transmissions. Hence, TXP(a;b;s) in F3 is the power level at which node a
will transmit a message to node b if a decides to do so in slot s. Note that the TXP function is
conceived here not as a model property, but is a parameter that can be tuned in conjunction
with the slot assignment.
Figure 2.5 gives an example that shows two slot assignments. When considered under the
graph-based noninterference model, the slot assignment in Figure 2.5b is consistent, while
the situation depicted in Figure 2.5a shows an inconsistent slot assignment.
b
b
b
b
a
b
c
d
(a) inconsistent slot assignment
b
b
b
b
a
b
c
d
(b) consistent slot assignment
Figure 2.5: Examples for slot assignments. Solid and dashed arrows represent the edges of the
connectivity graph. Solid lines indicate edges that are in SA(s). Consider the graph-based nonin-
terference model. The slot assignment in (a) is not consistent, since a transmission from node b
would interfere with a possible transmission on the edge (d;c). An example of a consistent slot
assignment is given in (b).
2.6 Flows and Scenarios
At this point, the model is expressive enough to think about data ﬂowing through the network.
For simplicity, we consider only unicast data streams that originate at a node called source
and ﬂow to a destination node that is called sink node.
Deﬁnition 6 (Data ﬂows and scenarios)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph. A scenario F is a ﬁnite set of ﬂows. The ﬂows
are numbered and referred to by fi, i.e. F = ff1;:::; fjFjg. Each ﬂow fi is assigned a pair
of source and sink nodes, denoted by FSOURCE(fi) and FSINK(fi), respectively, such that
FSOURCE(fi) 6= FSINK(fi).
The formal deﬁnition of a ﬂow does not indicate how the network is supposed to actually
handle the ﬂow. It is up to a routing algorithm to decide on which paths the ﬂow data is to
be transferred from the source to the sink. Cycle-free Paths are deﬁned as ﬁnite sequences of
nodes without loops and are subject of the following deﬁnitions:
Deﬁnition 7 (Cycle-free Path)
Let G = (V;E) be a graph. A non-empty sequence of nodes p = (v1;:::;vn) 2 V+ is called
cycle-free path if the following conditions are satisﬁed:
 Adjacent nodes in the path form an edge in G:
8i 2 f1;:::;n   1g : (vi;vi+1) 2 E (2.9)
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 No node occurs more than once in p:
8i; j 2 f1;:::;n   1g : i 6= j ! vi 6= vj (2.10)
The length of p is referred to by jpj and is deﬁned to be the number of edges in p, i.e. jpj =
n   1. In the following, the notation v
p
k denotes the kth node in p, thus p = (v
p
1;:::;v
p
jpj+1).
We deﬁne PG to be the set of all cycle-free paths in G.
Deﬁnition 8 (Hop-distance)
Let G = (V;E) be a graph. The function DISTG : V V ! N gives the hop distance between
two nodes v and w in graph G deﬁned as:
DISTG(v;w) := min
p2Pv;w
jpj (2.11)
where Pv;w := fp 2 PG j v
p
1 = v ^ v
p
jpj+1 = wg is the set of all paths starting at v and ending
in w.
Deﬁnition 9 (Subpath)
Let G = (V;E) be a graph. o  PG  PG denotes the subpath relation, i.e. p o q is true if p is
part of q:
o :=

(p;q) 2 PG  PG j 9k 2 N0 8i 2 f1;:::;jpj + 1g : v
p
i = v
q
i+k
	
(2.12)
Note that due to the path deﬁnition, edges can be dealt with as paths of length 1. Moreover,
for an edge e 2 E and a path p 2 PG, e is part of the path if e o p. Frames belonging to a
ﬂow are transferred through the network along a path that starts at the source and ends at the
sink. The ﬂow routing notion describes which paths are used for a ﬂow. We allow multipath
routing, thus there can be a set of paths that connect source and sink and the system can use
all these paths to transfer the frames belonging to the ﬂow.
Deﬁnition 10 (Flow routing)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and f 2 F a data ﬂow in G. A ﬁnite set of pairs
Yf  PG  N is called routing of f if all paths start at f’s source node and end at the sink
node:
8(p;k) 2 Yf : v
p
1 = FSOURCE(f) ^ v
p
jpj+1 = FSINK(f) (2.13)
Yf describes the how the network handles the ﬂow. (p;k) 2 Yf indicates that k frames per
macro slot of capacity are provided on path p.
After assigning a ﬂow routing to each ﬂow in a scenario, micro slots must be allocated
to the paths in the ﬂow routing in such a way that all paths receive enough slots so their
capacities are realized. When allocating slots, the slot assignment must be respected, i.e.
slots can only be allocated if the slot assignment permits the edge be used in the slot.
Deﬁnition 11 (Flow mapping)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, SA a slot assignment and F a scenario. A function
FMAP : F  PG  E  S ! N is called ﬂow mapping if the following conditions hold:
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 Capacity must only be allocated to edges on paths that start at the respective ﬂow’s
source and end at the sink:
8f 2 F 8p 2 PG 8e 2 E 8s 2 S :
FMAP(f; p;e;s) > 0 ! (FSOURCE(f) = v
p
1 _ FSINK(f) = v
p
jpj+1) (2.14)
8f 2 F 8p 2 PG 8e 2 E 8s 2 S : FMAP(f; p;e;s) > 0 ! e o p (2.15)
 The ﬂow mapping may only allocate capacity for a combination of slot and edge if SA
allows to use this edge during the slot:
8f 2 F 8p 2 PG 8e 2 E 8s 2 S : FMAP(f; p;e;s) > 0 ! e 2 SA(s) (2.16)
 No more capacity than available in a slot must be allocated:
8v 2 V 8s 2 S :
X
f2F
X
p2PG
X
w2Go
v
FMAP(f; p;(v;w);s)  T ((v;w);s)  ds (2.17)
The idea behind the FMAP deﬁnition is that FMAP(f; p;e;s) gives the number of frames
that are transfered via edge e during slot s for path p handling ﬂow f. The ﬂow mapping def-
inition deliberately allows ﬂow mappings that assign only fractions of the capacity available
over an edge during a slot to a single path. This is useful when two paths of the ﬂow routings
share a common subpath, in which case they can share a slot. Furthermore, a ﬂow mapping
may spread the capacity available in a slot to edges that start at the same node but differ in the
second node. Depending on what the underlying technology allows, this aspect can be ruled
out by an additional condition that makes sure that for every node v in the network there is
only one destination node w that v needs to talk to during a single slot:
8f 2 F 8p 2 PG 8(v;w) 2 E 8s 2 S : FMAP(f; p;(v;w);s) > 0 !
:
 
9f0 2 F 9p0 2 PG 9w0 2 V n fwg : FMAP(f0; p0;(v;w0);s) > 0

(2.18)
Obviously, the ﬂow mapping should allocate the slots to ﬂows and paths in a way such that
every ﬂow can be transmitted from the source to the sink. For a single ﬂow, this is achieved
by taking a ﬂow routing and allocating slots to the edges on the paths of the routing, such that
each path in the routing receives enough transmission opportunities to provide its announced
capacity.
Deﬁnition 12 (Supporting ﬂows and scenarios)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario, SA a slot assignment and FMAP a
ﬂow mapping.
1. Let f 2 F a ﬂow and Y a routing of f. f is called supported by (SA; FMAP;Y) if the
following conditions hold:
 The ﬂow mapping only allocates capacity to edges that are actually part of a path
in Y:
8p 2 PG 8e 2 E 8s 2 S : FMAP(f; p;e;s) > 0 ! 9(p;k) 2 Y : e o p (2.19)
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 For each path in Y, every edge belonging to the path is allocated the capacity
share per macro slot as required by the path:
8(p;k) 2 Y 8e 2 E : e o p !
X
s2S
FMAP(f; p;e;s) = k (2.20)
2. Let y : F ! 2PGN be a function that maps each ﬂow f to a routing of f. The
scenario is called supported by (SA; FMAP;y) if every ﬂow f 2 F is supported by
(SA; FMAP;y(f)).
Figure 2.6 gives an example that illustrates the conditions that must be met for a ﬂow f
to be supported by a triple (SA; FMAP;Y) of slot assignment, ﬂow mapping and routing of
f. The connectivity graph is given in Figure 2.6a. We assume that all nodes use the same
transmission rate and that the chosen rate allows exactly one frame to be transmitted during a
single slot. In the example, there are two ﬂows deﬁned: Flow f1 describes a data stream from
node a to node g, the other ﬂow f2 has node f as its source node and ﬂows to node d. The
ﬂow routings that are considered are given in 2.6b and are also indicated by the edge labels
in Figure 2.6a. The routings specify that f1 should receive a capacity of 1 frame per macro
slot on each of the two paths (a;b;c;e;g) and (a;c;e;g) while 2 frames per macro slot of
capacity should provided for the single path (f;e;c;d) that handles f2. We now investigate
how the scenario can be supported by a pair of suitable slot assignment and ﬂow mapping
with the given ﬂow routings.
Consider the slot assignment and ﬂow mapping given in Figures 2.6c and 2.6d, respec-
tively. To verify the triple (SA; FMAP;y) actually supports the scenario, several aspects must
be checked. First of all, y should actually map each ﬂow to a ﬂow routing, i.e. all paths must
start at the corresponding ﬂow’s source node and end at its sink node. Furthermore, we need
to check that the slot assignment is consistent w.r.t. the chosen noninterference model. The
function SA as given in Figure 2:6c is indeed consistent under the graph-based noninterfer-
ence model. The ﬂow mapping FMAP must be valid as of Deﬁnition 11, which is obviously
the case. Additionally, all ﬂows f 2 F must be supported by (SA; FMAP;y(f)), i.e. meet the
conditions of Deﬁnition 12. Consider the ﬁrst ﬂow. Its routing speciﬁes the paths (a;b;c;e;g)
and (a;c;e;g), each providing a capacity of 1 frame per macro slot. Obviously, the ﬂow map-
ping only allocates capacity to edges of the paths, so the ﬁrst condition of Deﬁnition 12 is
true. What is left is to check the second condition for each edge that is part of the ﬁrst ﬂow’s
routing. For example, at edge (c;e) the two paths each require capacity of 1 frame per macro
slot each. As can be seen in Figure 2.6d, FMAP allocates slots 6 and 10 to the ﬁrst and second
path of ﬂow 1’s routing, respectively. This can also be checked for all other combinations
of ﬂow, edge and routing path, so the condition is true. Thus, scenario F is supported by
(SA; FMAP;y).
2.7 Frame transmission behavior
In this section, the characteristics of frames that ﬂow along a path in a ﬂow’s routing are stud-
ied. Based on the assumptions that the source node continuously sends frames, that frames
are forwarded as soon as possible by the nodes on a path, and that the nodes use a FIFO
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f1 f((a;b;c;e;g);1);
((a;c;e;g);1g
f2 f((f;e;c;d);2g
(b)
s SA(s)
1 f(a;b);(f;e)g
2 f(a;c);(f;e)g
3 f(c;d);(b;a);(e;g)g
4 f(b;c);(f;g)g
5 f(c;d);(e;g)g
6 f(c;e);(b;a)g
7 f(e;c);(g; f)g
8 f(e;c)g
9 f(b;c);(g;e)g
10 f(c;e)g
(c)
Mapping of ﬂows to slots
Edge 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(a,b) 1.1
(a,c) 1.2
(b,a) - -
(b,c) 1.1 -
(c,b)
(c,d) 2.1 2.1
(c,e) 1.1 1.2
(d,c)
(e,c) 2.1 2.1
(e,g) 1.1 1.2
(f,e) 2.1 2.1
(f,g) -
(g,e) -
(g,f) -
(d)
Figure 2.6: Two ﬂows in a network. (a) shows the network topology. The edge labels x:y indicate
ﬂow routings; x gives the ﬂow number and y the path number. (b) deﬁnes a function y that maps
ﬂows to ﬂow routings as indicated in (a). (c) shows a slot assignment that is consistent under
the graph-based noninterference model. (d) gives a ﬂow mapping that supports the scenario in
combination with the given ﬂow routings and the slot assignment. The mapping of micro slots to
routing paths is given for each edge in the graph. The boxes indicate the available slots and show
the index of the ﬂow and path to which a slot is allocated. Slots with hyphens are allocated by
the slot assignment but not mapped to a ﬂow.
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queue, we ﬁnd that after a startup phase containing a ﬁnite number of frames, the transmis-
sion settles to a stable state in which the forwarding behavior follows a well-deﬁned pattern.
This section focuses on single paths being part of a ﬂow’s routing. Results for a complete
ﬂow can then be obtained by combining the results for the individual paths. For example, the
deﬁnition of latency deﬁnes the latency of a ﬂow to be the maximum latency of the individual
paths in the ﬂow’s routing.
This section is structured as follows: First, the relationship between frames that are trans-
ferred via a path and the consecutive micro slot numbers of the slots during which the frames
are handled is established. Then, Proposition 1 shows that the slots during which frames on
a path are transferred are arranged according to a regular pattern after the startup phase. For
the proof of the proposition, two lemmata are presented and proved. Then, the transmission
shift concept which is important in the proofs of the lemmata is revisited and an alternative
way of calculating the transmission shift values is given.
The formal analysis starts by numbering the frames of a single ﬂow that travel via a single
path of the ﬂow’s routing. Then, the notion of transmission opportunities is introduced. A
transmission opportunity refers to the allocation of resources to a particular path in a ﬂow
routing. Each transmission opportunity provides exactly the capacity to transfer one frame.
Transmission opportunities are associated with micro slots, i.e. every transmission opportu-
nity occurs during a particular micro slot. Depending on the transmission rates and micro
slot durations in effect, it is possible to have multiple transmission opportunities during a
single micro slot. Transmission opportunities are referred to by numbers. They are numbered
in a way that is compatible with the chronological ordering of the slots that are associated
with the transmission opportunities. However, no constraints exist w.r.t. the numbering of
transmission opportunities that are part of the same micro slot within a single macro slot.
Deﬁnition 13 (Frame numbering and transmission opportunities)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario and the triple (SA; FMAP;y) support
the scenario. Let f 2 F and (p;k) 2 y(f).
1. THREAD(f; p) denotes the sequence of frames in ﬂow f that travel on path p. The
notation ci 2 THREAD(f; p) refers to the ith frame w.r.t. transmission order. Thus,
THREAD(f; p) = (c1;c2;:::). THREAD(f; p) is called the thread of f deﬁned by p.
2. The function TSL : F  PG  N  N ! N maps transmission opportunities for
THREAD(f; p) to consecutive slot numbers. TSL(f; p; j;i) = n speciﬁes that slot ~ sn
provides the ith transmission opportunity for THREAD(f; p) on edge (v
p
j;v
p
j+1). The
deﬁnition of TSL is:
TSL(f; p; j;i) :=min
(
r 2 N

 

r X
l=1
FMAP(f; p;(v
p
j;v
p
j+1);sl)  REM(i   1;k) + 1
)
+ DIV(i   1;k)  nS
(2.21)
The functions DIV(a;b) and REM(a;b) denote the integer quotient and remainder, re-
spectively, of the division of two integers a and b.
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There are some caveats in the TSL deﬁnition worth pointing out: Due to the minimization,
TSL(f; p; j;i) is only deﬁned if p is actually part of f’s routing. If so, the minimization is
always well deﬁned due to Deﬁnition 12. Furthermore, the third argument j must be a valid
index w.r.t. the edges in path p, i.e. j must be in the range f1;:::;jpjg.
The TSL function plays an important role in the following sections. Intuitively, it speciﬁes
the consecutive number of the slot that provides the ith transmission opportunity for a thread.
Some straightforward properties of TSL are of practical use within the following propositions
and lemmata. The TDMA principle of repeating macro slots results in a periodicity of the
TSL function. This is used to reason about transmission opportunities that belong to the same
micro slot within different macro slots. Furthermore, it is easy to see that TSL is monotonic
in its fourth parameter. These characteristics are the subject of the following lemma:
Lemma 1 (Properties of TSL)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario and the triple (SA; FMAP;y) support
F. Let (p;k) 2 y(f) be a path in f’s routing and j 2 f1;:::;jpjg.
1. The TSL function is non-decreasing in its fourth parameter:
8i;l 2 N : i  l ! TSL(f; p; j;i)  TSL(f; p; j;l) (2.22)
2. Let i 2 N, m 2 Z and i + m  k > 0. TSL is periodic due to the fact that there are k
transmission opportunities in each macro frame that consists of nS micro slots:
TSL(f; p; j;i + m  k) = TSL(f; p; j;i) + m  nS (2.23)
PROOF (LEMMA 1)
Let ri := minfr 2 N j
Pr
l=1 FMAP(f; p;(v
p
j;v
p
j+1);sl)  REM(i   1;k) + 1g. Note that by
Deﬁnition 12 we have:
nS X
l=1
FMAP(f; p;(v
p
j;v
p
j+1);sl) = k (2.24)
Since REM(i   1;k) + 1 2 f1;:::;kg for all i 2 N, we obtain ri  nS.
1. Let i;l 2 N and i  l. Two cases can be distinguished:
 DIV(i   1;k) < DIV(l   1;k):
Since we are dealing with integers, this is equivalent to DIV(i   1;k) + 1 
DIV(l   1;k). Thus, we have:
TSL(f; p; j;i) = ri + DIV(i   1;k)  nS
 nS + DIV(i   1;k)  nS
= (DIV(i   1;k) + 1)  nS
 DIV(l   1;k)  nS
< DIV(l   1;k)  nS + rl
= TSL(f; p; j;l)
(2.25)
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 DIV(i   1;k) = DIV(l   1;k):
Let a = DIV(i   1;k) = DIV(l   1;k). Then, we have:
a  k + REM(i   1;k) = i   1 (2.26)
a  k + REM(l   1;k) = l   1 (2.27)
Comparing these equations, we obtain REM(i   1;k) + 1  REM(l   1;k) + 1
which implies ri  rl. Thus, we have:
TSL(f; p; j;i) = ri + a  rl + a = TSL(f; p; j;l) (2.28)
Note that DIV(i   1;k) > DIV(l   1;k) is impossible due to i  l.
2. Let i 2 N, m 2 Z and i + m  k > 0. Due to REM(i + m  k   1;k) = REM(i   1;k)
and DIV(i + m  k   1;k) = DIV(i   1;k) + m, we have:
TSL(f; p; j;i + m  k) = r(i+mk) + DIV(i + m  k   1;k)  nS
= ri + (DIV(i   1;k) + m)  nS
= TSL(f; p; j;i) + m  nS
(2.29)
This property will be referred to as periodicity of TSL in the following. 
For our analysis, it is not relevant at which time (i.e. in which macro slot) the ﬂow ac-
tually starts. Thus, it is assumed that the ﬂow starts at the beginning of macro slot s1. For
every path (p;k) of the ﬂow routing, the source node a will send k frames in each macro
slot. TSL(f; p;1;i) gives the consecutive micro slot number in which a will send frame
ci 2 THREAD(f; p) to node v
p
2. Once frames arrive at v
p
2, it can forward them. Note that
just after the start of the ﬂow, some transmission opportunities at forwarding nodes on the
path can possibly not be used if no frames are available at the time. Thus, we need to ex-
press formally at which transmission opportunity a frame ci will be transmitted over a given
edge that is part of p. In the following it is also assumed that the nodes forward the frames
in FIFO order and that they forward in a greedy fashion, i.e. the nodes transmit frames if
there are frames in the local queue. There are two conditions that decide whether a frame
ci 2 THREAD(f; p) to be forwarded via an edge e can be transmitted: Frame ci 1 must al-
ready have been transmitted via e (with the exception of the ﬁrst frame, i.e. i = 1). This is
required by the FIFO ordering. Furthermore, ci can only be forwarded over e = (v;w) if ci
has already arrived at v, i.e. ci has already been transferred over the previous edge. These
considerations lead to the following deﬁnition:
Deﬁnition 14 (Mapping of frames to transmission opportunities)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). Let
f 2 F and(p;k) 2 y(f).Thetransmissionfunction TRANS : FPGNN ! Ndescribes
the mapping of frames to transmission opportunities over a given edge. TRANS(f; p; j;i)
gives the number of the transmission opportunity in which frame ci 2 THREAD(f; p) is
forwarded via (v
p
j;v
p
j+1):
TRANS(f; p; j;i) :=
8
> <
> :
i j = 1
minfl 2 N j C1(f; p;i; j;l)g j > 1;i = 1
minfl 2 N j C1(f; p;i; j;l) ^C2(f; p;i; j;l)g j > 1;i > 1
(2.30)
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The predicates C1 and C2 formalize the constraints that must be met for a frame to be
forwardable. C1(f; p;i; j;l) is true if ci which is to be forwarded via (v
p
j;v
p
j+1) during trans-
mission opportunity l has already arrived at that time at v
p
j, i.e. has been forwarded over
(v
p
j 1;v
p
j) during a transmission opportunity preceding l:
C1(f; p;i; j;l)  TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)) < TSL(f; p; j;l) (2.31)
C2(f; p;i; j;l) states that if ci is to be forwarded via (v
p
j;v
p
j+1) during transmission op-
portunity l, ci 1 must have been forwarded via (v
p
j;v
p
j+1) during a previous transmission
opportunity:
C2(f; p;i; j;l)  TRANS(f; p; j;i   1) < l (2.32)
The deﬁnition of TRANS is heavily based on recursion. This approach was chosen delib-
erately because it closely resembles the behavior exposed by the nodes. Thus, it is trivial to
verify that an actual system will actually behave according to the deﬁnition. Every system
that implements FIFO queueing and greedy forwarding (i.e. frames are always forwarded
when possible) obviously conforms to the TRANS deﬁnition.
As mentioned above, we assume that the source node continuously sends frames. Thus,
the source node will send one frame in each transmission opportunity that comes up. At
the forwarding nodes, TRANS decides in which transmission opportunities and thus slots the
frames get forwarded. Due to the periodicity of the slot allocations in consecutive macro
slots, we can expect that forwarding follows a pattern: If a frame arrives during a particular
micro slot si of macro slot sk and is forwarded in micro slot sl (possibly in a later macro
slot), the frame arriving in micro slot si during the following macro slot sk+1 will also be sent
out in micro slot sl. This expectation turns out to be true for all frames that come after an
initial sequence of frames that make up a startup phase. Thus, it is reasonable to introduce
equivalence classes of frames based on the transmission opportunities they are sent over an
edge. This is the subject of the following proposition.
Proposition 1 (Frame transmission equivalence classes within a thread)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F be a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y).
Let f 2 F and (p;k) 2 y(f). Let M be the set of integers larger than k  (jpj   1), i.e.
M = fi 2 N j i > k (jpj 1) g. Let j 2 f1;:::;jpjg be the index of an edge in p. Consider
the family of equivalence relations j  M2 deﬁned by the k transmission opportunities
within a macro slot in which the frames ci 2 THREAD(f; p) are forwarded via the edge
(v
p
j;v
p
j+1) o p:
j := f(i;l) 2 M2 j REM(TRANS(f; p; j;i);k) = REM(TRANS(f; p; j;l);k)g (2.33)
j is obviously an equivalence relation, thus it generates a set of equivalence classes:
[i]j := fl 2 M j i j lg (2.34)
For the equivalence classes, the following holds:
1. The elements of the equivalence classes are the frame numbers within distance of mul-
tiples of k:
8i 2 M 8j 2 f1;:::;jpjg : [i]j = fmin[i]j + m  k j m 2 N0g (2.35)
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2. The equivalence classes are the same at every edge in p:
8j;l 2 f1;:::;jpjg 8i 2 M : [i]j = [i]l (2.36)
Thus, in particular [i]1 = [i]jpj for every i 2 M and we deﬁne  := 1 and [i] := [i]1.
3. There are k equivalence classes.
For technical reasons, the deﬁnition of the equivalence relation  is based on the frame
numbering of the frames within a thread. What we are actually interested in is the way frames
are handled whose numbers belong to the same equivalence class. In the following, we will
ﬁnd that these frames are transferred in the same micro slots at all nodes. This also means
they experience the same delay which is important when reasoning about the latency a ﬂow
experiences when transferred through the network.
Before giving the proof of Proposition 1, two lemmata are presented. The important state-
ment of these lemmata is that starting with frame ck(j 1), all transmission opportunities at
node v
p
j will be used for forwarding frames. Thus, at this point node v
p
j’s transmission queue
is never empty for any transmission opportunity that comes up. Lemma 2 considers all frames
for a ﬁxed node on the path. Then, Lemma 3 extends the statement to all nodes on the path
that need to forward frames.
In the lemmata, the notion of a transmission shift is used, which is introduced in the fol-
lowing deﬁnition. The transmission shift value gives the difference between the transmission
opportunity indices in which a frame is received and forwarded, respectively, at a node:
Deﬁnition 15 (Transmission shift)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). Let
f 2 F be a ﬂow, (p;k) 2 y(f) a path in its routing and j 2 f2;:::;jpjg the index of a node
being part of p.
1. Frame i’s transmission shift d
j
i at node v
p
j is deﬁned as:
d
j
i := TRANS(f; p; j;i)   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) (2.37)
2. d j is called the transmission shift at node v
p
j:
d j := d
j
k(j 1) (2.38)
The meaning of the constant k (j 1) in the deﬁnition of d j will be clariﬁed in the proofs
of the Lemmata 2 and 3. Intuitively, it gives the number of the frame at which the transmission
of the ﬂow has reached the stable state. Once this state is reached, the slots used by node v
p
j
for forwarding frames follow a pattern and the transmission shift value does not change any
more for later frames.
Figure 2.7 gives an example that illustrates the ﬂow of frames belonging to a single path in
a ﬂow’s routing over the ﬁrst three edges in the path. The slot structure for each edge is given
by the box rows. Individual boxes represent slots. For each slot, the slot number as well as
the consecutive slot number are given. Furthermore, the transmission opportunities provided
by the slots are indicated along with the frames that are transmitted during these transmission
opportunities. The transmission shifts can be calculated by comparing the transmission op-
portunitiy numbers of a frame between two consecutive edges. For example, d4
3 = 6 4 = 2.
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Lemma 2
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). Let
f 2 F be a ﬂow, (p;k) 2 y(f) a path in f’s routing, j 2 f2;:::;jpjg and m = k(j 2)+1.
If the condition
8l 2 N : (l  m) ! (TRANS(f; p; j   1;l) = TRANS(f; p; j   1;m) + l   m) (2.39)
holds, then for all i  k  (j   1), the following is true:
1. Each frame ci arrives early enough so it can potentially be forwarded during transmis-
sion opportunity TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d j on the outgoing edge:
TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)) < TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d j)
(2.40)
2. Starting with frame ck(j 1) all frames will be forwarded during consecutive transmis-
sion opportunities:
TRANS(f; p; j;i) = TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + i   k  (j   1) (2.41)
3. The transmission shift for ci is d j, i.e. d
j
i = d j.
PROOF (LEMMA 2)
The proof is by induction on i. Assume i = k  (j   1).
1. We have:
TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i))
= TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;k  (j   1)))
Def. 14
< TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)))
Def. 15 = TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;k  (j   1)) + d j)
= TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d j)
(2.42)
2. Trivially true for i = k  (j   1).
3. Trivially true for i = k  (j   1).
Suppose that claims 1-3 of the lemma hold for all i0 not greater than some ﬁxed i. We need to
prove:
1. TSL(f; p; j 1; TRANS(f; p; j 1;i+1)) < TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j 1;i+1)+d j)
2. TRANS(f; p; j;i + 1) = TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + (i + 1)   k  (j   1)
3. d
j
i+1 = d j
The proofs follow:
1. Consider frame ci+1 k. Due to Equation 2.39, ci+1 k is forwarded by v
p
j 1 during the
same slot as ci, but in the previous macro slot.
First, we prove d
j
i+1 k  d j. There are two cases:
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a) (i + 1   k) 2 fm;:::;k  (j   1)g
For all l 2 fm;:::;k  (j   1)g it can be proved by induction that d
j
l  d j.
Assume l = k  (j   1). Trivially, we have d
j
l = d j.
Now suppose that d
j
l  d j and consider l   1. We have:
d
j
l 1
Def. 15 = TRANS(f; p; j;l   1)   TRANS(f; p; j   1;l   1)
Eq. 2.39
= TRANS(f; p; j;l   1)   (TRANS(f; p; j   1;m) + (l   1)   m)
Def. 14
< TRANS(f; p; j;l)   (TRANS(f; p; j   1;m) + l   m) + 1
Eq. 2.39
= TRANS(f; p; j;l)   TRANS(f; p; j   1;l) + 1
Def. 15 = d
j
l + 1
I.H.
 d j + 1
(2.43)
Considering that the transmission shifts are integer values we obtain d
j
l 1  d j.
b) i + 1   k > k  (j   1)
Note that i + 1   k  i. Claim 3 of the induction hypothesis yields d
j
i+1 k = d j.
Combining this result with the transmission shift deﬁnition yields the following:
TRANS(f; p; j;i + 1   k)
Def. 15 = TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1   k) + d
j
i+1 k
 TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1   k) + d j
(2.44)
We use this relation to ﬁnally prove claim 1:
TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1))
Eq. 2.39
= TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1   k) + k)
Lemma 1 = TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1   k)) + nS
Def. 14
< TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j;i + 1   k)) + nS
Lemma 1
 TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1   k) + d j) + nS
Lemma 1 = TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1   k) + k + d j)
Eq. 2.39
= TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1) + d j)
(2.45)
2. Let l := TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + (i + 1)   j  (k   1). We have:
l = TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + (i + 1)   k  (j   1)
> TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + i   k  (j   1)
I.H. = TRANS(f; p; j;i)
(2.46)
Thus, l meets condition C2 of Deﬁnition 14. Also note that because l is obviously the
smallest integer that meetsC2, it is a lower bound for TRANS(f; p; j;i + 1).
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Left to prove is that l also fulﬁlls conditionC1 of Deﬁnition 14.
l   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1)
Eq. 2.39
= l   (TRANS(f; p; j   1;m) + (i + 1)   m)
= l   (TRANS(f; p; j   1;m) + i   m)   1
Eq. 2.39
= l   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)   1
Eq. 2.46
> TRANS(f; p; j;i)   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)   1
(2.47)
Considering that we are dealing with integers:
l   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1)
Eq. 2.47
 TRANS(f; p; j;i)   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)
I.H. = d j
(2.48)
Thus, TRANS(f; p; j 1;i+1)+d j  l. This relation ﬁnally allows to verifyC1 as of
Deﬁnition 14:
TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1))
claim 1
< TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1) + d j)
Lemma 1
 TSL(f; p; j;l)
(2.49)
We conclude that l is the minimal transmission opportunity number that meets condi-
tionsC1 andC2 of Deﬁnition 14 and ﬁnd:
TRANS(f; p; j;i+1) = l = TRANS(f; p; j;k (j 1))+(i+1)  j(k  1) (2.50)
3. Making use of the already proved claim 2, it is straightforward to verify claim 3:
d
j
i+1
Def. 15 = TRANS(f; p; j;i + 1)   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i + 1)
Eqs. 2.39, 2.50
= TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + (i + 1)   k  (j   1)
  (TRANS(f; p; j   1;m) + (i + 1)   m)
I.H., Eq. 2.39
= TRANS(f; p; j;i) + 1   (TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + 1)
I.H. = d j
(2.51)
This concludes the induction step and completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Lemma 2 gives properties of the transmission opportunities used for forwarding frames at
some ﬁxed node v
p
j of some path p that hold when the premise as stated in the Lemma is true.
The next step is to show that these properties are actually true for all forwarding nodes v
p
j,
j 2 f2;:::;jpjg. This is what the following Lemma is about:
Lemma 3
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). Let
f be a ﬂow in F and (p;k) 2 y(f) a path in its routing. For all j 2 f2;:::;jpjg and all
i 2 N, i  k  (j   1) the following is true:
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1. Each frame ci arrives early enough so it can potentially be forwarded during transmis-
sion opportunity TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d j on the outgoing edge:
TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)) < TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d j)
(2.52)
2. Starting with frame ck(j 1) all frames will be forwarded during consecutive transmis-
sion opportunities:
TRANS(f; p; j;i) = TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + i   k  (j   1) (2.53)
3. The transmission shift for ci is d j, i.e. d
j
i = d j.
PROOF (LEMMA 3)
The proof is by induction on j, thereby making use of Lemma 2 in each step. Assume j = 2.
Due to TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) = TRANS(f; p;1;i) = i, the premise of Lemma 2 as stated in
Equation 2.39 is trivially true. Applying the Lemma yields the desired results.
Now assume that for some ﬁxed j the claims of Lemma 3 hold, i.e. for all i  k  (j   1)
the following statements are true:
1. TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)) < TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d j)
2. TRANS(f; p; j;i) = TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + i   k  (j   1)
3. d
j
i = d j
Consider node v
p
j+1. The precondition for Lemma 2 follows immediately from claim 2 of
the above induction hypothesis since k (j 1)+1 > k (j 1). Thus, we can apply Lemma
2 at node j + 1 and obtain the results that complete the induction step. 
PROOF (PROPOSITION 1)
Recall the proposition that is to be proved: Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F
be a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). Let f 2 F and (p;k) 2 y(f), M = fi 2 N j i >
k  (jpj   1) g and j 2 f1;:::;jpjg. The equivalence relation
j := f(i;l) 2 M2 j REM(TRANS(f; p; j;i);k) = REM(TRANS(f; p; j;l);k)g (2.54)
generates a set of equivalence classes
[i]j := fl 2 M j i j lg (2.55)
for which the following claims are to be proved:
1. The elements of the equivalence classes are the frame numbers within distance of mul-
tiples of k:
8i 2 M 8j 2 f1;:::;jpjg : [i]j = fmin[i]j + m  k j m 2 N0g (2.56)
2. The equivalence classes are the same at every edge in p:
8j;l 2 f1;:::;jpjg 8i 2 M : [i]j = [i]l (2.57)
Thus, in particular [i]1 = [i]jpj for every i 2 M and we deﬁne  := 1 and [i] := [i]1.
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3. There are k equivalence classes.
The proofs for the claims stated above follow.
1. The proof is conducted by showing that each set is a subset of the other.
a) This part of the proof establishes fmin[i]j + m  k j m 2 N0g  [i]j. Consider
these two cases:
i. j = 1
Recall that TRANS(f; p;1;i) = i for all i 2 N. By deﬁnition of 1, we have:
1= f(i;l) 2 M2 j REM(i;k) = REM(l;k)g (2.58)
Let i 2 M, m 2 N0, i = min[i]j. Consider frame i + k  m:
REM(i + k  m;k) = REM(i;k) = REM(i;k) (2.59)
Hence, (i + k  m) 2 [i]1 by deﬁnition of 1.
ii. j 2 f2;:::;jpjg
By Lemma 3, we have for l0 := k  (j   1):
8l 2 N;l  l0 : TRANS(f; p; j;l) = TRANS(f; p; j;l0) + l   l0 (2.60)
Let i 2 M (note that i  l0), m 2 N and i = min[i]j.
REM(TRANS(f; p; j;i + k  m);k)
Eq. 2.60
= REM(TRANS(f; p; j;l0) + (i + k  m)   l0);k)
= REM(TRANS(f; p; j;l0) + i   l0;k)
Eq. 2.60
= REM(TRANS(f; p; j;i);k)
= REM(TRANS(f; p; j;i);k)
(2.61)
Thus, by deﬁnition of j, we have (i + k  m) 2 [i]j.
b) Let i 2 M, l 2 [i]j and i = min[i]j. By deﬁnition of j, we have:
REM(TRANS(f; p; j;l);k) = c = REM(TRANS(f; p; j;i);k) (2.62)
Thus, there exist i;l 2 N0, such that
i  k + c = TRANS(f; p; j;i) (2.63)
l  k + c = TRANS(f; p; j;l) (2.64)
We argue that (l   i)  k = l   i. There are two cases:
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i. j = 1
Then, due to TRANS(f; p;1;m) = m, we have:
i  k + c = TRANS(f; p; j;i) = i (2.65)
l  k + c = TRANS(f; p; j;l) = l (2.66)
Calculating the difference of these equations yields (l   i)  k = l   i.
ii. j 2 f2;:::;jpjg
By Lemma 3, we have:
i  k + c = TRANS(f; p; j;i)
= TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + i   k  (j   1)
(2.67)
l  k + c = TRANS(f; p; j;l)
= TRANS(f; p; j;k  (j   1)) + l   k  (j   1)
(2.68)
Again, substracting these equations yields (l   i)  k = l   i.
Due to the fact that l  i, we also have l  i and thus l   i  0. Hence,
l = i + (l   i)  k and l 2 fmin[i]j + m  k j m 2 N0g.
2. It is an immediate consequence of claim 1 of the proposition that the equivalence
classes are the same at each node.
3. It is easy to see that there are exactly k equivalence classes. Consider the ﬁrst k frame
numbers in M, i.e. the frames ck(jpj 1);:::;ckjpj 1. By Lemma 3, we have for i 2
fk  (jpj   1);:::;k  jpj   1g:
REM(TRANS(f; p;1;i);k) = REM(i;k) = i   k  (jpj   1) (2.69)
Thus:
8i;l 2 fk  (jpj   1);:::;k  jpj   1g : i 6= l ! [i] 6= [l] (2.70)
At thispoint we have provedthat there are atleast k equivalence classes. Dueto the fact
that REM(i;k) 2 f0;:::;k  1g for all i 2 N, there cannot be more than k equivalence
classes. 
Proposition 1 states that beginning with frame ck(jpj 1), the transmission of the frames
within a thread reaches a stable state. Each node handles frames with distance k at transmis-
sion opportunities that are also in distance k of each other. Thus, these frames are transmitted
during the same micro slots. Moreover, after stabilization, all frames share the common trans-
mission shift d j. Obviously, the transmission shift must be large enough so that all incom-
ing frames arrive early enough to catch their respective outgoing transmission opportunities.
However, it is unclear whether d j is actually the minimal shift that satisﬁes this property. The
following proposition answers this question.
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Proposition 2 (Minimality of the transmission shift)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y).
Let f be a ﬂow in F and (p;k) 2 y(f) a path in f’s routing. For all j 2 f2;:::;jpjg, the
transmission shift at node j can be characterized as follows:
d j = minfm 2 N j 8i 2 N : TSL(f; p; j   1;i) < TSL(f; p; j;i + m)g (2.71)
PROOF (PROPOSITION 2)
Let j 2 f2;:::;jpjg, M = fm 2 N j 8i 2 N : TSL(f; p; j   1;i) < TSL(f; p; j;i + m)g and
ˆ d j = minM. We prove Equation 2.71 by ﬁrst showing that d j 2 M and then ˆ d j  d j.
1. Claim: 8i 2 N : TSL(f; p; j   1;i) < TSL(f; p; j;i + d j)
Due to the frames using consecutive transmission opportunities after the startup phase,
we observe that for each transmission opportunity, there is a frame index describing
the frame that is transferred during that transmission opportunity. Formally:
8j0 2 f1;:::;jpjg 8l 2 N;l  TRANS(f; p; j0;k  (j0   1) + 1) :
9m 2 N : (m  k  (j0   1)) ^ (TRANS(f; p; j0;m) = l) (2.72)
For the proof consider these two cases:
 If j0 = 1, choose m := l. Equation 2.72 is trivially true due to Def. 14:
TRANS(f; p;1;m) = m = l (2.73)
 Inthecaseof j0 2 f2;:::;jpjg,asuitablevalueformisobtainedbyreconsidering
claim 2 of Lemma 3:
m := l   TRANS(f; p; j0;k  (j0   1)) + k  (j0   1) (2.74)
Note that m  k  (j0   1). Thus, we obtain:
TRANS(f; p; j0;m)
Lemma 3 = TRANS(f; p; j0;k  (j0   1)) + m   k  (j0   1)
Def. m = TRANS(f; p; j0;k  (j0   1))   k  (j0   1)
+ l   TRANS(f; p; j0;k  (j0   1)) + k  (j0   1)
= l
(2.75)
Nowweprovetheclaim. Theideaisthatfortransmissionopportunitiesafter thestartup
phase, the statement follows from the the above observation and claim 1 of Lemma 3.
We invoke the periodicity of TSL to also proof the claim for the transmission opportuni-
ties that are part of the startup phase. Let i 2 N be an arbitrary transmission opportunity
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index and x 2 N such that k  x  TRANS(f; p; j   1;k  (j   2)). We have:
TSL(f; p; j   1;i) = TSL(f; p; j   1;i) + x  nS   x  nS
Lemma 1 = TSL(f; p; j   1;i + x  k)   x  nS
Eq. 2.72
= TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;m))   x  nS
Lemma 3
< TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;m) + d j)   x  nS
= TSL(f; p; j;i + x  k + d j)   x  nS
Lemma 1 = TSL(f; p; j;i + d j) + x  nS   x  nS
= TSL(f; p; j;i + d j)
(2.76)
2. Claim: d j  ˆ d j
The proof is by contradiction, so assume d j > ˆ d j.
First, we prove by induction that d
j
i > ˆ d j for all i 2 f1;:::;k  (j   1)g. Consider
i = k  (j   1). Trivially, d
j
i = d
j
k(j 1) = d j > ˆ d j.
Now suppose that d
j
i > ˆ d j for some ﬁxed i 2 f2;:::;k  (j   1)g and consider i   1.
Due to the induction hypothesis, we have:
TRANS(f; p; j;i) = TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d
j
i
> TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + ˆ d j (2.77)
However, by deﬁnition of ˆ d j, we know that
TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)) < TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + ˆ d j)
(2.78)
This potentially allows transmission of frame ci on edge (v
p
j;v
p
j+1) in transmission op-
portunity TRANS(f; p; j 1;i)+ ˆ d j. However, it is only transferred later in transmission
opportunity TRANS(f; p; j  1;i)+d
j
i . This can only be due to the outgoing transmis-
sion of frame ci 1 blocking earlier transmission of ci on (v
p
j;v
p
j+1). Thus, the relevant
condition for the minimization in Deﬁnition 14 isC2, so we have:
TRANS(f; p; j;i   1) = TRANS(f; p; j;i)   1 (2.79)
Another consequence ofC2 as of Deﬁnition 14 is
TRANS(f; p; j   1;i   1) < TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) (2.80)
Considering that transmission opportunity numbers are integers, we obtain:
TRANS(f; p; j   1;i   1)  TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)   1 (2.81)
Combining Equations 2.79 and 2.81 completes the induction step:
d
j
i 1 = TRANS(f; p; j;i   1)   TRANS(f; p; j   1;i   1)
 TRANS(f; p; j;i)   1   (TRANS(f; p; j   1;i)   1)
= d
j
i
I.H.
> ˆ d j
(2.82)
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Now consider frame c1. Due to the above induction, we have d
j
1 > ˆ d j and obtain:
TRANS(f; p; j;1) = TRANS(f; p; j   1;1) + d
j
1
> TRANS(f; p; j   1;1) + ˆ d j (2.83)
By deﬁnition of ˆ d j, we have:
TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;1)) < TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j   1;1) + ˆ d j)
(2.84)
Considering Equation 2.83, this is a contradiction to Deﬁnition 14:
TRANS(f; p; j;1) =
minfl 2 N j TSL(f; p; j   1; TRANS(f; p; j   1;1)) < TSL(f; p; j;l)g (2.85)
Hence, the assumption was wrong and we ﬁnd d j  ˆ d j.
Due to the facts d j 2 M, d j  ˆ d j and ˆ d j = minM, we conclude that d j = ˆ d j = minM. 
2.8 Latency
For real-time communication, it is important that a network delivers data as fast as necessary
at its destination, i.e. it introduces only delay that is predictable in a sense of having an upper
bound. This delay is quantiﬁed by the concept of latency. Latency is the maximum delay
experienced by a piece of data being part of a ﬂow when being transferred from its source to
its destination. In our model we deﬁne latency of a ﬂow to be the maximum delay (in logical
time) experienced by the frames that are part of this ﬂow.
Using the TSL and TRANS functions, the expression TSL(f; p; j; TRANS(f; p; j;i)) gives
the consecutive slot number of the micro slot during which ci 2 THREAD(f; p) is transmitted
via edge (v
p
j;v
p
j+1). The consecutive micro slot numbers of the slots during which a frame
is sent by the source and received by the sink, respectively, can then be compared. Their
difference gives the latency value in discrete time. Thus, the deﬁnition of the latency notions
for frames, threads and ﬂows is straightforward:
Deﬁnition 16 (Latency of frames, threads and ﬂows)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). Let
f 2 F and (p;k) = y(f).
1. The latency FRAMELAT(f; p;i) of a frame ci 2 THREAD(f; p) is given by the differ-
ence of the consecutive slot numbers of the slots during which ci is transferred via the
last and ﬁrst edge of p, respectively:
FRAMELAT(f; p;i) := TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;i))  TSL(f; p;1;i)+1 (2.86)
Note that the second term of the difference in Equation 2:86 has already been simpliﬁed
due to TRANS(f; p;1;i) = i. The constant 1 offset accounts for the latency caused by
forwarding the frame over the ﬁrst edge.
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2. Calculating the maximum of the latency values of all frames in a thread yields the
latency of a thread. It is given by the function THREADLAT : F  PG ! N:
THREADLAT(f; p) := max
i2N
FRAMELAT(f; p;i) (2.87)
3. The latency of a ﬂow is described by the function FLOWLAT : F ! N and is deﬁned to
be the maximum latency of the threads in f’s routing:
FLOWLAT(f) := max
(p;k)2y(f)
THREADLAT(f; p) (2.88)
In the deﬁnition of THREADLAT, a maximum over all frames that travel via the thread
is calculated. This poses a problem since the model does not provide starting and ending
times of ﬂows. Having no ending time means there is no bound on the number of frames
that are transferred by a ﬂow. Thus, it must be justiﬁed that the maximum in Equation 2.87
always exists and a way of computing it without having to consider arbitrary many frames
is to be derived. This is achieved by verifying that the latency notion is well deﬁned w.r.t.
the transmission equivalence classes introduced by Proposition 1. Thus, to obtain the latency
of a thread, only the ﬁrst k  jpj   1 frames must be considered, since the frames coming
after these will use the same micro slots and thus expose the same latency as their respective
representative in the range ck(jpj 1) + 1;:::;ckjpj. Even more, the following lemma states
that the latency of frames transmitted before reaching stable state will be not greater than the
maximum latency experienced by frames that are transmitted once the stable state is reached.
Lemma 4 (Frame latency respects equivalence classes)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). Let
f 2 F and (p;k) 2 y(f). Let M = fm 2 N j m > k  (jpj   1)g.
1. For the frames transmitted after reaching stable forwarding state, the frame latency is
the same for all members of an equivalence class:
8i;l 2 M : i  l ! FRAMELAT(f; p;i) = FRAMELAT(f; p;l) (2.89)
2. The latency of all frames transmitted prior to reaching the stable state is bounded by
the latency experienced by frames transmitted after reaching the stable state:
8i 2 f1;:::;k(jpj 1)g9l 2 M : FRAMELAT(f; p;i)  FRAMELAT(f; p;l) (2.90)
PROOF (LEMMA 4)
1. Let i;l 2 M and i  l. Without loss of generality, assume i  l. Due to Proposition 1,
there exist i;l 2 N and c 2 f1;:::k   1g, such that:
i = i  k + c (2.91)
l = l  k + c (2.92)
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Thus, we have (i   l) = (i   l)  k. Using this relation, we verify the claim of the
proposition (d := k  (jpj   1)):
FRAMELAT(f; p;i)
= TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;i))   TSL(f; p;1;i) + 1
Lemma 3 = TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;d) + i   d)
  TSL(f; p;1;i) + 1
= TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;d) + l + (i   l)   d)
  TSL(f; p;1;l + (i   l)) + 1
Lemma 1 = TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;d) + l   d)
+(i   l)  nS   (TSL(f; p;1;l) + (i   l)  nS) + 1
Lemma 3 = TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;l))
  TSL(f; p;1;l) + 1
= FRAMELAT(f; p;l)
(2.93)
2. First, we show by induction that the transmission shift between source node and last
forwarding node on p for the frames transmitted before reaching stable state is bounded
by the transmission shift in effect when the stable state has been reached, i.e.
8i 2 f1;:::;k  (jpj   1)g :
TRANS(f; p;jpj;i)  TRANS(f; p;jpj;k  (jpj   1)) + i   k  (jpj   1) (2.94)
Thus, let i = k  (jpj   1). The claim is trivially true:
TRANS(f; p;jpj;i)  TRANS(f; p;jpj;k  (jpj   1)) + i   k  (jpj   1) (2.95)
Now suppose that Eq. 2.95 is true for some ﬁxed i 2 f2;:::;k(jpj 1)g and consider
i   1. We have:
TRANS(f; p;jpj;i   1)
Def. 14
 TRANS(f; p;jpj;i)   1
I.H.
 TRANS(f; p;jpj;k  (jpj   1))   k  (jpj   1) + i   1
= TRANS(f; p;jpj;k  (jpj   1))   k  (jpj   1) + (i   1)
(2.96)
Consider a frame ci during the startup phase, i.e. i 2 f1;:::;k(jpj 1)g. With the help
of Eq. 2.94 it is easy to see that ci+kjpj will be transferred at least k  jpj transmission
opportunities after the one that was used for ci:
TRANS(f; p;jpj;i)
Eq. 2.94
 TRANS(f; p;jpj;k  (jpj   1))   k  (jpj   1) + i
= TRANS(f; p;jpj;k  (jpj   1)) + i + k  jpj   k  (jpj   1)   k  jpj
Lemma 3 = TRANS(f; p;jpj;i + k  jpj)   k  jpj
(2.97)
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Using this result and the periodicity of TSL, it is straightforward to complete the proof:
FRAMELAT(f; p;i)
= TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;i))   TSL(f; p;1;i) + 1
Eq. 2.97
 TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;i + k  jpj)   k  jpj)
  TSL(f; p;1;i) + 1
= TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;i + k  jpj)   k  jpj)
  TSL(f; p;1;i + k  jpj   k  jpj) + 1
Lemma 1
 TSL(f; p;jpj; TRANS(f; p;jpj;i + k  jpj))   nS  jpj
  (TSL(f; p;1;i + k  jpj)   nS  jpj) + 1
= FRAMELAT(f; p;i + k  jpj)
(2.98)
Thus, for each frame transmitted during the startup phase, there is a frame in the stable
state that experiences at least as much delay. 
The consequence of Lemma 4 is that for computing the latency of a thread, it is enough
to determine the delay values for a representative of each of the k transmission equivalence
classes. The maximum value obtained will be the thread’s latency, since the frames being
transmitted during the startup phase won’t experience higher delay and the frames transmitted
during stable state share the delay characteristics with their respective representative.
Note that due to the recursive deﬁnition of TRANS, the transmission opportunities that are
used by the frames that are part of the startup phase must still be determined in order to com-
pute the transmission opportunities used for the frames during stable state. However, Lemma
3 states that there is a ﬁxed transmission shift once stable state is reached and Proposition 2
provides a way of computing this transmission shift that does not need the exact TRANS val-
ues. Recalling that TRANS(f; p;1;i) = i, we can compute the delay experienced by frames
being transmitted during stable state without having to compute the TRANS values for the
startup phase:
Proposition 3 (Calculation of frame and thread latency)
Let G = (V;E). Let F be a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y) and (p;k) 2 y(f) be the
routing of a ﬂow f 2 F. Let M = fi 2 N j i > k  (jpj   1)g.
1. For all frames transmitted after reaching stable state, the transmission opportunities
they are forwarded during can be calculated from the transmission shifts at the for-
warding nodes:
8i 2 M 8j 2 f1;:::;jpjg : TRANS(f; p; j;i) = i +
j X
l=2
dl (2.99)
2. The frame latency values of frames transmitted during stable state depends only on the
transmission shifts at the nodes that forward the frames:
8i 2 M : FRAMELAT(f; p;i) = TSL(f; p;jpj;i+
jpj X
l=2
dl) TSL(f; p;1;i)+1 (2.100)
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3. Let M0 = fk  (jpj   1) + 1;:::;k  jpjg. For computing the thread latency, it is
sufﬁcient to consider the frames ci, i 2 M0:
THREADLAT(f; p) = max
i2M0
FRAMELAT(f; p;i) (2.101)
PROOF (PROPOSITION 3)
1. The proof is by induction on j. Let i 2 M. For j = 1, we have:
TRANS(f; p;1;i) = i = i +
j X
l=2
dl (2.102)
Now suppose that the claim holds for some ﬁxed j and consider j + 1:
TRANS(f; p; j;i)
Def. 14 = TRANS(f; p; j   1;i) + d
j
i
I.H. = i +
j 1 P
l=2
dl + d
j
i
Lemma 3 = i +
j 1 P
l=2
dl + d j
= i +
j P
l=2
d j
(2.103)
2. The claim follows immediately from the deﬁnition of FRAMELAT and claim 1.
3. This property is a direct consequence of Lemma 4. It allows to compute the latency of
a thread without having to consider each frame that is transmitted. 
The actual calculation of latency values is best demonstrated by an example. Reconsider
the situation shown in Figure 2.6. Two ﬂows are deﬁned. Flow f1’s routing speciﬁes two
paths: p1
1 = (a;b;c;e;g) and p1
2 = (a;c;e;g). The routing of f2 consists of a single path
p2
1 = (f;e;c;d). The calculation of the ﬂow latency values is as follows:
 Flow f1:
– Path p1
1: The transmission shift values are computed according to Proposition
2 to d2 = d3 = 0 and d4 = 1. The latency values for representatives of the
transmission equivalence classes are calculated using the sum of transmission
shifts representation presented in Proposition 3. In this case k = 1, so c4 is the
only frame to consider:
FRAMELAT(f1; p1
1;4) = TSL(f1; p1
1;4;5)   TSL(f1; p1
1;1;4) + 1
= 43   31 + 1 = 13
(2.104)
Since there is only one equivalence class, we obtain THREADLAT(f1; p1
1) = 13
for the thread latency.
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– Path p1
2: Here, we have d2 = 0 and d3 = 1. The frame latency of the representa-
tive of the only transmission equivalence class is:
FRAMELAT(f1; p1
2;3) = TSL(f1; p1
2;3;4)   TSL(f1; p1
2;1;3) + 1
= 35   22 + 1 = 14
(2.105)
Thus, the thread latency is THREADLAT(f1; p1
2) = 14.
According to Deﬁnition 16, the ﬂow latency is the maximum of the thread latency com-
puted above, i.e. FLOWLAT(f1) = maxfTHREADLAT(f1; p1
1); THREADLAT(f1; p1
2)g =
maxf13;14g = 14.
 Flow f2:
In this case, we have only one path in the routing of f2, but the path p2
1 provides a
capacity of k = 2. The transmission shifts are d2 = 0 and d3 = 2, respectively.
Since k = 2 there are 2 transmission equivalence classes and 2 representatives must be
considered:
FRAMELAT(f2; p2
1;5) = TSL(f2; p2
1;3;7)   TSL(f2; p2
1;1;5) + 1
= 33   21 + 1 = 13
(2.106)
FRAMELAT(f2; p2
1;6) = TSL(f2; p2
1;3;8)   TSL(f2; p2
1;1;6) + 1
= 35   22 + 1 = 14
(2.107)
The thread latency is deﬁned as the maximum frame latency values, thus we ﬁnd
THREADLAT(f2; p2
1) = maxfFRAMELAT(f2; p2
1;5); FRAMELAT(f2; p2
1;6)g
= maxf13;14g
= 14
(2.108)
For the ﬂow latency we also have FLOWLAT(f2) = 14 because p2
1 is the only path in
f2’s routing.
2.9 Quality-of-Service requirements and solutions
So far, the only information known about a ﬂow are the source and sink nodes. This sufﬁces
to discuss possible paths through the network that handle the ﬂow. However, applications
that transfer data on the ﬂows typically have Quality-of-Service (QoS) requirements such as
a minimum data rate the network must be able to provide to the ﬂow or a limit on the la-
tency that is acceptable to the application. For instance, a voice communication application
will probably require a constant data rate of a few kilobits per second as well as a maxi-
mum latency in the order of a second. These restrictions are captured by the notion of QoS
requirements that are attached to a ﬂow.
Deﬁnition 17 (QoS requirements)
Let F be a scenario. Each ﬂow is associated with a number of Quality-of-Service require-
ments:
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Capacity The capacity requirement of ﬂow is denoted by the function FCAP : F ! R+,
which gives the data rate a ﬂow requires in bytes per second.
Latency A ﬂow is assigned a latency requirement by the function FLAT : F ! N [ f1g,
which indicates the maximum latency tolerable for a ﬂow in discrete time, i.e. the max-
imum number of consecutive micro slots after which a frame must have arrived at the
sink.
Of course, the QoS requirements should be met by a combination of slot assignment, ﬂow
mapping and ﬂow routing (SA; FMAP;y). This is captured by the following deﬁnition, which
deﬁnes the notion of a solution to a given scenario:
Deﬁnition 18 (Solution to a scenario)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario supported by (SA; FMAP;y). The
triple (SA; FMAP;y) is called a solution to F if it meets the QoS requirements of the ﬂows in
F:
Capacity For each ﬂow, the capacity provided by the ﬂow routing must be large enough to
handle the ﬂow’s capacity requirement (converted to frames per macro slot represen-
tation):
8f 2 F :
X
(p;k)2y(f)
k 
nF
dms
 FCAP(f) (2.109)
Latency The latency of a ﬂow as derived in Section 2.8 should be not larger than the latency
requirement stated for the ﬂow:
8f 2 F : (FLAT(f) 6= 1) ! (FLOWLAT(f)  FLAT(f)) (2.110)
Note that the QoS requirements deﬁned above are just two possible choices that ﬁt well
with the model. The model can be extended easily be deﬁning new requirements and the
conditions that a solution must fulﬁll to meet the requirement.
2.10 Metrics
Normally, wireless networks should be designed such that they provide enough capacity to
carry the ﬂows that are to be transferred through the network. Thus, scenarios are expected to
always be solvable. However, solutions are not unique in general. Therefore, it is reasonable
to deﬁne performance metrics that allow to evaluate and compare different solutions. Prop-
erties that are usually considered when deﬁning metrics include latency, capacity usage and
energy efﬁciency, which is particularly important in the context of wireless sensor networks.
Note that the metrics deﬁned in the following paragraphs only represent some examples of
metrics that can be considered in the model. It is of course possible to deﬁne further metrics
or even use combined metrics that grade a solution w.r.t. different criteria. A possible way to
do so is to consider weighted sums of the metric values obtained from individual metrics.
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2.10.1 Capacity usage
Capacity usage is the sum of capacity allocated by a solution. Depending on the paths on
which data ﬂows through the network, the number of nodes that need to forward frames
varies. At each edge, capacity is required to forward frames to the next hop. Thus, the capac-
ity usage notion gives an overall indication on network load. Intuitively, it is favorable to use
less capacity since that suggests the unused capacity could be used for other transmissions. It
is expected that shorter paths result in lower capacity usage and should thus be preferred. Fur-
thermore, shorter paths require less nodes to transmit a frame, so the total energy consumed
by a data ﬂow is expected to be lower.
Deﬁnition 19 (Capacity usage metric)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario and (SA; FMAP;y) a solution to F.
The total capacity allocated by FMAP is called its capacity usage and can be calculated as
follows: X
f2F
X
p2PG
X
e2E
X
s2S
FMAP(f; p;e;s) (2.111)
2.10.2 Latency
Using the latency notion deﬁned in Section 2.8, we can deﬁne latency metrics. One obvious
possibility is to deﬁne a metric that favors solutions minimizing the maximum latency frames
encounter:
Deﬁnition 20 (Maximum latency metric)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario and (SA; FMAP;y) a solution to F.
The maximum latency metric considers the maximum latency experienced by any frame in
the network, i.e. the maximum latency of all ﬂows:
max
f2F
FLOWLAT(f) (2.112)
Note that solutions that perform well in this metric will have to give priority to ﬂows for
which the hop-distance between source and sink is large, because their latency will likely
dominate the latency values of ﬂows that connect nearby nodes. The following metric that
considers the latency sum of all ﬂows alleviates this problem:
Deﬁnition 21 (Latency sum metric)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario and (SA; FMAP;y) a solution to F.
The sum of the ﬂow latency values over all ﬂows deﬁnes the latency sum metric:
X
f2F
FLOWLAT(f) (2.113)
2.10.3 Energy consumption
While energy efﬁciency of computing hardware has recently received attention in a broad
range of contexts, it has always been particularly important for WSNs. Wireless sensors are
only equipped with very limited energy resources, thus a WSN is only useful as long as there
are enough sensor nodes alive to perform the networks’ task.
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Different energy consumption metrics were put forward over the years. Some examples
(taken from [42]) include: Energy consumption by frame, which is based on the idea to min-
imize the sum of energy consumed when transferring a single frame from source to sink.
Furthermore, it can be beneﬁcial to keep the network in a connected state, which is achieved
by using the time until the network is partitioned as a metric.
Note that some metrics can be difﬁcult to implement in actual networks without further
assumptions. This happens when the situation can arise that a metric-relevant decision must
be made that is inﬂuenced by events which will happen in the future. For example, the optimal
decisionaboutwhichpathstouseforaﬂowinordertomaximizethetimetonetworkpartition
depends on what ﬂows need to be handled during the remaining lifetime of the network.
For the deﬁnition of energy consumption metrics a model is needed that allows to calculate
how much energy is used by the operations that can take place in the network. The energy
consumption of a single node typically depends on what it is currently doing [50, 11]. The
wireless communication hardware of a node can be in different states:
Sleeping: The node’s transceiver hardware is powered down, no messages can be transmit-
ted or received. This is the state of smallest energy consumption.
Idle: The wireless network device is powered up and monitoring the channel for incoming
transmissions, but nothing is transmitted or received at the moment.
Receiving: Amessageisreceived,decodedbythehardwareandmadeavailabletothesensor
node for further processing of the message.
Discarding: The wireless medium is carrying a message, but the node decided to discard
this message instead of receiving it. Depending on the hardware design, the wireless
network device can switch to a low power state similar to the sleeping state for the
duration of the message.
Transmitting: A message is currently being transmitted by the node.
In [11], measurements of the actual energy consumption of an 802.11 network device are
described. According to the results, the amount of energy consumed when transmitting and
receiving even depends on whether a point-to-point or a broadcast message is being transmit-
ted or received. For our model, this is irrelevant since we only use point-to-point communica-
tion. The measurements also show that actual energy consumed when receiving or transmit-
ting can be modeled with sufﬁcient accuracy by a linear expression [11, 10] that comprises
a constant term and a proportional cost that depends on the number of bytes carried by the
message. The constant term results from operations that are needed for all messages, e.g.
transmitting or synchronizing to a preamble that is transmitted at the very beginning of every
message. Based on these results, we introduce an energy consumption model that is linear,
but uses the amount of time the hardware spends in a certain state as the linear parameter
instead of the number of bytes of a message.
Deﬁnition 22 (Energy consumption model)
Let Z = fS; I; R; D; Tg be the set of the possible hardware states as mentioned above, i.e.
sleeping, idle, receiving, discarding and transmitting. The energy consumed by a node de-
pends on its current operating state z 2 Z.
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1. If the node is sleeping or idle (z 2 fS; Ig), the energy consumption is described by the
function Ez : V  R+ ! R+ which maps the duration of time t in which node a is in a
particular state z to the corresponding energy cost:
Ez(a;t) = ma
z t (2.114)
2. For the states receiving, discarding and transmitting, the energy consumption also de-
pends on the communication partner b and the slot during which the communication
takes place. The function Ez : V  R+  V  S ! R+ gives the energy consumed by
node a that is in state z 2 fR; D; Tg and communicates with node b during slot s:
Ez(a;t;b;s) = ca
z;b;s + ma
z;b;s t (2.115)
The coefﬁcients ma
z, ca
z;b;s and ma
z;b;s are system parameters. ca
z;b;s represents a ﬁxed energy
cost that is caused by bringing the hardware into the desired state, ma
z and ma
z;b;s account for
the energy that is consumed per time unit when node a is in state z. Note that for the idle and
sleeping states, there is no constant cost.
Now consider the energy spent by a node during a single macro slot. Each micro slot must
be considered. Depending on the slot assignment and ﬂow mapping functions, a node can be
doing nothing, receive or discard messages from other nodes or transmit own messages in the
time interval corresponding to a micro slot. For calculating the energy cost, we will assume
the system is in stable forwarding state. Due to Proposition 1, all transmission opportunities
a node has will be used, thus we can base the energy calculation on the capacity allocated by
the ﬂow mapping. Of course, the results will not be valid for the startup phase. However, the
energy spent by a node during a macro slot of the startup phase is expected to be lower than
the energy consumption per macro slot in the stable forwarding state, since less transmission
opportunities are actually carrying frames in the startup phase. Furthermore, the number of
macro slots that are part of the startup phase is bounded by the maximum number of hops in
the ﬂows’ paths. Thus, for ﬂows that are not too short lived we expect the relevant share of
energy to be spent once stable forwarding state has been reached such that the error term due
to inaccurate treatment of the startup phase can safely be ignored.
Deﬁnition 23 (Energy consumption of a node)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario, (SA; FMAP;y) a solution to the
scenario and a 2 V a node.
 Let s 2 S be a micro slot. The energy a spends during s can be computed as follows:
NRGa(s) =
8
> <
> :
ES(a;ds) @b 2 V : (a;b) 2 SA(s) _ (b;a) 2 SA(s)
e1 9b 2 V : (b;a) 2 SA(s)
e2 9b 2 V : (a;b) 2 SA(s)
(2.116)
The terms e1 and e2 describe the energy that is spent when a is potentially receiving
or transmitting. Let ne = FMAP(f; p;e;s), i.e. the capacity (in number of frames)
allocated on edge e during slot s. Let E0 = f(v;w) 2 SA(s) j (v;a) 2 SA(s) ^ w 6= ag.
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When a is receiving, it is idle unless it actually receives or discards a frame from
another node:
e1 = EI(a;ds) +
X
b2V
X
f2F
X
p2PG
n(b;a) X
i=1
ER(a;T ((b;a);s);b;s)   EI(a;T ((b;a);s))
+
X
b2V
X
f2F
X
p2PG
X
e2E0
ne X
i=1
ED(a;T (e;s);b;s)   EI(a;T (e;s))
(2.117)
When a is supposed to transmit during slot s it does so until all transmissions scheduled
by the ﬂow mapping are completed, after which the node goes to sleep:
e2 = ES(a;ds) +
X
b2V
X
f2F
X
p2PG
n(a;b) X
i=1
ET(a;T ((a;b);s))   ES(a;T ((a;b);s)) (2.118)
 The total energy spent by a node in the course of a macro slot is described by the
function NRG : V ! R+ and is calculated by summing up the energy consumption
during each micro slot:
NRG(a) =
X
s2S
NRGa(s) (2.119)
The energy consumption per node a and slot s as deﬁned above accurately models the
amount of energy spent when the node is sleeping or transmitting during s. However, there is
a slight inaccuracy for the case when SA determines that a is supposed to receive. e1 correctly
accounts for the energy consumption during the time intervals while a is actually handling
messages (i.e. receiving or discarding) on the edges in its immediate neighborhood. The ﬁrst
sum expression considers all messages that a can hear which are actually destined for it.
Other transmissions by nodes that are allowed to transmit messages to a are accounted for in
the second sum term of e1. It is assumed a picks up these messages, which is a simpliﬁcation
because that depends on the transmission energy used by the sending node. Furthermore, the
nodes allowed to transmit to a may decide to keep quiet during subintervals of s or even for
the entire time interval associated with s. If so, a might be able to pick up transmissions from
nodes farther away that it will discard. For simplicity, we ignore this situation in e1.
There is another aspect about the energy consumption that is worth pointing out here.
As explained in Section 2.5, the model allows time intervals during the macro slots that
are not under control of the TDMA mechanism. During these time intervals, the nodes will
obviously also consume energy but this is not reﬂected in the deﬁnition above. However, the
purpose here is to devise a metric that can be used to evaluate different solutions to a given
combination of network and scenario. The solutions only inﬂuence the energy consumption
during the time intervals that are controlled by the TDMA mechanism. Thus it is quite safe
to assume that the energy spent in the remaining time intervals is the same for all possible
solutions, so it is not necessary to consider it in the metrics.
Building upon the energy consumption per node and macro slot, it is relatively straight-
forward to deﬁne energy consumption metrics. The ﬁrst obvious metric is to just sum up the
absolute energy consumption imposed by a solution:
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Deﬁnition 24 (Absolute energy consumption metric)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario and (SA; FMAP;y) a solution to F.
The absolute energy consumption of the solution is given by:
X
v2V
NRG(v) (2.120)
Obviously, the absolute energy consumption metric has the drawback that energy is treated
as a system resource instead of considering the energy resources at individual nodes. Thus,
a solution that is good according to the absolute energy consumption metric may overutilize
individual nodes such that they fail early while the other nodes still have considerable remain-
ing energy resources. To deal with this, it is reasonable to also consider the energy resources
local to a node and to deﬁne a metric that favors solutions which maximize the time until the
ﬁrst node fails:
Deﬁnition 25 (Node-local energy consumption metric)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario and (SA; FMAP;y) a solution to
F. Let NRGRv be the initial energy resources at node v. The node-local energy consumption
metric uses the time at which the ﬁrst node is expected to fail as metric criteria:
min
v2V
NRGRv
NRG(v)
(2.121)
Thus, only solutions that ensure none of the nodes fail early will be considered good by
the node-local energy consumption metric. However, there are situations in which this metric
does not yield the desired result. For example, if there are one or more nodes that do not
have much initial energy resources available, these will probably fail early even if they are
not utilized by a solution. Thus, the metric value is only determined by the early-failing node
and the node-local energy consumption metric will not provide any indication about relative
performance of the good solutions.
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This chapter discusses scenarios and their solutions as deﬁned in Chapter 2. The focus of
this chapter is on the question whether using different paths to handle the threads of a ﬂow is
beneﬁcial over using only a single path and thread. To answer this question, optimal solutions
are considered, both for the original scenario that allows multiple paths per ﬂow and also for
the scenario modiﬁed by adding the condition of using only a single path per ﬂow. After mo-
tivating the use of multi-path routing and discussing potential beneﬁts over the single path ap-
proach, a selection of example scenarios is presented from which some of the characteristics
of the two approaches of solving the scenarios can be derived. We proceed to investigate the
relative performance of the single-path and multi-path approaches by examining the possible
multi-path performance gain in a generic setting. Then, algorithmic approaches for ﬁnding
an optimal solution given an arbitrary scenario are discussed. Finally, the results obtained by
applying a problem solving program to a large number of randomly generated scenarios are
used to compare the performance of the multi-path and single-path approaches, respectively.
3.1 Single-Path versus Multi-Path Routing
Routing is the problem of ﬁnding paths through the network that can be used to transfer the
frames of a data ﬂow from its source to the sink node. While single-path routing means that
all data belonging to the ﬂow will travel on the same path, multi-path routing allows a ﬂow
to be handled by different paths. There are various motivations for using multi-path routing.
The following examines some of them.
Load balancing The use of multiple paths for a ﬂow instead of a single one is expected to
distribute the load caused by the ﬂow more uniformly over the network. The set of
nodes that handle the ﬂow is increased, thereby reducing the average load experienced
by individual nodes. This is desirable for a number of reasons. Less load means less
energy consumption, which can prolong the network lifetime in the context of WSNs.
Furthermore, the more uniform distribution of load should help to alleviate hot spot
situations in which certain nodes or regions in the network are fully utilized thereby
preventing any additional ﬂows to be handled even if the remaining network still has
unused capacity available.
Reliability Multi-path routing can increase reliability. The problem addressed is the unre-
liability that is inherent to wireless networks: Link quality and stability is subject to
environmental factors such as foreign interference, weather conditions, remaining en-
ergy resources etc. Similarly, nodes can fail or move. Thus, links in wireless networks
can break and disrupt ﬂows if the broken link is part of the path that was used to handle
the ﬂow. Numerous approaches have been proposed in order to increase reliability (e.g.
[28, 36]. Multiple node- and link-disjoint paths allow to transmit data even if a single
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node or link fails, as long as at least one path is still available. Reliability is achieved
either by redundancy, i.e. sending a copy of each data frame on each available path, or
by switching to a different path if one path fails. Information about alternative paths can
either be kept at the source node or at the forwarding nodes. With the former approach,
path breakage must be reported to the source node which can then switch to a different
path. The latter allows a forwarding node to switch to a different path segment to the
sink node when the node detects its forwarding link has failed. Another possibility to
use multiple paths for redundancy is to employ a diversity coding scheme that encodes
the data to be transferred in a way such that if a given fraction of the data frames arrive
at the destination, the original data can be recovered [46].
Note that many of the reliability enhancing techniques discussed above do not ﬁt well
with the reservation based scheme that is used with TDMA networks. In our network
model, a path is only available when the resources required to handle that path have
beenallocated.Thus,makingreservationsforpathsthatareonlyusedwhentheprimary
path fails is not a good idea, because a lot of the reserved capacity is actually not used.
Hence, if multi-path techniques are used to enhance reliability in a reservation based
network, additional reserved capacity should be used to transfer redundant information
that helps to recover data in case a path breaks and only a fraction of the data frames
arrive at the sink.
Throughput In a reservation-based network employing single-path routing the situation may
arise that a new ﬂow f can not be handled because there is not enough capacity left to
handle the ﬂow, i.e. no path is available that could provide the requested throughput.
This can be due to f’s capacity requirement being too large to be handled by a single
path (e.g. when there are bottleneck regions in the network) or due to other ﬂows that
are already present taking up too much resources such that no single path to provide the
requested capacity is available. In contrast, a multi-path routing scheme may split up
a ﬂow’s large capacity requirement into several smaller ones for which suitable paths
can possibly be found such that the aggregate capacity allows to handle the ﬂow.
Latency Increasing the data rate on a single path will likely increase latency. This is because
frames in transit might queue at intermediate nodes until they can be forwarded. In
our formal model, this effect is due to the following observation: If there are only few
unused micro slots available at a forwarding node, an incoming frame will have to wait
longer on average for its outgoing slot than in a situation where the node has many
unused micro slots available. Hence, heavily used paths are likely to be inferior in
terms of latency. A single-path solution is expected to put heavier load on its single
path than each of the paths in a multi-path solutions are required to handle. Thus, the
multi-path solution is likely to yield better latency.
This discussion promises that multi-path approaches are indeed beneﬁcial over those that
only use single paths. However, discovering and managing multiple paths can also add ad-
ditional cost, which must be considered when evaluating the beneﬁts of multi-path routing.
Additional overhead is caused e.g. by an increase in the number of control messages that a
route discovery protocol may need to exchange to establish multiple routes.
The critical aspect that determines whether multi-path routing techniques perform well
or not in wireless networks is the system-inherent problem of interference. Results of work
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that studies multi-path routing in wired networks [4, 6] cannot be easily adapted to wireless
networks because the interference problem between packets traveling on node-disjoint paths
does not occur in wired networks. In contrast, node-disjoint paths in wireless networks can
possibly interact due to mutual interference.
3.2 Selected scenarios
This section identiﬁes some scenarios that demonstrate situations for which the multi-path
approach yields better results than the single-path approach. Consider the network depicted
in Figure 3.1a. The ﬁgure shows a realistic network, i.e. the situation as depicted can easily
be reconstructed in reality by placing six identical nodes at the vertices of a hexagon such
that the nodes on adjacent vertices are on the verge of each other’s transmission distance.
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Figure 3.1: A hexagon network in the plane. (a) shows the positions of the nodes in the plane and
also illustrates the edges of the connectivity graph. (b) gives a possible consistent slot allocation.
The scenario to be handled by the network is a single data ﬂow that starts at node 1 and has
node 2 as destination. Suppose there are three micro slots per macro slot and that each node
can transmit exactly one frame during a single micro slot. This number is obviously chosen
very small. Note that this is only for simplicity; the following considerations are also valid
for a scaled version of the scenario that uses appropriately scaled numbers of micro slots
and capacity requirements for the ﬂows. The question that is to be discussed is how big the
capacity requirements may be chosen such that there is a solution to the scenario and whether
there is a difference between the single-path and the multi-path approach.
For this example, the graph-based noninterference model is used to determine transmission
conﬂicts. There are exactly two cycle-free paths that connect node 1 to node 2, namely p1 =
(1;3;4;2) and p2 = (1;5;6;2). Both paths have three edges for which one can easily check
that only one edge in a path can be scheduled in a micro slot as otherwise the transmissions
would interfere with each other. Thus, the slot allocation must allocate a different slot to each
of the edges in the path. However, for each edge, the opposite in the other path can be used
concurrently without causing interference. A possible consistent slot allocation is shown in
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Figure 3.1b.
Mapping the allocated capacity to ﬂows is straightforward. In the single-path case, we
have to pick one path and can transmit exactly one frame per macro slot. Thus, the maximum
capacity requirement is that of the frame size divided by the macro slot duration. Using multi-
path routing, we can do better by also using the second path that is available, thus capacity
requirements up to twice the frame size per macro slot duration are feasible.
By running the scenario solving tool that is described in Section 3.7 it can be veriﬁed
that the solutions just discussed are the optimal solutions for the single-path and multi-path
approaches, respectively. Moreover, the tool proved that the capacity requirement bounds
given are correct, i.e. increasing the capacity requirements stated before and trying to ﬁnd a
solution yields the result that no such solution exists.
By means of the example, we have established that there are scenarios for which multi-path
routing can yield twice the performance that is possible with single-path routing in terms of
throughput. The performance gain can be improved by adding a third path. This is considered
in the example given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Another example that exhibits differences between the single-path and multi-path
routingapproaches.(a)showstheconnectivitygraph,thenodelocationsin3Dspaceareindicated
in (b). (c) givesa possibleconsistent slotallocation underthe graph-basednoninterference model.
Note that the connectivity graph given in Figure 3.2a is one that cannot be easily recon-
structed by a physical setup in the plane unless special arrangements are made such as direc-
tional antennas or objects that block reception. However, this connectivity graph can be quite
easily obtained in a physical network by placing the nodes in 3D space. A possible setup
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places the intermediate nodes on the corners of a triangle each and the source and sink nodes
slightly above or below the respective triangle. An illustration of this setup is given in Figure
3.2b.
Again, the scenario consists of a single ﬂow starting at node 1 and ﬂowing to node 2. A
suitable consistent slot allocation function is given in Figure 3.2c. The results for the single-
path routing approach are the same as for the previous example, i.e. the maximum capacity
requirement that can be met is one frame size per macro slot duration. In the case of multi-
path routing, there is now a third path available that increases the maximum feasible capacity
requirement to three times the frame size per macro slot duration. Again, these ﬁndings have
been veriﬁed using the problem solving tool described in Section 3.7.
At this point, the node setup could still be changed by adding a further paths that do not
introduce interference with the existing 3 paths at the forwarding nodes. However, this will
not increase the maximum feasible capacity requirement of the ﬂow, because the source and
sink nodes do not have any more slots available during which they could push data through
the additional path 1.
Figure 3.3 shows another scenario that beneﬁts from the multi-path approach. The scenario
has two ﬂows, one ﬂowing from node 16 to node 19 and a second one that crosses the ﬁrst
from node 10 to node 12. The setup provides for 10 micro slots per macro slot, each of which
allows a single frame of 100 bytes to be transferred by a node. The macro slot duration is 1
second and the micro slot duration 0:1 seconds. The capacity requirements are 5 frames per
macro slot for the ﬁrst ﬂow and 1 frame per macro slot for the second ﬂow.
The slot allocation and ﬂow mapping of an optimal multi-path solution w.r.t. the maximum
latency metric are given in the Figures 3.3b and 3.3c, respectively. The latency value achieved
by the solution is 7. Note that the optimal latency is 6 if the cross ﬂow is removed from the
scenario, which is expected because the minimum hop distance between nodes 16 and 19 is
6. It is interesting to note that the crossing ﬂow in this case does not reduce the maximum
feasible capacity requirement of the ﬁrst ﬂow, but degrades the latency that is achievable.
Note that there is no single-path solution for the example scenario of Figure 3.3. This is
due to the following observation: Consider a path of minimum length 3 that is part of a ﬂow
routing as illustrated in Figure 3.4. Let a, b, c and d be four adjacent nodes on the path.
Each frame that is transferred via this path must be processed by every node on the path.
Consider a single frame at node b. It receives the frame from node a during some micro slot
k. During this micro slot, node b must not transmit any messages, otherwise it would miss
the incoming frame from a. Thus, node b needs to forward the frame to node c during some
different micro slot l. Eventually c forwards the frame to d. The micro slots k and l cannot be
used for that, because c is listening in micro slot l and c may not send in micro slot k, since
it would interfere with a’s transmission to b (assuming a symmetric connectivity relation and
the graph-based noninterference model). Thus, a micro slot m different from k and l must be
used for the outgoing transmission at c. Recalling that only one frame per micro slot can be
transferred by each node, this means that only up to a third of the available micro slots can
actually carry outgoing frames at each node on the path. This gives the following bound on
1However, if the number of available micro slots is increased to e.g. 4, another independent path will help to
increase the feasible capacity requirement.
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b
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b
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b
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b
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b 1
b 3
(a)
s SA(s)
1 f(16;15);(6;9);(1;4)g
2 f(15;2);(9;18);(4;7);(6;12)g
3 f(2;5);(18;19);(7;17)g
4 f(5;8);(16;15)g
5 f(8;18);(15;3);(16;14);(17;19)g
6 f(18;19);(3;6);(14;1);(10;4)g
7 f(6;9);(1;4);(16;15)g
8 f(9;18);(4;7);(15;3)g
9 f(18;19);(7;17);(3;6);(16;14);(4;5)g
10 f(17;19);(14;1);(5;6)g
(b)
Mapping of ﬂows to slots
Edge 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(1;4) 1.5 1.3
(2;5) 1.1
(3;6) 1.2 1.4
(4;5) 2.1
(4;7) 1.5 1.3
(5;6) 2.1
(5;8) 1.1
(6;9) 1.4 1.2
(6;12) 2.1
(7;17) 1.5 1.3
(8;18) 1.1
(9;18) 1.4 1.2
(10;4) 2.1
(14;1) 1.3 1.5
(15;2) 1.1
(15;3) 1.2 1.4
(16;14) 1.3 1.5
(16;15) 1.1 1.2 1.4
(17;19) 1.5 1.3
(18;19) 1.4 1.1 1.2
(c)
Figure 3.3: A scenario with two crossing ﬂows, one ﬂowing from node 16 to node 19 and the
other from node 10 to node 12. (a) shows the node locations and connectivity. A consistent slot
allocation function for the graph under the graph-based noninterference model is given in (b).
The ﬂow mapping shown in (c) in conjunction with the slot allocation in (b) gives a solution to
the scenario.
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b
source
... b
a
b
b
b
c
b
d
... b
sink
Figure 3.4: Four nodes, a, b, c and d, being part of a path.
the capacity c in bytes per second that a path p can provide:
c 
jnS
3
k

nF
dms
(3.1)
The ﬁrst term is due to the observation discussed above; only up to a third of the micro
slots that are available can actually be used by a node to transfer data. For the rest of the
time it has to keep quiet such that adjacent nodes can transmit successfully. The second term
converts the bound representation from frames per macro slot to bytes per second.
For the single-path approach, the bound given in Equation 3.1 is also a bound on the maxi-
mum satisﬁable capacity bound per ﬂow, because there is only one path per ﬂow. In contrast,
multi-path routing does not have a corresponding capacity bound per ﬂow, because the capac-
ity of multiple paths can be combined up to the situation in which the source node uses all the
outgoing capacity for transmissions as we have seen in the example of Figure 3.2. Applying
the single-path bound to the ﬁrst ﬂow of the example given in Figure 3.3 yields a capacity
bound of 300 bytes per second, which is not enough to satisfy the bandwidth requirement of
5 frames per macro slot, i.e. 500 bytes per second. Thus, there is no single-path solution to
this scenario.
3.3 Relative performance of single-path and multi-path solutions
This section continues the comparison of single-path and multi-path solutions in a more sys-
tematic way. Obviously, a single-path solution also represents a correct multi-path solution.
Thus, the objective discussed is the potential performance gain that can be achieved by em-
ploying the multi-path approach. In this context, the notion of performance refers to the
optimal metric values achievable by any solution under the single-path and multi-path ap-
proaches, respectively. Additionally, the maximum feasible capacity requirement for which
there is a solution is considered as a performance indicator. As will be shown, the perfor-
mance gain that is achievable by multi-path routing over single-path routing is not bounded,
i.e. there exist networks that exhibit arbitrarily large performance gains. The discussion in this
section is restricted to the graph-based noninterference model. However, the networks con-
structed below are designed with actual node locations in mind, such that they are expected
to yield similar results under the other noninterference models.
In the discussion of the example network described in Figure 3.2, an upper bound on the
maximum feasible capacity requirement for single-path solutions has already been described.
The multi-path performance gain can be captured by the quotient
bm
bs of maximum feasible
capacity requirements achievable by optimal solutions in the single-path (bs) and multi-path
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(bm) approaches. In the following, a family of networks that allows arbitrarily large perfor-
mance gains is presented.
b
s
b
d
b s1 b s2 b s3 b sn
b d1
b d2
b d3
b dn
···
···
Figure 3.5: Construction of a network that exhibits a performance gain of n w.r.t. maximum fea-
sible capacity requirement when comparing the multi-path approach to the single-path approach.
The construction of the network (also illustrated in Figure 3.5) is as follows: Let n 2 N
such that n  5. The connectivity graph G = (V;E) is given by:
V := fs;dg [ fsi j i 2 f1;:::;ngg [ fdi j i 2 f1;:::;ngg (3.2)
E0 := f(s;si) j i 2 f1;:::;ngg [ f(si;di) j i 2 f1;:::;ngg [ f(di;d) j i 2 f1;:::;ngg
(3.3)
E := f(v;w) 2 V2 j (v;w) 2 E0 _ (w;v) 2 E0g (3.4)
For the TDMA model, we deﬁne the number of micro slots as nS := n and the frame
size nF and timing parameters ds, dms in a way that allows each node to transmit exactly one
frame per micro slot. The scenario to be solved is given by n+1 ﬂows f1;:::; fn; f0 with the
following parameters:
8i 2 f1;:::;ng : FSOURCE(fi) := si (3.5)
8i 2 f1;:::;ng : FSINK(fi) := di (3.6)
8i 2 f1;:::;ng : FCAP(fi) := (n   3) 
nF
dms
(3.7)
FSOURCE(f0) := s (3.8)
FSINK(f0) := d (3.9)
(3.10)
Now consider the maximum achievable capacity requirement FCAP(f0) for ﬂow f0. In the
single-path approach, the ﬂows fi must be handled by paths formed by the direct edge (si;di).
AnyotherpathscannotprovidethenecessarycapacityduetoEquation3.1.Thistakesupn 3
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slots and leaves 3 slots available on each of the branches in the network that connect node s
to node d. For ﬂow f0, only one of the branches can be used and the 3 transmissions that are
necessary to transfer a frame from node s to node d use the remaining 3 micro slots. Thus,
the maximum feasible capacity requirement in the single-path approach is FCAP(f0)s = nF
dms.
For the multi-path solution, the ﬂows fi (i 2 f1;:::;ng) can be handled as in the single-path
solution. However, the capacity available on the n branches can now be used in conjunction,
obtaining a feasible capacity requirement of FCAP(f0)m = n  nF
dms. This is obviously the
maximum feasible value, because nodes s and d are already at the limit of the capacity they
can send into or receive from the network, respectively. Thus, the performance gain of the
multi-path approach over the single-path approach is
FCAP(f0)m
FCAP(f0)s = n. We conclude that there
is no upper bound on the performance gain achievable due to multi-path routing if arbitrary
networks are considered. However, if the number of slots is ﬁxed in advance, there is the
trivial upper bound of nS (with the exception of scenarios that are infeasible for the single
path approach), which is due to the maximum capacity the source and sink nodes can handle.
For the metrics discussed in Chapter 2, i.e. capacity usage, latency and energy consump-
tion, the length of the paths forming the solution directly inﬂuence the metric value. Thus,
when comparing the single-path and multi-path approaches, an interesting question to ask is
how the maximum path lengths of single-path and multi-path solutions relate to each other. It
turns out that there are networks for which scenarios can be constructed that yield arbitrarily
worse metric values under the single-path approach than under the multi-path approach. The
construction of such a network is illustrated in Figure 3.6.
b
s
b
d
b x1 b x2
b s1 b s2
b
b1
b
b2
b b3
b bn−2
b
bn−1
b
bn
. . .
Figure 3.6: A network that potentially forces a single-path solution to use the detour via the bi
nodes for a ﬂow from node s to node d while the multi-path approach can split the ﬂow to use the
shorter (s;xi;si;d) paths.
The network in the ﬁgure is composed of a hexagon with a data ﬂow that emerges at node
s and ﬂows to node d. There is another path connecting nodes s and d formed by n nodes
whose transmissions do not interfere with those originating from the hexagon nodes, except
for the edges adjacent to s or d. Again, the TDMA parameters nF, ds and dms are chosen such
that each node can transfer exactly one frame per macro slot and the number of available
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micro slots is ﬁxed to nS := 6. Consider a scenario F := ff1; f2; f0g with the following
parameters:
8i 2 f1;2g : FSOURCE(fi) := si (3.11)
8i 2 f1;2g : FSINK(fi) := d (3.12)
8i 2 f1;2g : FCAP(fi) :=
nF
dms
(3.13)
FSOURCE(f0) := s (3.14)
FSINK(f0) := d (3.15)
FCAP(f0) := 2 
nF
dms
(3.16)
Solutions to the single-path approach are subject to the following observation: Assume
ﬂow f0 is handled via one of the paths pi = (s;xi;si;d), i 2 f1;2g. There are only 6 slots
available, thus each of the nodes s;xi and si transmit in exactly 2 of the slots. However, under
the graph-based noninterference model, these transmissions block any outgoing transmission
of ﬂow fi at si. Since there are no more unused slots, ﬂow fi cannot be handled. We conclude
that f0 cannot take path pi but must be routed via the detour path (s;b1;:::;bn;d) under the
single-path approach. A multi-path solution can split ﬂow f0 such that both paths p1 and p2
can be used in parallel. Each of the 6 transmissions can be handled in its own slot, the single
transmissions that are required to handle f1 and f2 can share the slot with the respective
transmission of ﬂow f0 on edges (s;x2) and (s;x1), respectively.
Now consider the metric values corresponding to the optimal single-path and multi-path
solutions, respectively. For the capacity usage metric, the metric value of the optimal single-
path solution is 2(n + 1) + 2, while the optimal multi-path solution yields a value of 8. The
optimal latency-maximum metric value is n+1 in the single-path case and 3 in the multi-path
case. A similar effect also applies to the energy consumption metric, i.e. the optimal single-
path metric value is variable in n, while for the multi-path approach it is constant. Thus,
the metric value for the optimal single-path solution can be increased arbitrarily by inserting
additional nodes on the detour path. This means that the performance gain realized by the
multi-path approach when compared to the single-path approach has no upper bound.
Although the previous paragraphs show that there are scenarios in which the performance
gain of multi-path solutions can be arbitrarily large, these scenarios are constructed cases and
it is not expected they show up very often in practical networks. In the following, we look
into topological connectivity graph features that represent bottleneck situations and thus pre-
vent arbitrary performance gains of multi-path solutions over their single-path counterparts,
provided all paths that connect the source node to the sink node have to traverse the critical
region. For simplicity, we restrict the discussion to symmetric connectivity graphs, only con-
sider the graph-based noninterference model and assume that each node can transmit exactly
one frame per macro slot to one of its neighbors. Furthermore, interactions between different
ﬂows are ignored, i.e. only one ﬂow in an otherwise idle network is considered.
An obvious bottleneck feature if present in a connectivity graph is a common edge (v;w) 2
E that is part of all paths connecting source node a to destination node b (cf. Figure 3.7). If
so, the upper bound on the capacity requirement for the ﬂow is the capacity that can be
transferred via (v;w). In the case that a = v and b = w (cf. Figure 3.7a), the maximum
feasible capacity requirement is obviously nS  nF
dms, i.e. nS frames per macro slot. In this
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situation, the single-path solution is optimal, thus there is no performance gain if multiple
paths are used. The case of either a = v or b = w is treated below in the paragraph that
discusses the effect of a node that is common to all paths. The only case left is that of (v;w)
being an intermediate edge of the paths connecting node a to node b (cf. Figure 3.7b).2 In this
case the transmissions that are required to transfer frames on the incoming edges of v and the
outgoing edges of w further reduce the feasible capacity requirement for the ﬂow. Observe
that each frame travelling through (v;w) takes up three micro slots: One when arriving at
v, one for the transmission from v to w and another one for the outgoing transmission at
w. During any of these three transmissions other transmissions can be performed neither on
(v;w) itself, on incoming edges of v, nor on outgoing edges of w, even if these edges belong to
different paths. Thus, each transmitted frame requires three micro slots in the considered area
of the network, limiting the maximum feasible capacity requirement for a ﬂow to
nS
3

 nF
dms.
Again, using multiple paths to handle the ﬂow does not improve performance over the single-
path solution due to the assumption that all paths have to traverse (v;w).
b
a = v
b
b = w
(a)
b a b b
b
v
b
w
(b)
Figure 3.7: Possible situations for which a single edge (v;w) limits the maximum feasible ca-
pacity requirement for a ﬂow f that has a as its source and b as its sink node. We consider the
case (a) of the edge being the only one in the path and (b) (v;w) being an intermediate edge.
A second bottleneck situation is that of a single node v being member of every path that
can be used to handle the ﬂow. The cases v = a and v = b need not be considered here,
since these do not restrict network topology. Hence, v is assumed to be an intermediate node
of the paths that can potentially be used to handle the ﬂow, i.e. it has one incoming and
one outgoing edge on each path (cf. Figure 3.8). Observe that each frame traversing the
bottleneck node v claims two micro slots, one for the incoming transmission into v from
one of the neighbours l 2 fl1;:::;lng and another one for the outgoing transmission from
2An example for a setup in which this situation arises is that of two groups of nodes that are only interconnected
via a single link.
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v to one of nodes r 2 fr1;:::;rmg. Hence, the maximum capacity that node v can handle
is cb =
nS
2

 nF
dms. For single-path solutions, the capacity bound of cp =
nS
3

 nF
dms of
Equation 3.1 applies as long as the path is of minimum length 3. In this case, the capacity
gain achievable when using multi-path routing is
cb
cp  1:5, depending on the particular value
of nS and the corresponding ﬂoor function results.
b a b b
b
v
b
l1
. . .
b
ln
b
r1
. . .
b
rm
Figure 3.8: A single node v that is part of every path from source node a to sink node b acts as a
bottleneck.
The multi-path gain can only be realized if the multi-path solution is capable of using the
total available capacity at v. In order to do so,
nS
2

frames must pass through v during the
nS micro slots. Thus, roughly every second slot a frame must be available for an incoming
transmission and likewise the receiving nodes r1;:::;rm need to be able to accept a frame
every second micro slot. If one of the neighbour nodes is actually the source or sink node, i.e.
l = a or r = b, this node can transmit or receive frames at the necessary rate. Otherwise, the
multi-path solution needs at least two neighbor nodes connecting the incoming or outgoing
section of the paths passing through v, i.e. m;n  2. This is because a single neighbor node
(i.e. m = 1 or n = 1) would turn the bottleneck into the single edge situation described above,
which exhibits a smaller capacity bound.
A third class of bottleneck situations is caused by cliques in the graph with which all paths
that connect the source to the sink node share an edge; see Figure 3.9 for an illustration. Due
to the deﬁnition of the graph-based noninterference model and the assumption of a symmetric
connectivity relation, only one of the clique nodes can transmit successfully at a time. More-
over, when one node of the clique is transmitting, this transmission will be heard by all other
nodes in the clique, thus no other incoming transmission can be performed, even by nodes
that are not clique members.
For the capacity that the clique can handle this means each frame passing through the
clique claims its own micro slot. Unless the source or the sink node are also clique nodes,
more slots are needed for incoming and outgoing transmissions for frames that arrive at and
leave the clique. The exact number of slots that are needed depends on the number of clique
nodes that handle incoming and outgoing transmissions. Let nc denote the number of clique
nodes, ni = k the number of clique nodes that handle incoming transmissions. Then, at most
no = nc  k nodes are available to handle the outgoing transmissions. With these parameters,
the following bound on the number of frames per macro slot n that can be handled by the
clique applies: 
n
ni

+

n
no

+ n  nS (3.17)
The ﬁrst two terms of Equation 3.17 state the number of micro slots that are required for the
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Figure 3.9: The nodes c1;c2;c3;c4 and c5 form a clique and act as a bottleneck if all possible
paths that connect source node a to sink node b traverse the clique.
incoming and outgoing transmissions, respectively. The third accounts for the transmission of
the frames between clique members. Replacing the ni and no variables with their deﬁnition,
weakening the condition by dropping the ceiling functions and rearranging yields:
n 
nS
1
k + 1
nc k + 1
(3.18)
For computing the bound, a value for the parameter k is needed that describes how many
input and output clique nodes, respectively, are available. However, interpreting Equation
3.18 as a function in k with k 2 [0;nc], it is straightforward to calculate the value for k
that maximizes the right hand side of Equation 3.18. As expected, that value is k = nc
2 .
Substituting k for k and noting that only integers are allowed for the result, we arrive at the
following generic bound for the maximum number of frames a clique can handle per macro
slot:
n 
$
nS
4
nc + 1
%
(3.19)
Thus, an upper bound on the maximum feasible capacity requirement in the presence of a
clique bottleneck with nc nodes is
cc =
$
nS
4
nc + 1
%

nF
dms
(3.20)
Note that for the trivial clique consisting of only a single edge, we have nc = 2 and con-
sequently n 
nS
3

. This coincides with our discussion of single-edge bottleneck situations
above.
Compared to the trivial maximum capacity requirement of nS  nF
dms due to the limited out-
going and incoming transmission opportunities at the source and sink node, respectively, the
bounds discussed above seem rather slack. However, if the bottleneck situation does not only
affect one ﬂow but several, the capacity bounds imposed grow more important, because the
ﬂowshavetosharetheavailablecapacity.Ofcourse,thelistofbottlenecksituationsdiscussed
above is by no means exhaustive. When a particular network under consideration does not
exhibit any of the topological features discussed above, one can combine them: The edge bot-
tleneck situation can be applied to each edge of a network cut, the combined capacity bound
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is obviously bounded by the sum of the individual capacity bounds. Likewise, it may possible
to decompose the network into two subnetworks such that their connection is covered by a
set of cliques. Again the sum of the individual clique capacity bounds is an upper bound on
the total capacity.
The results presented above suggest that there is potential for the multi-path approach to
deliver better solutions. However, actual protocols that implement multi-path routing will
be more complex to their single-path counterparts, because more than one route must be
discovered and maintained. Whether it is sensible to employ multi-path routing depends on
the magnitude of the performance gain realized in typical scenarios. Experiments have been
conducted in order to answer this question; the results can be found in Section 3.9.
3.4 Solving scenarios
As discussed in the modeling chapter, solving a scenario involves allocating slots in a way
that satisﬁes the noninterference condition, then mapping the allocated slots to ﬂows such
that each ﬂow is given enough capacity to satisfy its capacity requirement (cf. Deﬁnition 18).
While the two-stage construction of a solution from separate slot allocation and ﬂow mapping
functions has the beneﬁt of separating the noninterference constraints from the assignment
of capacity to ﬂows, this formulation suggests to ﬁrst ﬁnd the slot allocation and then the
ﬂow mapping and is thus not very suitable for actually constructing solutions incrementally.
A better approach when looking for solutions is to use a problem formulation that is centered
around single allocations of transmission opportunities. The various conditions such as non-
interference and satisfying capacity requirements are then formulated as constraints that must
be met when making allocations. The following deﬁnition introduces this formulation of the
problem:
Deﬁnition 26 (Allocation-centric problem formulation)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph and F a scenario. A set A  F  N  E  S
describes a set of allocations, i.e. (f;n;(a;b);s) 2 A indicates there is capacity allocated
for transferring a single frame of path number n of ﬂow f from node a to node b during slot
s. A is called an allocation set for scenario F if it meets the following conditions:
Timing constraint The time it takes a node to transmit frames for all allocations in a slot
may not exceed the micro slot duration:
8v 2 V 8s 2 S :
X
(w;f;n)2AT(v;s)
T ((v;w);s)  ds (3.21)
where AT(v;s) := f(w; f;n) 2 V  F  N j (f;n;(v;w);s) 2 Ag.
Noninterference constraint Noneoftheallocationsmayinterferewithanyotherallocation.
Let F be the noninterference model. Then the allocation set must meet the following
condition:
8((v;w);s) 2 AI : F(v;w;s) (3.22)
For the noninterference check only the edge and slot is relevant, thus the set of alloca-
tions to be considered is AI := f(e;s) 2 E  S j 9f 2 F 9n 2 N : (f;n;e;s) 2 Ag.
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For the noninterference condition speciﬁed by the graph-based and protocol noninter-
ference models to be properly deﬁned, the transmission predicate TX must be deﬁned
on a per slot basis:
TX(a;s) :=
(
1 if 9b 2 V 9f 2 F 9n 2 N : (f;n;(a;b);s) 2 A
0 otherwise
(3.23)
If the physical noninterference model is used, the deﬁnition of the transmission power
function TXP is required:
TXP(a;b;s) :=
(
Pa;b;s if 9f 2 F 9n 2 N : (f;n;(a;b);s) 2 A
0 otherwise
(3.24)
The constant Pa;b;s is a parameter that speciﬁes the transmission power node a uses for
transmitting to node b in slot s. In the scenarios that are considered in this thesis, the
transmission power is assumed to be constant for all nodes and slots.
Capacity constraint Thenumberofpathsallocatedforaﬂowmustmatchtheﬂow’scapacity
requirement. Given a ﬂow f 2 F, the number of paths to allocate is:
nf =

FCAP(f)  dms
nF

(3.25)
Thus, reservations should only be made for these nf paths:
8f 2 F 8i 2 fnf + 1;:::g : jAP(f;i)j = 0 (3.26)
The set AP(f;i) := f(f0;n;e;s) 2 A j f0 = f ^i = ng is the subset of A that contains
the allocations for path i of ﬂow f.
Path constraint For each path index exists a path that starts at the source node of the cor-
responding ﬂow.
8f 2 F 8i 2 f1;:::;nfg : 9p 2 PG :
v
p
1 = FSOURCE(f) ^ 8e 2 E : jAN(f;i;e)j = 1 $ e o p (3.27)
The requirement for the cardinal number of the set AN(f;i;e) := f(f0;n;e0;s) 2
A j f = f0 ^ e = e0 ^ n = ig to match 1 guarantees that there is exactly 1 allo-
cation for each hop on the path.
Note that compared to the original problem formulation, the above formulation is different
in the way paths are used. In the original formulation, a path is associated with a number of
frames it can transfer per macro slot. Here, the capacity is ﬁrst translated into a frames per
macro slot requirement nf and consequently there must be nf paths to handle these frames.
Whereas in the original formulation frames taking the same route through the network would
be handled by a single path of appropriate capacity, the revised formulation is designed to
assign a path per frame per macro slot, but allowing the paths to be identical. An important
property of the allocation-centric formulation is that the paths that are considered in the path
constraint are uniquely determined:
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Proposition 4 (Uniqueness of paths in an allocation set)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F be a scenario and A  F  N  E  S be an
allocation set. Let f 2 F be a ﬂow and i 2 f1;:::;nfg be a path index. Let p1; p2 2 PG. If
both p 2 fp1; p2g satisfy the path constraint of Deﬁnition 26
v
p
1 = FSOURCE(f) ^ 8e 2 E : jAN(f;i;e)j = 1 $ e o p (3.28)
then the paths are equal, i.e. p1 = p2. Thus the path that is considered in the path constraint
is uniquely determined. In the following, we refer to this path by PA
f;i.
PROOF (PROPOSITION 4)
Let p1; p2 2 PG be two paths that both satisfy the path constraint of Equation 3.28. Assume
that p1 6= p2. By constructing a contradiction, we will prove the assumption wrong.
Let p0 2 PG be the largest common preﬁx of p1 and p2. Without loss of generality assume
jp2j < jp1j. Thus, there is an edge e = (v
p1
jp0j+1;v
p1
jp0j+2) that is not part of p2. Due to Equation
3.28, we have jAN(f;i;e)j = 1, but this directly contradicts the path constraint for p2, since
:(e o p2). Thus the assumption was wrong, p1 cannot be different from p2, i.e. p1 = p2. 
Based on the uniqueness of the allocated paths, solutions are characterized as follows:
Deﬁnition 27 (Solutions in the allocation-centric problem formulation)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F a scenario, and A  FNES an allocation
set. A is a solution to F if the paths in A are complete and meet the latency requirements:
8f 2 F 8i 2 f1;:::;nfg : v
PA
f;i
jPA
f;ij+1 = FSINK(f) (3.29)
8f 2 F : (FLAT(f) 6= 1) !

max
i2f1;:::;nfg
APLAT(A; f;i)  FLAT(f)

(3.30)
The allocation-centric formulation allows to construct solutions incrementally in a rel-
atively straightforward way. Starting with the empty allocation set (which trivially meets
Deﬁnition 26), single reservations are made, thereby constructing the paths. The timing and
noninterference constraints are checked after each added hop in order to verify that the con-
ﬁgurations considered stay valid. Since the number of paths and their sources and sinks are
known in advance from the scenario parameters, the task is to try and construct appropriate
paths without violating the timing and noninterference constraints. This approach has been
taken for the branch and bound solver, which is described in Section 3.7.
3.4.1 Metrics
In order to calculate metric values according to the metrics deﬁned in the modeling chapter,
solutions in the allocation-centric problem formulation can be converted to the formulation
used in the modeling chapter. It is also possible to device corresponding metric deﬁnitions
for solutions given in the allocation-centric problem formulation. The capacity usage metric
is just the number of allocations. Given a solution A in the allocation-centric formulation the
metric value is the cardinal number jAj of the allocation set.
Providing a logically separate path per frame per macro slot simpliﬁes the calculation of
the latency value, because there is only a single allocation at each hop for that particular
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path. Recall that the latency of a ﬂow is deﬁned to be the maximum latency of all paths that
belong to the ﬂow. The latency of a path in the allocation-centric formulation can easily be
calculated by comparing the slot numbers that are used for each hop. The slot numbers are
uniquely determined due to the path constraint because each path is allocated exactly one
transmission opportunity per macro slot for each of its hops. Thus, the latency for path i of
ﬂow f in a solution A can be expressed as:
APLAT(A; f;i) := 1 +
jPA
f;ij X
j=2
d(sA;f;i;j;sA;f;i;j 1) (3.31)
d(i; j) =
(
i   j i > j
i   j + nS i  j
(3.32)
The term sA;f;i;j denotes the slot in which the allocation for the j-th hop of path i of ﬂow f
is made. Note that sA;f;i;j is uniquely determined due to the path constraint of Deﬁnition 26.
The d function computes latency caused by a frame waiting for its outgoing slot at a node.
Thus, the maximum latency metric expressed in terms of the allocation-centric model is:
ALAT(A) := max
f2F
max
i2f1;:::;nfg
APLAT(A; f;i) (3.33)
3.5 Complexity of the slot allocation problem
In this section, we consider the slot allocation problem, i.e. ﬁnding a solution to a scenario in
the allocation-centric formulation. Given the combinatorial characteristics of the slot alloca-
tion problem, especially w.r.t. the choice of slots for a given ﬂow, it is natural to ask whether
the problem is NP-complete. As will be proved in this section, this is indeed the case. The
consequence is that there is no algorithm that solves the problem in polynomial time unless
P = NP. Thus, we should expect that only small instances of the problem are solvable within
reasonable time and memory limits. The NP-completeness proof is by reduction of the graph
coloring problem: Given an undirected graph and a number of colors, the question is whether
thereisamappingofnodestocolorssuchthatnopairofadjacentnodessharesthesamecolor.
This problem appears in Karp’s collection of NP-complete problems [25] as chromatic num-
ber problem. For simplicity, we will only consider the graph-based noninterference model.
Proposition 5 (NP-completeness of the slot allocation problem)
Let G = (V;E) be the connectivity graph, F be a scenario. The problem of deciding whether
there is an allocation set A  F  N  E  S according to Deﬁnition 27 is in the class of
NP-complete problems.
PROOF (PROPOSITION 5)
The proof is by reduction of the graph coloring problem. First, a polynomial-time transfor-
mation that maps instances of the graph coloring problem to corresponding instances of the
slot allocation problem is given. Then, it is established that the answer to an instance of the
graph coloring problem is yes if and only if the corresponding instance of the slot allocation
problem is solvable. For the proof to be complete, an argument must be given that establishes
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the slot allocation problem’s membership in NP. This is obviously the case, because a ran-
domly guessed allocation set can be checked for correctness in polynomial time by testing
the constraints listed in Deﬁnitions 26 and 27.
Let G0 = (V0;E0) be the undirected graph and f1;:::;kg the set of available colors given
by the graph coloring problem instance. For the construction of the connectivity graph G =
(V;E) of the slot allocation problem instance, new sets of nodes and edges are introduced:
V := fpv j v 2 V0g [ fqv j v 2 V0g (3.34)
E := f(pv1;qv2) j (v1;v2) 2 E0g (3.35)
As mentioned above, the problem is considered under the graph-based noninterference
model. The number of slots available is set to k. The micro slot and macro slot durations
are 1s and ks, respectively. The common transmission rate of the nodes is ﬁxed such that
exactly one frame can be transmitted during a single micro slot, i.e. T ((v;w);s) = 1s for
each (v;w) 2 E and s 2 S. Finally, the scenario that is to be handled by the network is
deﬁned as follows:
F = ff1;:::; fjV0j := ffv j v 2 V0g (3.36)
FSOURCE(fv) := pv (3.37)
FSINK(fv) := qv (3.38)
FCAP(fv) :=
nF
dms
(3.39)
FLAT(fv) := 1 (3.40)
It is obvious that the transformation as speciﬁed above can be performed in polynomial
time w.r.t. the number of nodes jV0j and number of edges jE0j of the graph given by the graph
coloring problem instance.
Now we need to verify that a graph coloring problem instance IC is solvable if and only
if the corresponding slot allocation problem instance IS has a solution. Assume that a given
graph coloring instance given by the graph G0 = (V0;E0) and number of colors k has a
solution. Thus, there is a mapping c : V0 ! f1;:::;kg that assigns colors to nodes such that:
8(v1;v2) 2 E0 : c(v1) 6= c(v2) (3.41)
Consider the following allocation set:
A := f(fv;1;(pv;qv);c(v)) 2 F  N  E  S j v 2 V0g (3.42)
To prove that A is indeed a solution to IS, it must be veriﬁed that A meets the allocation set
constraints and that all paths are complete:
Timing constraint: There is only one allocation in A for each sending node pv, v 2 V0. Each
frame takes 1s to transmit and the micro slot duration is 1s, thus the timing constraint
holds.
Noninterference constraint: The set of reservations that must be checked for noninterfer-
ence according to Equation 3.22 is:
AI = f((pv;qv);c(v)) 2 E  S j v 2 V0g (3.43)
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Recall the noninterference condition for a transmission from node a to node b during
slot s as stated by the graph-based noninterference model:
F(a;b;s)  :TX(b;s) ^ 8v 2 Gi
b n fag : :TX(v;s) (3.44)
Thus, let ((pv;qv); f(v)) 2 AI be a reservation for some v 2 V0. Due to deﬁnition of
A (i.e. only px nodes are senders) and the transmission predicate for the graph-based
noninterference model (cf. Equation 3.23) we have :TX(qv;s). Let w 2 Gi
qvnfpvg. Due
to Deﬁnition of G, there must be some v0 2 V0 such that pv0 = w. Since (pv0;qv) 2 E,
by construction we have (v0;v) 2 E0 and thus c(v) 6= c(v0). Then, by deﬁnition of A,
the only slot during which node pv0 is active is c(v0) and we have :TX(pv0;c(v)). We
conclude that the noninterference condition holds.
Capacity constraint: By construction, the number of paths to allocate is nf = 1 for each
ﬂow f 2 F. Thus, A meets the constraint.
Path constraint: For each ﬂow, A allocates exactly one edge that connects the source with
the sink node. Thus, the path constraint holds.
It is obvious that all paths allocated in A are complete. For each ﬂow, there is exactly one
allocation along the edge between source and sink.
Vice versa, assume there is an allocation set A  F NE S that meets the constraints
of Deﬁnitions 26 and 27. As will be shown, then there is a color assignment function that
solves IC. Consider an arbitrary node v 2 V0. Due to the path constraint, there is a path that
connects pv to qv for which A provides exactly one allocation along the edges being part
of the path. By construction, the only path from pv to qv is the direct edge (pv;qv). This
is because there are only edges from px nodes to qy nodes but no edges between pairs of px
nodes or qy nodes, respectively. Thus, there is a unique slot number sv 2 f1;:::;kg, such that
(fv;1;(pv;qv);sv) 2 A. We deﬁne the coloring function c : V0 ! f1;:::;kg as c(v) := sv.
Now we need to verify that for this deﬁnition of c we have c(v1) 6= c(v2) for each edge
(v2;v1) 2 E0. The proof is by contradiction, thus assume there is an edge (v2;v1) 2 E0 such
that c(v1) = c(v2).
By deﬁnition of c, there is a slot s 2 f1;:::;kg such that c(vi) = s for both i 2 f1;2g:
(fvi;1;(pvi;qvi);s) 2 A (3.45)
Thus, by Equation 3.23 we have TX(pvi;s) for both i 2 f1;2g. Consider the noninterfer-
ence condition F(pv1;qv1;s) for the transmission from from pv1 to qv1 during slot s. Due to
(v2;v1) 2 E0, by construction there is an edge (pv2;qv1) 2 E. Thus, we have pvi 2 Gi
qv1 and
pvi transmitting during slot s for i 2 f1;2g, i.e. the transmissions interfere at qv1. This is a
contradiction to the fact that A meets the noninterference constraint. Therefore, the assump-
tion was wrong and the opposite holds: For each edge (v1;v2) 2 E0 the colors assigned by c
are different. 
Note that from a formal point of view the NP-completeness of the slot allocation problem
does at ﬁrst not provide further insight about the difﬁculty of ﬁnding an optimal solution to
the slot allocation problem w.r.t. a given metric. However, for example for the capacity usage
metric and the latency metrics there are upper bounds on the metric value that any solution
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will meet. Thus, by giving the decision version of the optimization problem an upper bound
for the metric value to achieve, the decision version of the optimization problem has been
reduced to the problem of ﬁnding any feasible slot allocation, which has just been proved NP-
complete. Thus, also the optimization problems that allow construction of an upper bound for
the metric value are NP-hard.
3.6 Mixed Integer Programming Models
An advantage of the allocation-centric problem formulation is that it easily lends itself to a
transformation into a standard Mixed Integer optimization problem. The idea is to introduce
a binary variable for every possible hop allocation that could be made. What is left is to
formulate the constraints and the metric that is to be optimized as linear expressions. Finally,
the problem can be solved using standard optimization methodology.
Recall the standard model of linear optimization known as a linear program: Given a coef-
ﬁcient matrix A 2 Rmn, a bound vector b 2 Rm and an objective function coefﬁcient vector
c 2 Rn, the goal is to ﬁnd a variable vector x 2 Rn that optimizes the objective function under
the constraints given by A and b:
minimize or maximize
X
i
cixi (3.46)
subject to Ax  b (3.47)
There are algorithms that solve the linear programming problem in polynomial time. How-
ever, the standard method for solving linear programs is the simplex algorithm, which is
efﬁcient for most practical applications although its running time is exponential in prob-
lem size in the worst case. Mixed Integer Programs are Linear Programs with the additional
constraint for some variables to be natural numbers. Programs whose variables are further re-
stricted to binary values are referred to as 0-1 Integer Programs or Binary Integer Programs.
Both solving Mixed Integer Programs and Binary Integer Programs is NP-hard, in fact the
decision version of the Binary Integer Programming problem is part of Karp’s collection of
NP-complete problems [25].
As mentioned before, the Mixed Integer Program formulation is based on the idea to intro-
duce a decision variable for each capacity allocation that can be made. Thus, for each tuple
of ﬂow f, path index n, edge e and slot s the binary variable x
f;n
e;s decides whether there is
capacity allocated to that ﬂow and path during the corresponding slot on the edge. Note that
the number of variables can be cut down quite signiﬁcantly by only using a subset of all edges
speciﬁc to each ﬂow, for example only the edges that belong to paths that are within a certain
distance with the shortest path in terms of path length. In order to be able to formulate the
constraints, another set of variables is introduced that indicate edge usage. For each pair of
edge e and slot s, the binary variable xe;s determines whether the edge is in use during the
slot by any of the paths. Of course, the edge usage variables xe;s need to be bound to the edge
allocation variables x
f;n
e;s . This is subject of the ﬁrst set of constraints that ensures an edge
usage variable is set to one if any of the corresponding allocation variables is non-zero:
8e 2 E 8s 2 S :
X
f2F
nf X
n=1
(xf;n
e;s   xe;s)  0 (3.48)
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Using these variables, we need to formulate the constraints stated in Deﬁnitions 26 and
27 as well as an objective function, for which the metric that is to be optimized is used. The
timing constraint is captured by the following set of conditions:
8v 2 V 8s 2 S :
X
w2Go
v
X
f2F
nf X
n=1
T ((v;w);s)  x
f;n
(v;w);s  ds (3.49)
For the noninterference constraint, the model constraints to be added are speciﬁc to the
noninterference model that is considered. The basic idea is to write a condition for each
edge variable xes that holds if the variable indicates the edge is not used or if it is used and
the noninterference condition is met. For the graph-based noninterference model, a suitable
set of conditions is given below. When an edge usage variable is 1, all the variables for the
interfering edges must be 0 or the condition will be false.
8(v;w) 2 E 8s 2 S : x(v;w);s +
1
jGi
wj
X
q2(Gi
wnfvg)
x(q;w);s +
1
jGo
wj
X
q2Go
w
x(w;q);s  1 (3.50)
For the physical noninterference model, the condition for successful transmission of a mes-
sage is given by Equation 2.6. The maximum of the transmission power received from other
nodes can be captured by introducing continuous helper variables y(v;r);s that give an upper
bound on the power potentially received at node r due to nodes v’s transmissions in time slot
s:
8r 2 V 8(v;w) 2 E 8s 2 S : r(v;w;r;s)  x(v;w);s   y(v;r);s  0 (3.51)
A linear formulation of the physical noninterference constraint for use with the Mixed
Integer Program is then obtained by rearranging Equation 2.6:
8(v;w) 2 E 8s 2 S : r(v;w;w;s)  x(v;w);s   g
X
p2(Vnfvg)
y(p;w);s  g  N (3.52)
Note that this formulation is only correct for the case x(v;w);s = 1, i.e. the edge (v;w) is
used during slot s. If it is unused (x(v;w);s = 0), the inequality in Equation 3.52 is trivially
false, which is incorrect, since the noninterference constraint for unused edges must always
evaluate to true. This can be ﬁxed by a compensation constant K that must be chosen s.t.
K   g  N is large enough to compensate the negative term on the left hand side of Equation
3.52:
8(v;w) 2 E 8s 2 S : (r(v;w;w;s)   K)  x(v;w);s   g
X
p2(Vnfvg)
y(p;w);s  g  N   K (3.53)
Note that if x(v;w);s = 1, Equation 3.53 is equivalent to Equation 3.52. Otherwise, the com-
pensation term is only active on the right hand side, thus ensuring the inequality is trivially
true if the edge that is considered is not in use.
The capacity and path constraints of Deﬁnition 26 are formulated in the Mixed Integer
Problem as a set of conditions that are inspired by the observation that each path that must be
allocated resembles a network ﬂow problem. Thus, the incoming and outgoing allocations at
eachnodemustbebalanced,exceptforthesourceandthesinknodethatmustemitandabsorb
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a single frame, respectively. Let f 2 F be a ﬂow, a = FSOURCE(f) and b = FSINK(f). A
set of conditions that ensure there is a complete path from node a to node b is:
8i 2 f1;:::;nfg :
X
s2S
0
@
X
w2Gi
a
x
f;i
(w;a);s  
X
w2Go
a
x
f;i
(a;w);s
1
A =  1 (3.54)
8i 2 f1;:::;nfg :
X
s2S
0
@
X
w2Gi
b
x
f;i
(w;b);s  
X
w2Go
b
x
f;i
(b;w);s
1
A = 1 (3.55)
8i 2 f1;:::;nfg 8v 2 (V n fa;bg) :
X
s2S
0
@
X
w2Gi
v
x
f;i
(w;v);s  
X
w2Go
v
x
f;i
(v;w);s
1
A = 0 (3.56)
Note that these constraints allow cycles in the paths and even cycles that are not connected
to the path. However, these artifacts normally do not show up, because allocating more ca-
pacity typically degrades the metric value. Even if there are unnecessary allocations due to
cycles in the solution obtained by solving the Mixed Integer Program, a clean solution can be
obtained by removing these cycles.
Finally, an objective function should be added to the Mixed Integer Program that reﬂects
the metric that should be optimized. A linear expression formulation of the capacity usage
metric value is:
X
f2F
nf X
i=1
X
e2E
X
s2S
xf;i
e;s (3.57)
The latency metrics are somewhat problematic. This is because the latency that is caused
at a node depends on both the incoming and outgoing allocations. Thus, the value depends
on two allocation variables, which suggests a quadratic term that is not possible in the linear
model. While it is possible to work around this problem, this does not provide further insight
and is therefore not discussed here.
A Mixed Integer Program formulation of the hexagon scenario that was introduced in Fig-
ure 3.1 can be found in Appendix A. The formulation listed in the appendix was created
manually. The linear program as listed there does not pose a problem for current optimiza-
tion software packages such as ILOG’s CPlex [20]. However, Mixed Integer formulations for
larger examples such as the crossing ﬂows scenario of Figure 3.3 are already intractable; both
the CPlex [20] and the GLPK [12] solvers were far off the optimal solutions even after hours
of computation. In contrast, the program implementing the branch and bound technique de-
scribed in the next section ﬁnds the optimal solution to the crossing ﬂows example within a
few seconds.
3.7 Branch and Bound Technique
For obtaining statistics about the relative performance of the multi-path and single-path rout-
ing approaches in a large number of randomly generated scenarios, a method for ﬁnding the
optimal solutions to the scenarios for the multi-path and single-path cases, respectively, is
useful. As has just been discussed, the Mixed Integer Program formulation does not perform
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well enough to be an option for solving random scenarios. This section introduces a technique
based on a branch and bound approach which performs reasonably well given the complexity
of the problem.
The branch and bound approach incrementally constructs solutions by adding reservations
step by step. In each step, a lower bound is computed for the metric value that can be achieved
by completing the current conﬁguration to a solution for the scenario. Once a solution is
known, conﬁgurations that yield a worse lower metric bound than the metric value of known
solution can be discarded.
Figure 3.10 lists the branch and bound algorithm in pseudo code. The input for the algo-
rithm are:
 Connectivity graph G = (V;E)
 Noninterference model F
 Number of slots nS
 Macro slot duration dms
 Micro slot duration ds
 Frame size nF
 Frame duration function T : V  V  S ! R
 Scenario as a sequence of ﬂows f1;:::; fk
The output is the allocation setC that describes the optimal solution to the slot allocation
problem speciﬁed by the input parameters or an empty set if there is no such solution. The
basic approach taken by the algorithm is to allocate capacity for the paths of the ﬂows in or-
der, starting at the ﬁrst path of the ﬁrst ﬂow. The algorithm works with conﬁgurations which
are partially completed allocation sets that meet the timing and noninterference constraints
but still miss reservations to handle all paths of all ﬂows. The conﬁgurations the algorithm
needs to consider further are managed in the set Q. Along with the conﬁguration itself, the
entries in Q also contain further information: The ﬂow index that gives the ﬂow the path that
is currently constructed belongs to, the index of this path and the node at which the path under
construction currently ends. During each iteration of the loop, a conﬁguration is picked from
Q (cf. lines 10–11). Then there are two cases: Either the conﬁguration represents a solution,
which is the case when all paths of all ﬂows have been allocated capacity, or the conﬁguration
is not complete yet. In the ﬁrst case (cf. lines 25–29) the metric value of the solution is eval-
uated and the solution saved if it is the best solution so far. If the paths are not yet complete,
additional reservations must be made. After determining the path that needs to be extended
and the node v at which this path currently ends, the current conﬁguration is branched by
considering all possible extensions to the current path (cf. lines 33–48). This results in new
conﬁgurations that emerge by adding a reservation from v to a neighbor node. Not all of
these new conﬁgurations are feasible, those that fail to meet the timing or noninterference
constraints are rejected. Furthermore, the lower metric bound of the generated conﬁgurations
is checked, such that conﬁgurations that cannot result in a better solution than the best cur-
rently known solution are also discarded. Conﬁgurations that meet all the conditions are then
added to Q in order to be further considered by the algorithm.
The METRIC : 2NNES ! R and LMB : 2NNES ! R functions used by the
algorithm depend on the metric that is to be optimized. The METRIC function calculates the
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1: Q   ; Initialize conﬁgurations queue
2: C   ; Best solution found so far
3: m   1 Metric value of best solution
4: a   FSOURCE(f1)
5: for (v;s) 2 Go
a  S do Create initial conﬁgurations
6: C   f(1;1;(a;v);s)g
7: Q   Q [ f(1;1;C;v)g
8: end for
9: while Q 6= ; do Main loop, branches one conﬁguration per iteration
10: (j;i;C;v)   min
B2Q
PREC(B)
11: Q   Q n f(j;i;C;v)g
12: if LMB(C)  m then
13: next iteration
14: end if
15: if v = FSINK(fj) then Current path ﬁnished
16: if i < nfj then Build next path of current ﬂow
17: v   FSOURCE(fj)
18: i   i + 1
19: else
20: if j < jFj then Switch to next ﬂow
21: j   j + 1
22: i   1
23: v   FSOURCE(fj)
24: else All ﬂows handled, conﬁguration is a solution
25: if METRIC(C) < m then Best solution so far
26: C   C
27: m   METRIC(C)
28: end if
29: next iteration
30: end if
31: end if
32: end if
33: for (w;s) 2 Go
v  S do Branch the conﬁguration
34: C0 = C [ f(j;i;(v;w);s)g
35: CI = f(e;s) 2 E  S j 9i0 2 N 9j0 2 N : (j;i;e;s) 2 C0g
36: if 9((v0;w0);s0) 2 CI : :F(v0;w0;s0) then Check noninterference constraint
37: next iteration
38: end if
39: CT   f(v0; j0;i0) 2 V  N  N j (j0;i0;(v;v0);s) 2 C0g
40: d  
P
(v0;j0;i0)2CT
T ((v;v0);s)
41: if d > ds then Check timing constraint
42: next iteration
43: end if
44: if LMB(C0)  m then
45: next iteration
46: end if
47: Q   Q [ f(j;i;C0;w)g
48: end for
49: end while
Figure 3.10: Branch and bound method for solving the slot allocation problem.
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metric value of a solution, deﬁnitions for the capacity usage and maximum latency metrics
are given in Section 3.4.1. Given a conﬁguration C  N  N  E  S, LMB(C) determines
a lower bound of the metric value that is achievable when completing conﬁguration C to a
solution. For the capacity usage and latency metrics, a reasonable lower bound function can
be constructed from the minimum hop distance between the source and destination nodes
of the paths that do not have reservations yet. A suitable deﬁnition of LMB for use with the
capacity usage metric is:
jCj +
X
f2F
nf X
i=1
DISTG(v
PC
f;i
jPC
f;ij+1; FSINK(f)) (3.58)
For the maximum latency metric, a lower bound for the metric value can be computed as:
max
f2F
max
i2f1;:::;nfg
APLAT(C; f;i) + DISTG(v
PC
f;i
jPC
f;ij+1; FSINK(f)) (3.59)
When selecting the next conﬁguration to consider from the set of available conﬁgurations
inQ,thealgorithmshouldpickonethatislikelytoyieldagoodsolutionwhencompleted.The
choice is made by the PREC : 2NNES ! R function that computes a precedence value for
a given conﬁguration. The solution with the lowest value in Q is picked to be considered next.
In the following deﬁnition of PREC, the precedence value is computed from the lower metric
bound of a given conﬁguration C and the minimum number of allocations that are missing
to complete the conﬁguration to a solution is used as a secondary criterion to distinguish
conﬁgurations with equal metric bounds:
PREC(C) := LMB(C) +
P
f2F
Pnf
i=1 DISTG(v
PC
f;i
jPC
f;ij+1; FSINK(f))
jVj2  nS
(3.60)
A C++ implementation of the branch and bound method described above has been con-
structed in the course of preparing this thesis. This implementation incorporates some ad-
ditional reﬁnements that improve efﬁciency. The following observation helps to reduce the
number of conﬁgurations that are considered when looking for a solution: All paths pi within
a ﬂow start at the same node and have their ﬁrst hop allocated during some slot si. Because
the order of these paths is irrelevant, it is not necessary to consider all nS
i possible ordered
tuples of starting slots, but only the
 nS
i

different sets of starting slots. This is easily imple-
mented by only considering starting slots whose slot numbers are larger or equal than the slot
numbers of the starting slots of any already allocated paths belonging to the same ﬂow. A
similar optimization is possible for the ﬁrst path of the ﬁrst ﬂow. Given an arbitrary solution,
another solution can be obtained by cyclically shifting the slot numbers. The metrics that we
consider are invariant under this transformation, i.e. they yield the same metric value if the
slot numbers are cyclically shifted. Thus, for the ﬁrst hop of the ﬁrst ﬂow’s ﬁrst path p, only
conﬁgurations that add a reservation for the ﬁrst slot need to be considered. This is because
all solutions that can be created for different starting slots of p also have a cyclically shifted
version that assigns the ﬁrst hop of p to the ﬁrst slot.
Another efﬁciency enhancing measure concerns the noninterference checks. Implemented
na¨ ıvely, each noninterference check triggers a computation that considers all the reservations
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Figure 3.11: A noninterference checking graph for the hexagon scenario. Each node represents
a set of connectivity graph edges that are successfully checked for noninterference. Every edge
(p;q) in the noninterference checking graph is labeled with a connectivity graph edge e such
that p [ feg = q, as long as the noninterference check for q succeeds. If the check fails this is
represented by an edge pointing to the invalid edge activation set marker shown as E.
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that have already been made for a slot. Furthermore, the same set of active edges can arise
during different slots, thus the same noninterference calculations will be carried out more
than once. In order to speed up the noninterference checks, the already computed noninter-
ference checks are cached such that for any situation that arises more than once the result of
the check can be reused. To do so, a data structure is introduced that keeps information about
the noninterference checks that have already been performed. This data structure is organized
as a directed graph. Each node in the graph represents a set of edges that have been checked
for noninterference. The edges in the graph are marked with some edge of the connectivity
graph and represent additions to the sets of concurrently transmitting edges that are repre-
sented by the nodes. Thus, when considering an additional edge reservation, the branch and
bound algorithm follows the corresponding edge in the noninterference checking graph to
see whether it points to another noninterference checking graph node or to the invalid marker
that is placed when the noninterference check fails for the resulting set of edges. Since the
noninterference checking graph is constructed on the ﬂy, it may also happen that an edge is
missing. The edge set under consideration might already be present in another node of the
noninterference checking graph, in which case the missing edge is inserted. Edges can also be
missing if the edge activation set that the edge should point to has not been encountered yet.
In this case the noninterference check is performed once and a corresponding node added to
the noninterference checking graph. An example of the noninterference checking graph that
results from running the branch and bound algorithm on the hexagon scenario is given in
Figure 3.11.
The branch and bound solver implementation featuring all the techniques described above
is able to process more than 106 conﬁgurations per second. Solving the examples given in
Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 takes time in the order of seconds on current hardware. 3
The solver interfaces with the environment by reading and writing XML-formatted data.
Both the scenario descriptions that the program reads and the solution it produces is in XML
format. This enables convenient manual editing, but also the creation of utility programs for
scenario generation and result evaluation. A self-explanatory example of a scenario descrip-
tion and the solution produced by the solver can be found in Appendix B.
3.8 Parameterized random scenario generation
Experimentalresultsabouttheperformanceofsingle-pathandmulti-pathroutingapproaches,
respectively, are presented later in this chapter. These results have been obtained empirically
by calculating the optimal solution for a large number of families of scenarios. This section
details the process of creating these scenarios. The scenario generation process follows a two-
stage approach. First, nodes are placed and the connectivity graph is computed. In a second
step, the scenario is created by selecting nodes from the graph to act as source and sink nodes
for the ﬂows.
For the graph generation step, the idea is to place a ﬁxed number of nodes at random
using a uniform distribution in a plane or within a box in 3D space. A transmission range
parameter speciﬁes the maximum distance within which nodes can communicate with each
other. Each pair of nodes that is within this distance will be assigned a bidirectional edge
3Tests were performed on a machine equipped with an Intel Core Duo 6420 processor running at 2.13 GHz and
2 gigabytes of system memory.
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in the connectivity graph. For the node placement, some constraints can be enforced by the
graph generation algorithm. These are a minimum acceptable node distance value as well
as a bound on the maximum node degree. The algorithm works by picking a random node
position and checking whether the constraints hold. If this is not the case, the position is
discarded and a new random position is generated. Another constraint that is usually imposed
on the graphs that describe networks is for them to be strongly connected, i.e. there should be
adirectedpathbetweeneachpairofnodesinthenetwork.Thegenerationprocessensuresthis
by generating a whole graph and checking whether it is strongly connected. If not, the graph
is discarded and the generation process starts from the beginning. This rationale behind this
approach is to uniformly pick one of the strongly connected random graphs from all graphs
meeting the parameters. Adding additional constraints to the node placement that guarantee
connectivity are likely to interfere with the uniform random selection of a graph within the
subclass of all connected graphs and are thus avoided. A visual impression of a number of
graphs that have been generated by the described process is given in Figure 3.12.
After the connectivity graph has been generated, data ﬂows are added. Source and sink
nodes are chosen randomly according to a uniform distribution. The capacity requirement of
the generated ﬂows is not chosen randomly, but ﬁxed to a speciﬁed value. The choice of the
sink node can be constrained w.r.t. the distance between source and sink node. This works by
giving lower and upper bounds for the length of the shortest path between the nodes and only
accepting chosen sink nodes if they respect these bounds. Another restriction for choosing
nodes that has been applied in many of the experiments is the restriction for a node to be
either source or sink in only one of the ﬂows. A node that is acting as source or sink for more
than one ﬂow represents a hotspot in the system and is likely to represent a bottleneck.
3.9 Empirical performance evaluation
This section presents results from an empirical performance comparison of the single-path
and multi-path approaches in randomly generated scenarios. For the generation of the scenar-
ios, the technique described above has been employed. Solutions were obtained by running
the branch and bound solver implementation on these scenarios twice to ﬁnd an optimal
single-path solutions and an optimal multi-path solution, respectively. In order to acquire sta-
tistically signiﬁcant results, a large number of scenarios were considered. First, a number
of connectivity graphs were generated subject to a ﬁxed set of parameters such as number
of nodes, minimum node distance, transmission range etc. (cf. Section 3.8). Then, for each
of these graphs, a number of scenarios was chosen randomly by deﬁning ﬂows subject to
parameters such as minimum hop distance etc. The exact parameter values and number of
connectivity graphs and scenarios that make up an experiment are given in the scenario de-
scriptions below.
Due to the complexity of the slot allocation problem, there are some caveats concerning
the results: There is a practical bound on the number of ﬂows and paths that the solver can
handle. Whether the scenario is tractable heavily depends on the number of allocations that
are required to construct a solution. This is due to combinatorial explosion, i.e. there typically
is a considerable number of choices for each allocation that makes up the solution. For the
experiments, this means that only scenarios that require less than roughly 15 allocations for
the solution are tractable. Thus, only scenarios that are comprised of a small number of ﬂows
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Figure 3.12: Three randomly generated graphs. 20 nodes have been placed randomly in a unit
square with the additional constraints of a minimum node distance of 0.1 and the resulting graph
being connected. The transmission range has been varied, it is 0.3 in Figure (a), 0.5 in Figure (b)
and 0.7 in Figure (c).
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Parameter range 0.3 range 0.4 range 0.5 range 0.6 range 0.7
Number of nodes 20 20 20 20 20
Minimum number of edges 50 96 130 198 226
Mean number of edges 76.44 123.44 176.32 230.2 277.28
Maximum number of edges 100 154 218 276 318
Minimum node degree 1 1 2 3 5
Mean node degree 3.82 6.17 8.82 11.51 13.86
Maximum node degree 9 14 17 19 19
Minimum network diameter 5 3 3 2 2
Mean network diameter 6.78 4.3 3.14 2.76 2.1
Maximum network diameter 12 7 4 3 3
Figure 3.13: Properties of the connectivity graphs generated for the ﬁrst experiment.
and paths can be examined. Nevertheless the results presented below give valuable insights.
Another issue is that there is a certain fraction of scenarios that the solver is unable to ﬁnd
solutions for. This can be due to the scenario being unsolvable, a situation that the solver can
theoretically identify. However, to do so typically requires to also consider a large number of
conﬁgurations with bad metric bounds, thus imposing excessive time and memory require-
ments. The same is true for scenarios for which there are solutions, but only with bad metric
values. The solver only ﬁnds these after proving there are no solutions that have a better met-
ric value. For the experiments below, these cases have been dealt with by introducing a metric
value threshold and ignoring any conﬁgurations with a lower metric bound value larger than
this threshold. The solver then either ﬁnds a solution with a metric value below the threshold
or comes to the conclusion that there is no solution that would meet the threshold. This means
that either there is a solution with a larger metric value than the threshold or the scenario is
unsolvable. These situations are indicated by “larger value or unsolvable” in the results below.
Despite the measures described above, there are still scenarios arising in the experiments
that the solver fails to handle within reasonable time or memory limits. In order to cope with
these scenarios, the experiments were run in an environment that restricted time and memory
consumption to values chosen in advance. Scenarios that could not be handled within the
limits are marked below as “out of time” and “out of memory”, respectively.
3.9.1 Experiment 1: Unloaded networks
The ﬁrst experiment examines two ﬂows with capacity requirement of 3 frames per macro
slot each. For the multi-path approach this means that the ﬂows can possibly be split up to be
handled by 3 different paths. The connectivity graphs that have been used for the experiment
are made up of 20 nodes that have been randomly placed in a unit square with a minimum
distance of 0.1 between the nodes. Different transmission range values of 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
and 0.7 have been considered in different runs of the experiment. Some example graphs from
different runs are shown in Figure 3.12. Summary information about the graphs is given in
Figure 3.13.
A total of 50 graphs have been generated for each run of the experiment. On each of the
graphs, 50 scenarios were generated by randomly selecting nodes for the two ﬂows with the
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additional constraints of a hop distance of 2 between the corresponding source and sink nodes
and no node being source and sink in different ﬂows at the same time. This resulted in 2500
scenarios, each of which was run through the solver to ﬁnd both optimal single-path and
multi-path solutions under the capacity usage metric. For the noninterference calculations,
the graph-based model was used and the number of micro slots available was ﬁxed to 10.
The TDMA timing parameters and node transmission rates were chosen such that each node
could transfer exactly one frame per macro slot.
The results obtained are summarized in Figure 3.14. Note that for the single-path solutions
there can only be metric values in increments of 3. This is due to the deﬁnition of the capacity
usage metric: A single path solution that uses a path p of length n needs to push all 3 frames
of the ﬂow that must be transferred per macro slot through p, thus requiring 3n transmissions.
Recall that by deﬁnition the capacity usage metric is the number of reservations a solution
makes. In contrast, the multi-path approach allows to use paths of different lengths for each
of the 3 frames to be handled per macro slot.
The fraction of scenarios that the solver could not ﬁnd a solution for because it hit the limit
of 600 seconds computation time or the 2 gigabyte memory restriction is less than 5% for
all the runs of the experiment, for many it is well below. Hence, the error due to unsolved
scenarios is quite small and can be ignored.
A quite large number of scenarios can be solved with metric value 12, i.e. there is a so-
lution that only makes 12 reservations, both for the single-path and the multi-path approach.
Observe that every solution will have to make at least 12 reservations, since it has to push
a total of 6 frames per macro slot along paths of a length of at least 2. The large fraction of
around 80% of scenarios that are solvable making only 12 allocations is expected, since the
only reason for using paths that are longer than 2 is all shorter paths cannot be used, which
is only the case if the allocations for the ﬂows interfere with each other. However, the 10
available micro slots allow 10 noninterfering transmissions per macro slot, thus the scenario
can be solved optimally if the setup allows for concurrent transmissions e.g. of two pairs of
frames in two of the micro slots.
Range Variant 12 13 14 15 16 17 L/U T M
0.3 single 2150 - - 87 - - 263 0 0
0.3 multi 2155 62 91 36 19 10 106 15 6
0.4 single 1980 - - 236 - - 270 13 1
0.4 multi 2005 160 211 40 19 1 6 20 38
0.5 single 1897 - - 391 - - 159 46 7
0.5 multi 1979 304 163 23 4 0 0 0 27
0.6 single 1918 - - 392 - - 79 85 26
0.6 multi 2070 319 85 3 2 0 0 0 21
0.7 single 2141 - - 198 - - 35 111 15
0.7 multi 2276 144 45 0 0 0 0 10 25
Figure 3.14: Resulting capacity-usage metric values for an experiment involving two ﬂows on an
otherwise idle network. Each line gives the number of scenarios that resulted in the metric value
given in the column header. “L/U”, “T” and “M” indicate situations with larger metric value or
unsolvable scenario, or the solver running out of time or memory, respectively.
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Figure 3.15: Comparison of the fraction of scenarios that can be optimally solved with at most
the given metric value by the single-path and multi-path solutions. Each diagrams shows the
results for a different transmission range value.
Figure 3.15 illustrates the fraction of scenarios that can be solved with at most a given
metric value both for single-path and multi-path solutions. The data used for generating the
diagrams excludes all scenarios that resulted in the solver aborting due to time or memory
constraints when looking for a single-path or multi-path solution. The total number of sce-
narios that have been considered when calculating the fractions is noted in the vertical axis
label. Recall that the single-path solutions can only have metric values in steps of 3, which
explains constant fractions for metric values 12–14 and 15–17, respectively.
An interesting feature of the diagrams is that the multi-path approach does not yield sig-
niﬁcantly more solutions with metric value 12 than the single-path approach. However, a fair
number of scenarios can be solved by only using longer paths for one or two of the 6 frames
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Parameter 3 hops 4 hops 5 hops 6 hops
Number of nodes 50 50 50 50
Minimum number of edges 368 398 400 384
Mean number of edges 465.32 471.24 467.12 470.6
Maximum number of edges 516 544 564 546
Minimum node degree 1 1 1 1
Mean node degree 8.8 8.88 9.34 8.96
Maximum node degree 20 20 21 20
Minimum network diameter 7 7 7 7
Mean network diameter 8.12 8.2 8.44 8.28
Maximum network diameter 10 9 12 10
Figure 3.17: Statistics characterizing the connectivity graphs used for the second experiment.
that must be handled per macro slot. These roughly correspond to metric values of 13 and 14
in the multi-path approach and the fraction of scenarios that can be solved with at most metric
value 14 approaches 100% for the larger transmission ranges. The relatively slow increase of
the fraction of scenarios solvable in the multi-path approach that is evident in Figure 3.15a is
probably due to the small node degree which results in less choices for the paths that can be
used to handle a ﬂow.
3.9.2 Experiment 2: Background trafﬁc
This experiment examines the optimal latency values achievable by the single-path and multi-
path approaches, respectively, in a network that has been put under load by preallocating
a number of background ﬂows. The connectivity graphs generated for the experiment are
connected graphs made up of 50 nodes in a rectangular area of size 1.5 by 0.5. The node
transmission range has been ﬁxed to 0.25 while a node distance minimum of 0.0025 was
enforced. 50 random connectivity graphs have been generated; an example graph is shown in
Figure 3.16. A summary of the parameters characterizing the sets of graphs that have been
used for the 4 runs of the experiment is given in Figure 3.17.
The background trafﬁc is divided into 4 classes of 4 ﬂows each. Each ﬂow only requires a
capacity of one frame per macro slot. The distance in the connectivity graph between source
and sink nodes of a ﬂow is 2 hops for the ﬁrst two classes and 3 hops for classes 3 and 4.
Within a class, nodes are used only once, i.e. a graph node can at most participate as source or
sink node in 4 of the total of 16 background ﬂows. Given a total number of 20 slots, capacity
was allocated incrementally for the background ﬂows: A capacity-usage optimal solution was
generated for each ﬂow in turn, thereby regarding the allocations for previous ﬂows as ﬁxed
and adding allocations only for the ﬂow currently under consideration.
This resulted in 50 graphs with some capacity blocked by preexisting allocations as de-
scribed above. For each of these graphs, 50 scenarios subject to the following parameters
were considered: Each scenario consists of a single ﬂow that requires two frames per macro
slot of capacity, thus the ﬂow could be handled using two different paths under the multi-path
approach. Hop distances between the source and sink nodes of 3, 4, 5 and 6 have been consid-
ered in different runs of the experiment. In each run of the experiment, 2500 scenarios were
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Distance Variant 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 L/U T M
3 single 1872 118 73 47 39 35 37 276 3 0
3 multi 1986 144 57 29 39 23 16 158 48 0
4 single - 1649 116 86 71 60 60 422 36 0
4 multi - 1735 142 110 54 27 17 258 157 0
5 single - - 1079 203 126 179 117 759 37 0
5 multi - - 1200 257 153 127 62 406 295 0
6 single - - - 832 255 135 105 1105 68 0
6 multi - - - 886 308 78 38 529 661 0
Figure 3.18: A ﬂow made up of two paths was routed through a network that also had to handle
some background trafﬁc. The hop distance between the source and the sink nodes of the ﬂow
under observation was varied from 3 to 6. The table shows the number of scenarios that could be
optimally solved with the indicated latency value. The last 3 columns refer to scenarios that have
larger metric values or are unsolvable (L/U), or could not be handled by the solver due to time
(T) or memory (M) restrictions.
examined in total and the solver was requested to calculate optimal solutions w.r.t. the maxi-
mum latency metric for both the single-path and multi-path approaches. All noninterference
calculations were performed under the graph-based noninterference model.
The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 3.18. It gives the number of scenarios
whose optimal solutions achieved the given latency value in the single-path and multi-path
approaches, respectively. The number of scenarios for which the solver could not compute
a solution within the given time bound of 300 seconds or the memory bound of 2 gigabytes
of system memory make up only up to 2.7% for the single-path approach and can thus be
neglected. However, in the multi-path approach, in the 6-hop run of the experiment there
are 661 scenarios unsolved due to time restrictions which represents more than 25% of the
total of 2500 scenarios. This will inevitably inﬂuence the results. However, it is expected
that mostly scenarios that yield higher latency values are affected, because those typically
take more time due to the larger number of conﬁgurations that must be considered. Thus, the
number of scenarios for latency values 6 and 7 are anticipated to be accurate.
Figure 3.19 shows a graphical display of the fraction of scenarios that have optimal so-
lutions of a given latency value or better. Note that scenarios that could not be solved due
to exceeded time or memory limits were removed from the data set before generating the
diagram. As expected, the fraction of scenarios that can be solved increases with the latency
value. Note that especially in the single-path case, e.g. the fraction of scenarios solved in
the 3-hop run of the experiment seems to hit a bound at 0.9 as the latency value increases,
suggesting that 10% of the scenarios considered are indeed unsolvable. As the hop distance
increases, the fraction of unsolvable scenarios is expected to increase, which is one reason for
the other runs of the experiment to show overall worse ratios of solved scenarios. Comparing
the two diagrams of Figure 3.19 indicates that the multi-path approach performs better, i.e.
with multi-path routing a larger fraction of scenarios have solutions that meet a given latency
value than in the single-path approach.
The diagrams in Figure 3.20 further conﬁrm this observation. Again, before generating
these plots, the data has been preprocessed to remove all the scenarios from the statistics
for which the solver failed to compute a solution due to the time or memory restrictions
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Figure 3.19: Latency values versus the fraction of scenarios that have optimal single-path (a) or
multi-path (b) solutions of at most the given latency.
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Figure 3.20: The fraction of scenarios that can be solved with a latency value at least as good as
a threshold in the single-path and multi-path approaches, respectively. As the hop distance value
increases, the fraction of scenarios that have solutions with the optimal latency value decreases.
for the single-path or the multi-path approach. Depending on the hop distance and latency
value, the multi-path approach has up to 9% more optimal solutions with a given latency
value or better than the single-path approach. Note that for the 3-hop run of the experiment,
the margin of the multi-path approach stays approximately the same as the latency value
increases, while for the runs with larger hop distances, the advantage even increases with
larger latency values. This effect is presumably caused by the fact that the increase in the
number of usable paths is expected to be larger in the multi-path approach as the latency
value becomes larger, because the multi-path approach can use any path that allows to handle
one frame per macro slot with a good metric value, but the single-path approach needs two
frames per macro slot. An interesting follow-up question is whether the multi-path advantage
signiﬁcantly increases when the capacity requirement allows the ﬂow to be split up into more
thantwopaths.However,duetothecomplexityoftheslotallocationproblem,thisexperiment
is intractable with our solver.
3.9.3 Experiment 3: Physical noninterference model
While the physical noninterference model more closely resembles actual wireless networks
than the graph-based one, the latter is more convenient when reasoning on an abstract level.
The main reason for this is that the graph-based noninterference model deﬁnition is inde-
pendent from actual node locations, i.e. reduces the network to its topological features. As
discussedinChapter2,notallpossibletopologiescorrespondtoactualnetworks,socaremust
be taken when considering arbitrary topologies. Nevertheless, the abstraction has proved us-
able in the introductory sections of this chapter, so it is important to assess the inﬂuence on
the results due to the use of this simpliﬁed model.
In order to do so, a third series of experiments has been run. The parameters are based
upon those used for the second experiment. The network creation process is as follows: 50
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Figure 3.21: Received signal level characteristic used for the physical noninterference model in
the experiment.
nodes are randomly placed in a rectangular area, the dimensions have been scaled by a factor
of 220m to 330m by 110m. The minimum node distance has been set accordingly to 0:55m
and the transmission range to 55m. The TDMA parameters are taken unchanged from the
second experiment and allow each node to transmit exactly one frame per micro slot, of
which there are 20 available in a macro slot.
The parameter values for the physical noninterference model have been chosen to roughly
correspond to the characteristics of the Texas Instruments CC2420 [21] RF transceiver based
on information from the data sheet and measurements [43, 3]. The Friis equation is a simple
model for radio propagation that relates the received power Pr at distance d to the emitted
power Pt:
Pr = Pt  Gr  Gt 

l
4  p
a
(3.61)
The parameters Gr and Gt and l describe the sender and receiver antenna gains and the
wavelength, respectively. The transmission power of 1mW the transceiver feeds to the an-
tenna, antenna gain coefﬁcients of 1 and an attenuation exponent of a = 2:4 yield the charac-
teristic depicted in Figure 3.21, which agrees with the measurements [43, 3]. Corresponding
values for the TXP and a parameters of the physical noninterference model that yield this
characteristic have been used for the experiment. For the ambient noise level N, a value of
10 10 mW has been chosen, corresponding to  100dBm. The data sheet speciﬁes a receive
sensitivity of  90dBm, yielding a transmission range of approximately 56m with the propa-
gation characteristic used. The SINR threshold value was ﬁxed to g = 6dB. The behavior of
the simulation has been found to be very sensitive to the SINR threshold parameter. Larger
values quickly reduce the number of concurrent transmissions that are possible, even if the
distance between the transmitting nodes is large.
Similar to the situation in the second experiment, the network has been put under load but
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Distance Variant 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 L/U T M
3 single 2311 41 14 23 20 14 11 64 2 0
3 multi 2327 45 26 24 9 6 4 42 17 0
4 single - 2093 124 52 25 31 53 97 25 0
4 multi - 2116 168 46 15 10 10 26 106 3
5 single - - 1572 184 98 109 89 407 41 0
5 multi - - 1619 247 96 53 22 32 422 9
6 single - - - 1395 231 179 138 518 39 0
6 multi - - - 1474 297 93 33 155 439 9
Figure 3.22: Results of the third experiment that considered 2500 randomly generated scenarios
with a ﬂow connecting two nodes of varying distance. The number of scenarios for which an
optimal solution of the given value w.r.t. latency was found is shown. The columns “L/U”, “T”
and “M” hold the numbers of scenarios that only have solutions with higher latency values or
are unsolvable, could not be solved due to the time limit or were aborted due to exceeding the
memory limit, respectively.
preallocating capacity for some background ﬂows. However, the number of background ﬂows
was cut down to a total of 8 instead of 16 that were used in the second experiment. Otherwise,
there was not enough network capacity to handle even only the background ﬂows. This is be-
cause in the physical noninterference model, a transmission not only prevents communication
in the direct connectivity graph neighborhood of the transmitting node, but may also hinder
communication in a larger region due to the addition of energy levels and the slowly decaying
received signal level characteristic. The load was due to two classes of 4 background ﬂows
each and a capacity requirement of one frame per macro slot each. The hop distance between
source and sink nodes was 2 hops for the ﬁrst class and 3 hops for the second. The source
and sink nodes were chosen such that no node would be source or sink node more than once
within the ﬂows belonging to a background trafﬁc class.
The parameters of the ﬂow used as subject of the experiment were not changed from the
second experiment: The capacity requirement was 2 frames per macro slot and hop distance
values of 3, 4, 5 and 6 between source and sink node were examined in different runs of
the experiment. For each run, 50 graphs were randomly generated subject to the parameters
discussed above. Background trafﬁc was added to the graphs and a total of 50 scenarios were
generated based on each graph by randomly setting up the ﬂow under consideration. The
resulting 2500 scenarios were then run through the branch and bound solver, once requesting
a single-path solution and once also allowing multi-path solutions. The time limit for a single
solver run was ﬁxed to 300 seconds and a memory limit of 2 gigabytes was enforced.
The results of the different runs of the experiment are shown in Figure 3.22. Note that the
number of experiments that were aborted due to the time or memory limits are approximately
below 20% even for the 5- and 6-hop runs when allowing multi-path solutions. Thus, the bias
due to unsolvable scenarios is in the same order as for the second experiment. An overall
increase in the fraction of solvable scenarios when compared to the second experiment is
clearly evident. This is however not relevant due to the lighter background trafﬁc. Other than
that, the numbers show a feature that has already been identiﬁed in the second experiment.
With the hop distance increasing, the number of scenarios that can be solved with the optimal
latency value decreases. This is expected, since it is harder to ﬁnd paths that can provide
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Figure 3.23: Fractions of the total number of solved scenarios for which solutions with at least a
given latency value in the single-path and multi-path approaches, respectively, were found.
consecutive micro slots for the hops as the paths grow longer, considering that some of the
slots are not usable due to the background trafﬁc.
The direct comparison between fractions of the total numbers of scenarios solvable with at
most a given latency value in the single-path and multi-path approaches is presented in Figure
3.23. Similar to Figure 3.20 there is a multi-path gain evident in the diagrams. However, the
margin of scenarios solvable with at most a given latency value in the multi-path approach
but not in the single-path approach is only about 7% at maximum. This is less than what was
observed in the second experiment. We presume this is due to the fact that transmissions can
also interfere with other transmissions in a larger region than the direct connectivity graph
neighborhood that is considered under the graph-based noninterference model. Comparing
Figures 3.20a and 3.23a yields a similar result. The multi-path margin is less than half as
large under the physical noninterference model than it was with graph-based one. However,
the results of the experiments show a surprisingly close match from a qualitative point of
view, thus justifying the use of the graph-based noninterference model in qualitative analysis.
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This chapter reviews some relevant literature and points out which aspects of the reviewed
material are relevant for wireless multi-hop TDMA networks. There are several research
areas in which previous work relevant for multi-hop time-slotted networks is found. These are
time synchronization techniques which are required to synchronize a node’s transmissions to
the TDMA slot structure, ad hoc routing research that addresses the problem of discovering
routes between source and sink nodes, and TDMA scheduling, which considers micro slot
allocation under the constraint of avoiding interference.
4.1 Time synchronization
Time synchronization, i.e. a mechanism that provides all nodes in a network with a common
understanding of time, is an important aspect in wireless networks. Traditional time synchro-
nization approaches [35] typically adjust the local node’s system clock in order to sync it with
a global reference time. Alternatively, one can collect the necessary information to be able to
convert time values from adjacent nodes to the timescale as deﬁned by the local clock [7].
Time synchronization mechanisms typically work by comparing local clocks against a
well deﬁned reference point in time. For example, this can can be a node clock that is used
as reference. The current time is read from this reference clock and communicated to other
nodes that wish to synchronize their clocks against the reference time. The problem with this
approach is the aging of the reference time value: Receivers can only compare their clocks
against the reference time value when they receive it, but in the meantime the reference clock
will have advanced. These communication delay effects can be mitigated by measuring the
delay and compensating for it; this is what NTP [35] does. However, since transmission times
cannotbemeasureddirectly,theroundtriptimeisusedforestimatingsinglewaydelay,which
can be inaccurate. Another approach is to try and reduce the total communication delay, so
that it can be ignored [15, 7].
In our network model, we have assumed accurate time synchronization of all nodes in the
network. This is needed for the nodes to agree on the starting time of each TDMA macro
slot and the micro slots it is comprised of. In practice, perfect time synchronization cannot
be achieved, thus there is some uncertainty w.r.t. when the individual micro slots begin and
end. In order to avoid collisions between transmissions in adjacent micro slots, the slots are
spaced by short guard time intervals of length twice the maximum synchronization error.
Thefollowingsectionsreviewsometimesynchronizationprotocolsthathavesuitablechar-
acteristics for use in WSNs. There are many others, a good overview of clock synchronization
protocols for WSNs can be found in [44].
“Reference Broadcast Synchronization” (RBS) proposed by Elson et al. [7] exploits the
broadcast nature of wireless channels for time synchronization. Instead of using a node clock
to obtain reference time, the authors make use of the fact that a broadcast message sent by
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an arbitrary node is received by all listening nodes approximately at the same time. Thus,
this point in time can be used as a reference to synchronize the clocks of all nodes that
received the broadcast message. In the RBS implementation described by the authors, the
nodes periodically exchange messages containing the arrival times at which recent reference
broadcasts arrived in the timescale deﬁned by the sending node’s clock. This information can
be used by the other nodes to derive the clock offset and its drift rate such that clock values
can be converted back and forth between the nodes’ clocks.
Compared to the traditional sender–receiver synchronization approach used e.g. in NTP,
the receiver–receiver synchronization used by RBS has some advantages. This stems from
the fact that many of the currently used medium access control protocols (e.g. CSMA/CA
as used in IEEE 802.11) can introduce a non-deterministic delay when waiting for a clear
channel. This imposes a problem for sender-receiver synchronization protocols such as NTP
that assume a constant delay for both the transmission from sender to receiver and the trans-
mission in the opposite direction. In RBS, the medium access delay does not contribute to
the communication delay because the reference point in time is only established when the
broadcast message is actually sent.
Ganeriwal et al. propose a “Timing-sync Protocol for Sensor Networks” (TSPN) [13] that
builds on the sender-receiver approach. Just like NTP, it synchronizes a sender with a receiver
by transmitting a message from the sender to the receiver and an answer in the opposite
direction. Then the communication delay and clock offset is estimated from the timestamps
included in the messages.
The main difference to NTP is how the timestamps are generated. Traditional NTP imple-
mentations run as user programs and obtain the timestamps when their messages leave from
or arrive at the application level. Due to varying operating system load and task scheduling,
this introduces a lot of non-deterministic delay in the transmission path. However, exploit-
ing the software-controlled design of typical low cost wireless network interfaces for sensor
network nodes, time stamping of frames can be done at the MAC level. This not only elim-
inates the processing delay for message construction and its transfer to the MAC layer but
also the medium access delay. Moreover, incoming messages are time stamped at the MAC
layer directly after they have been received.
“Black Burst Synchronization” (BBS) as described by Gotzhein and Kuhn in [15] uses
periodic frames sent at well deﬁned reference points in time for synchronization. A special
frame encoding based on so called black bursts is used for these synchronization tick frames,
so they are protected against collisions when sent approximately at the same time. The idea
is to use only the energy level for encoding. 0 bits are encoded as no transmission, 1 bits
are encoded as transmission. By using the clear channel assessment (CCA) function of the
receiver hardware, receivers can detect whether the medium is clear which is interpreted as
a 0 bit. A detected signal is regarded as a 1 bit. Moreover, in case of multiple senders, 1
bits dominate 0 bits. Thus, receivers will hear the bitwise-or of all the transmissions sent by
stations in transmission range.
In BBS, the period at which tick frames are sent is ﬁxed. Nodes that receive a tick frame
record the time it arrived and thus know when the next tick frame is expected to arrive. For
recording tick frame arrival time, the CCA logic triggers an interrupt and the arrival time is
recorded in the interrupt handler. This ensures that apart from CCA jitter effects the arrival
time can be recorded very accurately. At the sender side, communication delay is minimized
by creating the tick frames well in advance of the next tick, so they can be passed to the
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network interface at the exact time the tick is scheduled. Furthermore, a central property of
black bursts is that they are transmitted immediately without waiting for a clear channel, so
there effectively is no medium access delay. These measures keep the global time difference
between sending a tick and receiving it small (in the order of ms for experiments with MICAz
WSN nodes described in [15]), so the authors disregard it. Thus the nodes use the arrival time
of the last tick as reference point in time. Events in the interval bounded by ticks i and i + 1
are then timed relatively to tick i in terms of the node’s local clock. Note that clock drift is
ignored, since it is expected to be negligible as long as the tick period is reasonably short.
For distributing tick frames in the network, the protocol described in the paper uses both a
decentralized and a centralized scheme in parallel. Each interval bounded by ticks i and i+1
starts with a synchronization phase in which tick frames are exchanged. The synchronization
phase consists of a predeﬁned number n of rounds in each of which there is room for trans-
mission of a single tick frame. The ﬁrst part of the tick frame is a marker that starts the frame
and is dedicated to the decentralized part of the protocol. It is always transmitted by every
node participating in the synchronization protocol. Unsynchronized nodes that overhear n
tick frames can therefore deduce the time tick i has occurred to be the time at which the ﬁrst
tick frame arrived. The optional second part of the tick frame is called master tick frame and
is used for centralized synchronization. A master node transmits a master tick frame in the
ﬁrst round. All nodes that overhear the master tick frame will retransmit it in the next round.
The round number is embedded in the master tick frame and will be increased by each node
retransmitting it. Thus, since the round duration is ﬁxed, the arrival time of a tick frame that
carries round number k is enough to derive the time at which tick i occurred.
A virtue of BBS is that the authors derive a deterministic bound for the synchronization
accuracy. The synchronization accuracy bound is linear in the network diameter and a bound
on the CCA jitter when centralized synchronization is in effect. For decentralized synchro-
nization, the transceiver switching time, i.e. the time needed to switch from receive mode
to transmit mode adds to the centralized synchronization accuracy bound. Moreover, syn-
chronizing all nodes in the network can be done during a single synchronization phase, thus
yielding a low deterministic bound for convergence time. Experiments with BBS on MICAz
WSN nodes and IEEE 802.11 hardware described in [15] achieved synchronization accuracy
in the order of ms and ms, respectively.
The protocols discussed above all achieve tight time synchronization between the nodes in
the network. However, their suitability for providing time synchronization in a TDMA-based
system also depends on other aspects. RBS requires regular broadcast transmissions in order
to synchronize nodes. It seems possible to use regular data frames for that purpose, but this
does not help in network regions that do not handle any data transmissions for a longer time
interval. Furthermore, RBS does not specify how to coordinate the nodes when exchanging
information about their observations. While a competition-based approach would certainly
work, this probably requires a signiﬁcant portion of transmission time available in a macro
slot. Another problem is that there is no guaranteed bound on the synchronziation error, such
that longer guard intervals are required. An upper synchronization error bound is also miss-
ing in TSPN. However, the hierarchical structure used in TSPN that synchronizes all nodes
starting at a root node integrates better with the TDMA slot structure. Synchronization for
the micro slots can be achieved by resynchronizing the nodes at the beginning of each macro
slot. Still, messages must be exchanged between each pair of synchronizing node, which will
introduce signiﬁcant overhead. In contrast, BBS only needs a number of rounds in the order
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of the network diameter to synchronize the whole network. Again, this can be done at the
beginning of each macro slot in order to provide accurate time synchronization for the fol-
lowing micro slots. BBS also provides a guaranteed upper bound on the synchronization error
and a very short convergence time. Thus, it seems a very intruiging choice for synchronizing
the nodes in a wireless TDMA network.
4.2 Routing in ad-hoc networks
Due to node mobility and the dynamic nature of the wireless medium, well established rout-
ing techniques that are used with wired networks are not suitable for wireless networks. In
the wired world, two very popular approaches are link-state and distance-vector protocols,
respectively. They are both based on the idea to disseminate information about the network
topology to all nodes in the network so these can decide to which of their neighbors to for-
ward frames to for a given destination node. In link-state routing protocols, each node keeps
a complete view of the network connectivity graph and uses that information to compute a
shortest path to any other node. The connectivity information is communicated by period-
ically ﬂooding link state information local to a node to the whole network. Each node can
then independently construct the connectivity graph and perform the shortest path calcula-
tions. In contrast, the distance-vector approach implements a distributed shortest path search
algorithm that calculates the shortest paths between any two nodes in the network. Each node
periodically broadcasts the shortest-path distance it knows to any other node in the network.
Initially, this information will only contain distance values for local neighbors. After receiv-
ing distance vectors from its neighbors, a node selects the next-hop node for a destination as
the neighbor that announces the minimum distance to the destination node. It can then an-
nounce this destination in its own distance vector, thereby accounting for the additional hop
to the neighbor. Eventually, the routing information has diffused through the whole network
and each node knows the shortest path length and the next-hop neighbor for each destination.
As mentioned above, the traditional routing techniques are not suitable for highly dynamic
wireless networks. In case of frequent topology changes, the routing information must be
updated very often, causing considerable load on the network. Furthermore, problems such
as routing loops that can occur with some of the traditional approaches when the topology
changes must be addressed. The fact that routing information for a particular destination node
is only needed if there actually is data to be sent to that node means the overhead of main-
taining unused route information can be avoided. Consequently, research has shifted from
proactive routing techniques that always try to maintain current routing information for all
possible destination nodes to reactive routing schemes that construct routes only on demand,
i.e. when there is data to be transferred to a given destination node. Two prominent members
of this class, Dynamic Source Routing [23] and Ad-Hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing
[38] are discussed below.
Note that most ad hoc routing research is not targeted at reservation-based wireless net-
works which are the focus of this thesis. Thus, many authors assume a competition-based
medium access mechanism in the evaluation of their routing protocols. In this setting, met-
rics such as latency and throughput behave very differently. Due to reduced queuing, latency
decreases when the load on a node is decreased. This is in sharp contrast to reservation-based
systems for which latency can be considered as constant once capacity for a ﬂow is reserved.
1004.2 Routing in ad-hoc networks
Nevertheless, reservation-based networks also need some form of route discovery. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to study general ad hoc routing protocols.
4.2.1 Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector Routing (DSDV)
In [37], Perkins and Bhagwat describe a distance vector based routing protocol that has been
speciﬁcally adapted for the use in wireless ad hoc networks. The most signiﬁcant modiﬁca-
tion is the addition of a sequence number that is attached to each distance value. Increasing
sequence numbers are generated by the node the corresponding distance value corresponds
to and represent “freshness” of the routing information. For the routing decisions, only fresh
information is used, which avoids well-known problems with distance-vector protocols such
as routing loops and the count-to-inﬁnity phenomenon.
Every time a node broadcasts its distance vector, it generates a new even sequence num-
ber larger than the last one and tags the distance to itself with this sequence number. When
updating their local distance vectors, the sequence number received from the selected next-
hop neighbor is copied. Due to the asynchronous distance vector propagation scheme, it may
happen that a node receives fresh routing information about a particular destination from
different neighbors in a pattern such that information about a path with a worse metric ar-
rives before the optimal path for that destination. Because only paths that are tagged with the
maximum sequence number known for the particular destination node are considered when
making the routing decision, this scenario could lead to nodes frequently switching the next-
hop neighbor for a destination. To address this issue, the authors suggest a node should not
immediately announce its changed routing decision upon receiving the new information but
wait a certain time for the arrival of fresh information from the other neighbors.
When a node detects a broken link, it broadcasts a new distance vector for the affected
paths. Paths that have been broken are tagged with an odd sequence number obtained by in-
crementing the previously used good sequence number by one. This ensures that the broken
link information supersedes any previously announced information due to the sequence num-
ber. In order to cope with the highly dynamic nature of wireless networks, the authors also
propose that important information such as broken links is reported immediately by incre-
mental updates to the last distance vector information instead of only incorporating the new
information in the next periodic broadcast.
4.2.2 Dynamic Source Routing in Ad-Hoc Wireless Networks (DSR)
A reactive routing protocol that uses source-controlled routes is described in [23]. In this
protocol the source node is responsible for including the route a frame should take within the
frame header. Intermediate nodes on the path simply examine the header to ﬁnd the next-hop
node they should send the frame to. For this to work, the source node must have information
about a working path to the destination node available. This information is discovered by a
route discovery process. In its simplest incarnation it works by ﬂooding the network with
route request messages that carry the destination node identiﬁer for which the route must
be found. A node receiving route request messages will rebroadcast the ﬁrst route request
message it receives, unless the node is the destination node. Every node that forwards the
request will also add its own address to the request message in order to record the path that
the message took. If the destination node receives the request message, it will answer with
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a route reply message containing all the forwarding nodes that have been collected in the
route request message received. When the reply reaches the source node, it can start to use
the route.
If a link breaks, this will cause all routes using this link to fail. The authors assume that
failures of local links can be detected. For example, this is the case when acknowledgment
messages are used at the link layer protocol. If a node detects that a frame could not be
forwarded to the next-hop neighbor, it will send a route error message back to the source
node from which the failed frame originated. Upon receiving the error message, the source
node may ﬁnd a different route by restarting the route discovery process.
The inclusion of full routing information in both route reply and data messages allows for
some sophisticated optimizations in the route discovery process. The basic idea is to have all
nodes cache the routing information they have gathered in order to reduce cost for handling
later route requests. Nodes learn about available routes they happen to be part of when they
see a route reply or data message. Moreover, the wireless transceivers may be operated in
promiscuous mode such that they process also frames destined to other nodes. This way, even
more routes may be learned from frames sent by nearby nodes. This additional information
can not only be used to help with routes requested by a node itself, but can also be used to
answer route request messages coming from other nodes, thereby avoiding the need for the
request message to travel all the way to the destination node.
4.2.3 Multi-path extensions to DSR
Several multi-path variations of DSR have been proposed in the literature [48, 36, 28, 49,
27]. The original DSR protocol can actually discover multiple paths between source and
sink node, e.g. if multiple copies of a route request reach the destination node. Even if the
destination node only returns one route reply to the source node, the source node may still
receive several route replies if other nodes answer the request from their route cache. A
popular idea found in the literature is to use the additional paths discovered by a route request
to improve reliability without incurring additional cost.
The idea of the multi-path extension to DSR described by Nasipuri and Das in [36] is
to have the destination node consider not only the ﬁrst route request it receives, but also
those that arrive later. The authors propose that the destination node should check whether
these paths are link-disjoint from the ﬁrst route discovered. Such paths are then provided to
the source node or intermediate nodes who can use the alternative paths if the primary path
breaks. Note that when an intermediate node n detects that its path to the destination node
broke, this information is not known at the source, so the path stored in the messages will
not work. When switching to an alternate path, node n is therefore responsible to rewrite the
routing information in the data messages on the ﬂy such they are handled by the alternate
path. The authors also derive an analytical model describing the behavior of the alternate-
path switching technique. They show that avoiding to rediscover routes when a path breaks
by switching to an alternate path increases the average time between route discoveries, thus
reducing the load caused by the route request ﬂoods.
Another technique that uses multiple routes potentially discovered by an unmodiﬁed DSR
route discovery is described in [48]. Instead of using only a single path at a time and switch-
ing paths on failure of the current path, the authors propose to use the available paths in
parallel. The mechanism described in the paper assumes a constant bandwidth-delay product
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for the wireless network. By measuring the delay, the bandwidth of a particular path can be
calculated. The data is then distributed onto the different paths according to their bandwidth
estimates.
The MP-DSR protocol [28] due to Leung et al. uses a modiﬁed route discovery procedure.
The objective they consider is to discover a set of paths with a given end-to-end reliability
characteristic. The end-to-end reliability is deﬁned to be the probability that at least one of
a set of disjoint paths used for a ﬂow is still available after a given time increment t. They
compute this probability based on the path reliabilities, which is deﬁned as the probability of
a path surviving an interval of length t. The path reliability in turn is obtained by multiplying
the link availabilities, i.e. the probability of a link staying usable in the interval.
Givenadesiredend-to-endreliability,theprotocolﬁrstdecideshowmanypathstodiscover
and then sends that many route request messages to the neighbors with the highest link avail-
ability. In addition to the standard DSR route request information, the route request message
also contains the minimum path reliability that the path being constructed should meet and
the actual reliability for the path formed by the hops the request message has already visited.
Before forwarding the request, a node checks whether the requested reliability is still being
met by the accumulated reliability for the hop sequence constructed so far. It then updates the
path reliability value in the request message and forwards the request. Eventually, requests
arrive at the destination node that can provide the required reliability. The destination then
sorts the paths by the reliability values and tries to construct a set of disjoint paths that meets
the initial desired end-to-end reliability. The procedure might fail to ﬁnd a suitable set of
paths. In this case, the source node needs to restart the route discovery with more relaxed
reliability parameters. One way to do this is to try and discover more paths. Another option is
decreasing the time increment since paths are more likely to stay usable during shorter time
intervals.
Route maintenance activity is required if all paths in the selected set of paths break or
when the time window expires. In the latter case, the source node sends route check messages
alongtheexistingpathstogathertheirreliabilityvalues.Thedestinationnodereﬂectsthepath
reliability values back to the source node which can then decide whether the overall reliability
still meets the desired value or whether new routes must be discovered.
The extended DSR protocol [49] described by Wu modiﬁes the original DSR route discov-
ery process in order to construct two node-disjoint routes. This is achieved by starting two
logically separate node discovery processes that are distinguished by adding a color of either
black or white to the route request. Before forwarding requests, intermediate nodes decide
which color they assume for the request and only forward request messages of the matching
color. If both the black and the white route request messages arrive at the destination, two
node-disjoint paths have been found. A problem with this technique is that paths completed
from the route cache of an intermediate node are not guaranteed to be node-disjoint. Although
the routes are kept with coloring information in the cache, it may happen that the white and
black requests are completed using information obtained from different previous requests.
These routes are not guaranteed to be node-disjoint because the property only holds for the
pairs of paths that have been found by two requests that traveled all the way to the destination
node.
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4.2.4 Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV)
In [38], Perkins and Royer present a reactive version of the distance-vector approach. Similar
to [23], routes are only established on demand, but in contrast to DSR, the AODV protocol
keeps routing information only locally at the nodes instead of including it within the trans-
mitted messages. Again, the protocol is comprised of route discovery and route maintenance
procedures. For route discovery, a route request message is broadcast by the node that wants
to discover a new route. In addition to information identifying the originating node and the
particular route request, the message carries the destination node identiﬁer, the hop count as
well as a sequence number that indicates the required freshness of the route to be established.
A node that receives a route request message checks its local routing table to see whether it
has a route to the destination that is fresh enough (i.e. tagged with a sequence number not
smaller than the one received as part of the request message). If not, the message is rebroad-
cast in the local neighborhood. Otherwise, if there is a route available, a route reply message
is generated that is sent back to the node from which the original route request was received.
For this purpose, all nodes that receive a route request must temporarily store information
about the request (amongst others, destination node, request identiﬁcation and the node from
whichtherequestwasreceived),inordertomatchincomingrouterepliesandtoforwardthem
to the source node. If no fresh route is known, the request message will eventually reach the
destination node, which will then construct a reply message with a fresh sequence number.
When handling route reply messages, the nodes check the sequence numbers and hop counts
received with the reply and discard replies that are either not tagged with the newest destina-
tion sequence number, or carry a larger hop number than the current minimum. As in DSDV,
this ensures that routing loops cannot form. Once a reply reaches the source node, the route
has been established and the source node can start sending data messages.
For link breakage detection, the authors note that a link-level acknowledgment mechanism
can be used if available. If not, they propose to periodically broadcast short hello messages in
the one-hop neighborhood to enable the nodes to detect which incoming links are still usable.
If a link breakage occurs, the node detecting it will notify all upstream neighbors being part
of affected routes by sending an unsolicited route reply with an inﬁnite metric value. This
message will then propagate back to the source which can initiate a new route discovery
process.
Note that during route discovery, the intermediate nodes unconditionally store some infor-
mation in order to be able to forward replies and data should the route be established along
a path they are part of. This information is subject to expiration, i.e. will be deleted after a
timeout. A suitable expiration time must be chosen such that there is enough time for the
request message to travel to the destination and a reply message back to source node. Routes
that already have been established are aged out of the system in a similar fashion if they are
not used anymore, but with a larger timeout.
4.2.5 Multi-path extensions to AODV
Several authors propose modiﬁed versions of AODV that make use of multiple paths to a
destination node [33, 26]. Adding multi-path capabilities to AODV requires the nodes to
keep information about several next-hop neighbors for a single destination node. This can be
a problem, because the nodes must report the number of hops for a path they can provide to a
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destination node in their route advertisement messages. However, the different paths known
to a node are not necessarily of the same length.
The approach described by Lee and Gerla in [26] solves this problem by only advertising
the primary (i.e. shortest) route to its neighbors. In addition to the primary route table, each
node keeps analternate route table into whichit inserts next-hop entries forroutes that it is not
part of but overheard a route reply message for. If a node on the primary path later detects that
its next-hop link is broken, it will broadcast the data message in the local neighborhood. If
there is some node that has information in its alternate route table, this node will try to salvage
the data by forwarding the data message to the next-hop neighbor learned earlier. Thus, the
scheme tries to repair paths that locally break with the help of other nodes in proximity.
A more sophisticated multi-path extension called AOMDV (Ad hoc On-demand Multipath
Distance Vector) is proposed in [33]. The authors propose to keep a list of next-hop neighbors
for a single destination in the routing tables at each node. When advertising routes, a node
speciﬁes the maximum hop count of all the routes it has in the route reply message. This is
required in order to conserve the loop-free property of AODV. For data messages, any of the
routes available can be used.
AOMDV uses a modiﬁed route discovery scheme in order to discover multiple link-disjoint
paths to a destination. The basic idea is to allow nodes to reply to more than just the ﬁrst
route request message it receives. The multiple replies will then travel back to the node that
originated the request and set up multiple paths. The link-disjointness property of the paths
is established by only replying to route requests that left the originating node via different
links. This guarantees link-disjoint paths since every node forwards a single route request
only once. In order to enable the answering node to decide whether the paths are different,
the originating node stores the next-hop neighbor it sends the message to in the route request.
Before answering an incoming request, a node makes sure it has not already answered this
request for the speciﬁed neighbor of the originating node yet. The authors also introduce a
parameter that restricts the maximum number of replies a node may generate for a request in
order to contain the additional load.
4.2.6 Assessment
The routing protocols described in the previous sections almost exclusively consider net-
works using competition-based medium access mechanisms. However, some form of route
discovery is also needed in TDMA networks. Therefore, the basic ideas found in DSR and
AODV are useful in combined route discovery and slot reservation protocols for TDMA net-
works, some of which are described below in Section 4.4. In reservation based systems, route
discovery also needs to take resource availability into consideration, which the protocols de-
scribed above do not account for, since they are meant for systems providing only best-effort
service. Resource availability restrictions are also a problem for route caching mechanisms
as used with DSR and AODV. Once a discovered path is used, some of the available capacity
will be claimed. Thus, the available capacity from the discovery phase will be invalid and
should not be cached.
Most of the literature discussed above uses multi-path techniques for improving reliability.
Since path capacity bounds are rarely available, it is unclear how to decide what load a path
can actually handle. This makes it hard to split up a ﬂow appropriately so that it can take
advantage of using different available capacity shares on the links. The approach described
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in [48] uses the bandwidth-delay product to estimate the relative capacity of a path and tries
to balance the load. However, it cannot prevent the network from becoming overloaded.
Many of the protocols that use multi-path techniques to improve reliability consider node-
disjoint or link-disjoint paths. The rationale is that single failing link or node should only
affect at most one of the paths available to a ﬂow. In case of a failing path, the protocol
switches to a backup path. For reservation-based systems, keeping unused backup paths is
very problematic. The allocated capacity cannot be used for other ﬂows if the reservations are
made in advance. A scheme that discovers feasible backup paths but only reserves capacity
when it actually needs them might be a better choice.
4.3 TDMA scheduling
In realistic networks, several nodes can be allowed to transmit at the same time without
interfering with each other as long as each node is sufﬁciently far away from every other
transmitting node. This technique is referred to as spatial reuse and requires a solution to
the problem of TDMA scheduling, i.e. deciding which transmissions are allowed to proceed
in which micro slot. Two different variants of TDMA scheduling can be considered [41]: In
the broadcast scheduling variant, all the neighbors of a transmitting node must be able to
receive the message correctly. In our model we consider link scheduling, which requires that
all scheduled links must be able to perform a successful transmission. TDMA scheduling
schemes can further be categorized w.r.t. when the schedule is constructed. Static schedules
are determined before the network is activated and are ﬁxed during the operation of the net-
work, while dynamic scheduling computes and changes the schedules dynamically during
operation.
In systems that use static TDMA scheduling, schedules should be constructed in a way
such that each node or link has the opportunity to transmit a message in at least one micro
slot. Otherwise, it might happen that the network cannot provide service to some data ﬂows
in case they require to use a link or node that has not been assigned capacity in the schedule.
In the static setting, different notions of optimal schedules are considered. They can refer
to minimum schedule length [41], or to throughput metrics [24]. In the early literature, the
networks are almost exclusively considered at the graph abstraction level, i.e. presuming
a graph-based noninterference model. In this model, the problems are very similar to the
graph-coloring problem [25], hence it is not surprising that many of the problems are indeed
NP-hard [2, 8, 9].
Dynamic TDMA scheduling protocols such as [5, 31, 32, 34, 45, 51] that manage micro
slot assignment to links or nodes work by running a coordination protocol in special time
intervals that are separate from the time intervals controlled by the TDMA schedule. Often,
the control message exchange time interval is situated at the start of the macro frame (e.g.
[31, 34, 51]) but it may also precede each data slot [45]. In the latter case, the control message
exchange before a micro slot determines the reservation of that slot. The former approach
is more ﬂexible, because it does not enforce a one-to-one correspondence between micro
slots and control message intervals, which allows to reduce the time overhead caused by the
reservation protocol. This is useful when reservations are expected to stay valid for a large
number of macro slots, such that only few resources are required to make new reservations.
In this case, a common control message time interval in which reservations for any micro slot
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can be made is useful.
The CATA [45], RBRP [34] and FPRP [51] protocols solve the TDMA scheduling problem
in the local neighborhood. The basic mode of operation is that whenever a node wants to send
a ﬂow of data messages to one of its neighbors, it can make reservations for an appropriate
number of micro slots. In these protocols, a node is only granted a reservation after suc-
cessfully contending for a micro slot during the control message exchange interval. Because
the reservation protocol is contention-based, it needs to address similar problems as pure
contention-based medium access mechanisms. One is the hidden terminal problem, i.e. the
situation that messages transmitted concurrently by two senders that cannot hear each other
may still collide at a node that hears both of them. In the reservation protocols, this can be ad-
dressed by making the intended receivers acknowledge whether a control message has been
received correctly or not. Another problem in the context of broadcast TDMA scheduling is
that of so-called deadlocks. Due to accurate time synchronization as required for TDMA, all
nodes in a local neighborhood may transmit their reservation messages concurrently. If their
isnocommonreceiver,theycannotdetecttheconcurrentreservation.Theprotocolsdescribed
below address this by randomized detection schemes.
The Five-Phase Reservation Protocol (FPRP) [51] by Zhu and Corson reserves slots for
broadcast transmissions by means of a control message exchange during a reservation time
interval at the beginning of the macro slot. For each data micro slot, there is a correspond-
ing reservation slot in this interval. A reservation message exchange consists of ﬁve phases:
The ﬁrst is the reservation request phase during which a node that wants to make a reserva-
tion sends a request message. In the second phase, neighbors report potential collisions in
case concurrent reservation requests have been detected during the ﬁrst phase. Note that the
nodes must be able to detect collisions, both for the collisions of the request message and the
collision reports sent by neighbors. A reservation requesting node that has not received an
indication of a collision in the second phase sends a conﬁrmation message during the third
phase, which is acknowledged by all neighbors in the fourth phase. The ﬁfth phase can be
used by requesting nodes to break deadlocks probabilistically: A requesting node sends a
message with a probability of 0.5. Other requesting nodes that choose to keep quiet can thus
learn that their reservation failed.
Another broadcast reservation protocol put forward by Marina et al. is RBRP [34]. It uses
a number of so-called reservation slots for the control message exchange. Any micro slot
can be reserved in any reservation slot by stating the number of the requested micro slot in
the reservation message. If a node wants to make a reservation, it participates in each of the
reservation slots with a certain probability. Each reservation slot further consists of m minis-
lots and negative acknowledgment and conﬁrmation intervals. The requesting node randomly
picks k of the m minislots and transmits reservation requests during these minislots. At the
end of the reservation slot, nodes that detected a conﬂict will send a negative acknowledg-
ment. If a requesting node does not receive a negative acknowledgment, it will consider the
reservation as successful and announce this by a conﬁrmation message. The randomization
both in the decision in which reservation slots to participate and the choice of minislots helps
to avoid deadlock situations. If a requesting node hears another request in a minislot, it learns
that another node is trying to make a reservation concurrently and will abort its attempt to
claim the slot. A deadlock probability analysis described in the paper shows that the deadlock
probability is kept very low by these measures. RBRP employs another robustness-enhancing
technique. At the beginning of each micro slot, there is a short reconﬁrmation phase in which
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the sending node announces its intent to send and listening nodes again have the possibility to
issue negative acknowledgments. The purpose of this is to be able to detect schedule conﬂicts
that result from environment changes such as node mobility. After detecting the conﬂict, a
node will drop its reservation and contend for a new micro slot in the next reservation phase.
Although the protocols discussed above only consider single-hop reservations, a similar
mechanism is required multi-hop reservation systems. At each hop, the sending node needs
to run a protocol in order to agree on reservations with the local neighborhood. Multi-hop
reservations can then be made in a hop-by-hop fashion. Note that both in FPRP and RBRP
only nodes that have bidirectional links between each other will participate in the reservation
protocol. Therefore, problems will arise in the case of unidirectional links, e.g. caused by
variations in background noise w.r.t. the different node locations. Furthermore, effects such
as interference from nodes that are not in transmission distance but close enough to increase
the local background noise due to their transmissions such that local communication is hin-
dered, are not considered. We have seen in the evaluation in Chapter 3 that under the physical
noninterference model, a smaller number of nodes could transmit concurrently than under
the graph-based model. Thus, resource reservation protocols should probably consider more
than the local one-hop neighborhood.
4.4 QoS-aware multi-hop slot reservation
Applications that have strong QoS requirements regarding the service provided by the net-
work such as voice or video streams can only be adequately handled by making resource
guarantees on a per ﬂow basis. Resource reservation schemes allow end-to-end QoS guaran-
tees such as guaranteed minimum throughput and maximum latency. In dynamically sched-
uled TDMA networks, this situation requires protocols that discover paths and allocate micro
slots for multi-hop ﬂows such that the ﬂows’ demands are met. This also includes a form of
admission control. A ﬂow is only accepted to be handled if enough resources for it can be
reserved, otherwise it is rejected. References [5, 22, 30, 31, 32] describe some protocols for
QoS routing and reservation in dynamic TDMA networks.
The protocol due to Liao et al. described in [30] uses an approach similar to DSR [23] to
jointly discover paths capable of providing a requested transfer rate and make appropriate
reservations in a TDMA network. When a node is requested to handle a new ﬂow, it will
ﬂood a route request message into the network. In addition to the DSR information, the
message contains the required capacity in form of the number of slots per macro slot that
must be allocated on each hop. When a node receives the message, it checks whether it has
enough free slots to any of its neighbors to handle the ﬂow. If so, it rebroadcasts the message,
including information about the possible next-hop neighbors. Each node retransmitting the
message also adds a vector of slots it is going to allocate for the ﬂow to the message. When it
arrives at the destination, a suitable path has been found. The destination then returns a reply
message to the source on the reverse path. Intermediate nodes make the reservations upon
receiving the reply message.
For the decision about which slots are usable for a transmission, a set of conditions resem-
bling the graph-based noninterference model discussed in Section 2.3 is used. Note that in
order to make sure a reservation does not interfere with any other already scheduled transmis-
sions, a node needs information about the allocations made by nodes in its two-hop neighbor-
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hood. The authors propose to distribute this data by having each node periodically broadcast
the reservation it knows about to the neighborhood.
The authors note that allocation schemes are sensible to which slots are reserved for a hop
if there are multiple choices. A hop-by-hop allocation scheme as employed by the protocol
described in the paper may lead to situations where downstream nodes cannot ﬁnd any pos-
sible slots to allocate due to the allocation pattern used by upstream nodes and thus decide to
reject the route request. However, it is possible that another allocation pattern would have led
to a successful route establishment.
Some shortcomings of the protocol are addressed in [22]. The authors identify two situ-
ations that can possibly lead to the same slot incorrectly being reserved for several ﬂows.
These issues are caused by reservation requests handled at a node while other requests af-
fecting this node have not yet been conﬁrmed or canceled. Consider that a node v handles a
second reservation request before the reply message of the ﬁrst request has arrived. If v does
not keep track of the half-reserved slots it has decided to use for the earlier request, these slots
can be used again. Later, when the reply messages matching the two requests arrive, v would
reserve the same slot twice. This can also happen if two nodes situated in the direct neigh-
borhood of each other offer to reserve the same slot to two different reservation requests they
process concurrently. When the respective reply arrives, they both reserve the slot, thereby
violating the noninterference condition. Jawhar and Wu remedy this situation by introducing
an allocated-but-not-reserved state with which every slot that a node has offered in a request
message is tagged. The noninterference calculations can then consider these slots as being
used, thus avoiding multiple reservations.
The protocols described in [5, 31, 32] are targeted at a different network model that con-
siderably relaxes the noninterference conditions. The authors assume the network to use a
CDMA technique on top of the TDMA network. Every node is assumed to be assigned its
own CDMA code. In this model, adjacent nodes may share a slot without interfering and the
hidden terminal problem is also avoided. The only restriction for slot reservation is that a
node cannot send and receive at the same time. In [32], the authors note that given the sets
of free slots at each node along a path, deciding whether there is a suitable allocation pat-
tern to establish a connection is equivalent to the satisﬁability problem, i.e. the problem is
NP-complete.
The protocol described in [32] uses a hop-by-hop scheme to calculate the number of avail-
able slots for a route between the source and the destination node. The mechanism extends
the DSDV ad hoc routing protocol [37] to also include the set of slots that a route to a given
destination d uses at the next hop destination. Based on this information, the local node can
decide which slots it wants to use for the route to d and what the maximum supportable num-
ber of allocations per macro slot is. When a node wants to use a particular route to handle
a ﬂow, it sends a reservation message along this route. The intermediate nodes will reserve
the slots as determined by the pre-calculated information in the routing tables and remove the
allocated slots from any other routes. When the reservation message reaches the destination,
it will return a reply message to the source indicating that the path has been reserved. Due
to the dynamic nature of the routing tables, it may happen that an intermediate node ﬁnds it
does not have enough free slots to satisfy the reservation, in which case it replies with a reset
message. A reactive variant of the protocol by the same author is described in [31].
A similar, but more sophisticated reactive QoS slot allocation protocol due to Chen et al.
is proposed in [5]. When a route to a destination node must be discovered, the source node
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ﬂoods a request message that speciﬁes the capacity requirement into the network. Each node
that forwards the request will add its set of free slots to the message and rebroadcast it. Even-
tually, different copies of the request that have traveled via different paths will arrive at the
destination. The destination extracts the free slots list from the message and uses it to de-
cide which slots to allocate at each node such that the ﬂow’s capacity requirement is met.
As mentioned above, this problem is NP-complete. The authors propose to have the destina-
tion node apply a heuristic approach to construct suitable slot allocation patterns for all the
paths that have been discovered. When the set of potential paths and their capacity is known,
the destination node selects a set of paths to handle the ﬂow and sends reservation messages
back along these paths to reserve the capacity as indicated in the message. Compared to the
hop-by-hop approach in [31, 32], the availability of free slot information for all nodes on the
paths potentially allows for better slot allocation decisions.
While [30] addresses the multi-hop reservation problem in TDMA networks and [22] ex-
tends the protocol to guard against concurrent reservation, the authors do not elaborate on
how to ensure mutually exclusive resource allocation in the local neighborhood. [22] pro-
poses to have a node broadcast its reservations to the two-hop neighborhood. It is unclear
how these broadcasts are coordinated such that they do not collide. Furthermore, it is still
possible that two adjacent nodes reserve the same slot at the same time without having heard
each other’s broadcasts. Mechanisms such as employed in RBRP [34] and FPRP [51] are nec-
essary to handle these situations gracefully. The CDMA-over-TDMA approach proposed in
[5, 31, 32] eliminates the concurrent allocation problems. However, the CDMA mechanism
needs additional infrastructure for assigning pairwise orthogonal codes to the nodes. Addi-
tionally, the combination of CDMA over TDMA typically needs more complex hardware,
resulting in both higher cost and increased energy consumption.
4.5 Load balancing and optimal routing
As mentioned earlier, the interference effects due to the shared wireless medium signiﬁcantly
limit the number of concurrent transmissions that are possible. In [17], Gupta and Kumar
show that in a setting of n nodes arbitrarily placed in a disk in the plane, the throughput
availabletoeachnodeisintheorderofQ

W
¯ L 
q
A
n

withW beingthecommontransmission
rate of the nodes, A the area of the plane and ¯ L the mean distance between source and sink
nodes of a ﬂow. The result is also proved to be true for networks in which the node placement
in the unit disk and the trafﬁc pattern is not arbitrary, but random. The implication is that
the capacity available to a node depends on the node density, i.e. the number of nodes per
area. If the node density and the transmission rate are presumed to be ﬁxed, the only way
to increase capacity per node is to reduce the mean distance between source and sink node.
Thus, large wireless networks with non-local communication patterns face system inherent
capacity problems, suggesting different design alternatives should be considered. The follow-
up paper [16] extends the work to networks in which the node locations are not restricted to
planes or surfaces but can be placed in 3-dimensional space. For this setting, similar results
are obtained.
It should be noted that the lower capacity bound is derived in [17] in a constructive way,
therebyexplicitlyspecifyingawaytocomputeroutesfortheframes.Thisschemeusessingle-
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path routing. The resulting bound is asymptotically equivalent to the upper bound, demon-
strating that single-path routing is equivalent to multi-path routing in terms of asymptotic
performance.
ThepaperbyHyyti¨ aandVirtamo[18]alsoarrivesattheconclusionthatsingle-pathrouting
schemes can yield optimal results. They model the network nodes as a continuum in the shape
of a disk. In the continuum model, a packet ﬂow is described by a ﬂux in analogy to the ﬂux
notion in physics. A route through the network is simply a curve within the disk that connects
thesourcenodetothesinknode.Theclassofroutingsconsideredinthepaperhastheproperty
that the routing decision for a packet at position x only depends on the destination d and is
given by the direction in which the packet is forwarded. The objective to be minimized is
maximum network load over the whole network, i.e. the maximum ﬂux density at any point
in the disk.
The authors consider the setting of a uniform trafﬁc load, i.e. the same constant ﬂow of
data from each possible source to each possible sink. It is shown that for each multi-path
routing, which is conceived as a combination of a possibly inﬁnite number of single-path
routings, a single path routing can be constructed exhibiting a maximum load not larger than
that of the multi-path routing. The shortest-path routing creates a high load hot spot in the
center of the network. Using a combination of several routing schemes, the authors are able
to construct a routing that cuts the load almost in half when compared to the shortest-path
routing. The continuum model is indeed a very attractive choice at least for massively dense
wireless networks. However, more research is needed to determine how these results relate to
actual networks that consist of ﬁnite numbers of nodes.
Building upon earlier work [39], Ganjali and Keshavarzian describe a geometric method
for estimating the load caused by multi-path routings comprised of a given number of paths
[14]. The setting they examine is a network of uniformly distributed nodes in a disk and a
multi-path routing scheme that uses paths close to the straight line connecting source and sink
nodes. Their approach is to approximate the region in which the paths making up the multi-
path routing are situated by a rectangle. Increasing the number of paths is expected to lead to
a linear increase of the rectangle’s width. For any source node position a and forwarding node
position f, they derive the area in which a sink node b must be located such that f is within
the routing rectangle for a ﬂow from a to b. The sum of these area sizes for all possible source
node locations is presumed to correspond to the load experienced at f. Simulations are used
to empirically determine the rectangle width parameter and to validate the model, which is
then used to compute the expected load for a node in a given distance from the center of the
network. The results indicate that for practical values for the number of paths up to 50, the
load experienced by the nodes is almost invariant w.r.t. the number of paths.
The results discussed above agree very well with our ﬁndings in Section 3.9. In terms of
performance metrics such as capacity usage (corresponding to network load) and latency, the
multi-path approach does not show a signiﬁcant advantage over single-path routing in the
setting of random networks. While the literature mainly discusses large and dense wireless
networks on an abstract level, our results indicate that similar multi-path performance be-
havior is also found in smaller networks under a more realistic system model that considers
effects such as physical radio propagation characteristics.
1111125 Conclusion
In this chapter, we reﬂect on the previous chapters, discuss and interpret the results, elaborate
on conclusions to draw and also give some ideas for follow-up work.
InChapter2,aformalmodelofwirelessnetworkshasbeendeveloped.Thismodelcaptures
many of the important aspects of actual wireless networks in an accurate way. The model can
accommodate different noninterference models. This makes it convenient to tailor the model
for use on an abstract level by means of the graph-based noninterference model that only
considers topological features of the underlying connectivity graph but also allows to use
physical noninterference models coming closer to the physical effects that determine whether
a transmission can be successfully received.
On this foundation, the model has been extended with the notion of consistent slot allo-
cations that model the set of transmissions that can be allowed to proceed concurrently at
the same time in a slot. This allows to consider network activity independent of actual load
offered to the network. We have modeled multi-hop data transmissions as data ﬂows. The
network handles the ﬂows by forwarding data frames belonging to a ﬂow along one or more
paths. Whether a network can support a ﬂow depends on whether sufﬁcient interference free
resources are available that can be mapped to the paths handling the ﬂow. Finally, we have
introduced QoS parameters on a per ﬂow basis and deﬁned conditions that must be met for
the network to solve this scenario.
Metrics have been deﬁned in order to assess the quality of a solution to a scenario. The
reduced indeterminism over competition based medium access control mechanisms resulting
from the use of a network-wide TDMA approach allows us to capture important characteris-
tics such as network load, end-to-end latency and energy consumption in a very intuitive and
precise way.
Optimal solutions to scenarios in the model have been discussed in Chapter 3. The slot
allocation problem was introduced which captures the conditions for solving a scenario from
the point of view of allocating individual slots. We have found the slot allocation problem to
be NP-complete. Therefore, solving realistic examples optimally in reasonable time is only
possible for scenarios of restricted size, i.e. with a very limited number of ﬂows. For solving
the problem, we have both developed a mixed integer program formulation and a specialized
branch and bound approach that allows to obtain and examine optimal solutions to scenarios
of a size sufﬁcient to compare multi-path and single-path solutions.
The results of our comparative study of single-path and multi-path solutions in random
wireless networks of different characteristics indicate that the reduction of network load
and improvement in latency achievable with multi-path routing approaches is actually quite
marginal. This is a surprising result given that multi-path solutions are intuitively anticipated
to better distribute network load and to consequently alleviate hot spots that deteriorate per-
formance. However, this result agrees with and complements other studies [14, 18] that exam-
ined the effect of multi-path approaches on network load distribution in very abstract models.
We conﬁrm the ﬁndings for smaller, but physically more accurately modeled networks.
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An interesting result with implications for modeling wireless networks has been obtained
by comparing solutions under different noninterference models. It turns out that under the
physical noninterference model, the network capacity is much smaller than under the graph-
based noninterference model due to the increased region of nodes that is affected by interfer-
ence caused by a single transmission. This means that network models which consider only
graph topologies tend to idealize the interference problem. Consequently, results obtained in
this model should be carefully validated against physical networks or more accurate models.
However, it is worth noting that while the network model behaves subtly different depending
on the noninterference model, the results we obtained match very closely from a qualitative
point of view. This legitimates graph-based models as useful, though not always accurate
abstraction.
In the evaluation, only optimal solutions to the random scenarios have been considered.
This has the advantage of being able to quantify the expected multi-path performance gain
independent of a particular algorithm employed by a slot allocation protocol as long as the
protocolperformsreasonablywell,i.e.itisabletocomputesolutionsthatareclosetooptimal.
If so, our results show that multi-path routing is probably not worth the effort when used to
try and improve network load and end-to-end delay characteristics.
However, it has also been shown that the slot allocation problem is inherently difﬁcult.
Thus, it is unclear what performance ﬁgures are actually achievable by practical protocols
when compared to an optimal solution. In order to save message transmissions, slot allo-
cation protocols are often designed as distributed algorithms. The unavailability of global
information thus further reduces the chance of ﬁnding an optimal solution. Hence, it is un-
clear how well actual protocols like the ones described in [22, 30] actually perform compared
to an optimal solution. Therefore, it would be very interesting to create an implementation
of these protocols within the framework developed for this thesis such that the protocol’s
solutions can be directly compared to the optimal solution obtained by the solver.
Another area that deserves attention in follow-up work is the dynamic nature of many
wireless networks, i.e. mobile nodes and changes in medium characteristics over time. In this
thesis, we have only considered snapshots of the wireless network at an instant in time and
evaluated the optimal scenario solutions for this particular situation. Of course, dynamically
changing networks can be captured in this framework by reconsidering the whole scenario
when the situation has changed. However, this approach is not practical in actual protocols.
Instead, they should react and repair their current solution if this is required by environmental
changes. An interesting approach would be to try and evaluate the robustness of solutions
in dynamically changing networks and see whether solutions optimal w.r.t. network load,
throughput or latency achieve similar robustness as non-optimal solutions.
An additional issue in this context is the fact that ﬂows typically must be allocated capacity
for online, i.e. at the time the network is requested to handle a ﬂow. Parameters of future
ﬂows are unknown at this time. Even if a slot allocation algorithm manages to establish an
optimal solution for the current scenario, constructing an optimal solution after adding an
additional ﬂow might require to change the reservations of current ﬂows. In the worst case,
the additional ﬂow can only be handled if the existing reservations are changed. Whether
such a reallocation-capable slot allocation protocol is practical is an open question, as well as
the beneﬁt a reallocation scheme can provide in general.
Although the evaluation of multi-path routing performance gains show very little improve-
ment in realistic scenarios with 50 nodes, larger scenarios are difﬁcult to investigate in our
114framework due to the combinatorial properties of the problem. Either by further improving
the scenario solving algorithm or by developing approximation techniques of guaranteed per-
formance, our methodology could be applied to larger problem instances. These includes a
number of different interesting settings:
 Increase the hop distance between source and sink node for the ﬂows under considera-
tion to values larger than 7. This might lead to more independent paths and enlarge the
multi-path performance gain.
 Consider more realistic networks that provide more than 20 micro slots in their TDMA
schedule. Investigate whether also scaling the other relevant system parameters such as
capacity requirements appropriately yields the same results as before.
 Study the effect of increasing the number of paths a ﬂow can potentially use to values
in the order of 10–100.
Despite these open questions, some conclusions can be drawn from our results. The most
obvious is that multi-path routing should not be considered as a possibility to increase system
performance in categories such as network load or end-to-end delay. This is particularly true
in situations where discovering and maintaining multiple paths in the network adds additional
overhead to the respective network protocols, as the overhead will likely void the little multi-
path performance gain. However, we did not consider reliability characteristics of solutions in
this thesis. Multi-path approaches are expected to help improve reliability in highly-dynamic
networks. Research that considers this aspect can be found e.g. in [28, 36].
It is also worthwhile to consider the question why multi-path routing does not yield sig-
niﬁcant performance gains. Compared to wired systems in which multi-path techniques have
been successfully used to improve throughput and latency [6, 47], wireless networks differ
primarily in the characteristics of the shared medium. The resulting interference problems are
known to reduce network capacity signiﬁcantly [17] and should not be underestimated. Thus,
it is worth considering techniques that try to reduce the interference problem. One possibility
is to use antennas that have directional characteristics. This will reduce the interference expe-
rienced at other adjacent nodes and thus possibly increase the multi-path performance gain.
However, directional antennas often require additional setup work or additional hardware and
can therefore not be used in applications such as WSNs.
When designing networks with the goal of taking advantage of multi-path routing, sev-
eral points should be observed. Obviously, the bottleneck situations discussed in Section 3.3
should be avoided. This includes the source and sink nodes. If they are to be capable of using
the total transmission rate a single link can provide, it is important to have several neighbors
at the source and sink nodes that do not interfere with each other. Because forwarding neigh-
bor nodes need time to push incoming data to their respective neighbors, the source node
must spread its outgoing transmissions to different neighbors if it wants to send at full rate.
Similar considerations apply for the sink node. Furthermore, if providing multiple paths in a
network, one should make sure these paths interfere as little as possible. As soon as a node in
one path blocks transmission in a neighbor path, the multi-path performance gain is likely to
be lost, because the transmissions on both paths must be serialized.
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120A Mixed Integer Program for the hexagon
scenario
The following is a Mixed Integer Program formulation of the scenario introduced in the
example given in Figure 3.1. The syntax used here follows the LP format that can be used
with CPlex solver by ILOG [20] and that is also understood by many other optimization
software packages. The variables named a_pN_eXY_sS represent the allocation variables
that decide whether the edge (X, Y) is allocated during slot S to path index N. The edge usage
variables are named e_sS_eXY and determine whether edge (X, Y) is in use during slot s or
not. The version shown is a hand-crafted formulation of the Mixed Integer Program. A tool
that converts problem descriptions in XML format into a Mixed Integer Program is part of
the software developed while preparing this thesis.
\ Mixed integer programming model for the hexagon scenario
MINIMIZE
\ objective: minimize capacity usage
capacity_usage :
+ a_p1_e13_s0 + a_p1_e13_s1 + a_p1_e13_s2
+ a_p1_e34_s0 + a_p1_e34_s1 + a_p1_e34_s2
+ a_p1_e42_s0 + a_p1_e42_s1 + a_p1_e42_s2
+ a_p1_e15_s0 + a_p1_e15_s1 + a_p1_e15_s2
+ a_p1_e56_s0 + a_p1_e56_s1 + a_p1_e56_s2
+ a_p1_e62_s0 + a_p1_e62_s1 + a_p1_e62_s2
+ a_p2_e13_s0 + a_p2_e13_s1 + a_p2_e13_s2
+ a_p2_e34_s0 + a_p2_e34_s1 + a_p2_e34_s2
+ a_p2_e42_s0 + a_p2_e42_s1 + a_p2_e42_s2
+ a_p2_e15_s0 + a_p2_e15_s1 + a_p2_e15_s2
+ a_p2_e56_s0 + a_p2_e56_s1 + a_p2_e56_s2
+ a_p2_e62_s0 + a_p2_e62_s1 + a_p2_e62_s2
SUBJECT TO
\ path 1
+ a_p1_e13_s0 + a_p1_e13_s1 + a_p1_e13_s2
+ a_p1_e15_s0 + a_p1_e15_s1 + a_p1_e15_s2
= 1
- a_p1_e13_s0 - a_p1_e13_s1 - a_p1_e13_s2
+ a_p1_e34_s0 + a_p1_e34_s1 + a_p1_e34_s2
= 0
- a_p1_e34_s0 - a_p1_e34_s1 - a_p1_e34_s2
+ a_p1_e42_s0 + a_p1_e42_s1 + a_p1_e42_s2
= 0
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- a_p1_e42_s0 - a_p1_e42_s1 - a_p1_e42_s2
- a_p1_e62_s0 - a_p1_e62_s1 - a_p1_e62_s2
= -1
- a_p1_e15_s0 - a_p1_e15_s1 - a_p1_e15_s2
+ a_p1_e56_s0 + a_p1_e56_s1 + a_p1_e56_s2
= 0
- a_p1_e56_s0 - a_p1_e56_s1 - a_p1_e56_s2
+ a_p1_e62_s0 + a_p1_e62_s1 + a_p1_e62_s2
= 0
+ a_p1_e13_s0 + a_p1_e13_s1 + a_p1_e13_s2
+ a_p1_e15_s0 + a_p1_e15_s1 + a_p1_e15_s2
= 1
\ path 2
- a_p2_e13_s0 - a_p2_e13_s1 - a_p2_e13_s2
+ a_p2_e34_s0 + a_p2_e34_s1 + a_p2_e34_s2
= 0
- a_p2_e34_s0 - a_p2_e34_s1 - a_p2_e34_s2
+ a_p2_e42_s0 + a_p2_e42_s1 + a_p2_e42_s2
= 0
- a_p2_e42_s0 - a_p2_e42_s1 - a_p2_e42_s2
- a_p2_e62_s0 - a_p2_e62_s1 - a_p2_e62_s2
= -1
- a_p2_e15_s0 - a_p2_e15_s1 - a_p2_e15_s2
+ a_p2_e56_s0 + a_p2_e56_s1 + a_p2_e56_s2
= 0
- a_p2_e56_s0 - a_p2_e56_s1 - a_p2_e56_s2
+ a_p2_e62_s0 + a_p2_e62_s1 + a_p2_e62_s2
= 0
\ fix binary variables that determine the active edges per slot
+ a_p1_e13_s0 + a_p2_e13_s0 - 2 e_s0_e13 <= 0
+ a_p1_e13_s1 + a_p2_e13_s1 - 2 e_s1_e13 <= 0
+ a_p1_e13_s2 + a_p2_e13_s2 - 2 e_s2_e13 <= 0
+ a_p1_e34_s0 + a_p2_e34_s0 - 2 e_s0_e34 <= 0
+ a_p1_e34_s1 + a_p2_e34_s1 - 2 e_s1_e34 <= 0
+ a_p1_e34_s2 + a_p2_e34_s2 - 2 e_s2_e34 <= 0
+ a_p1_e42_s0 + a_p2_e42_s0 - 2 e_s0_e42 <= 0
122+ a_p1_e42_s1 + a_p2_e42_s1 - 2 e_s1_e42 <= 0
+ a_p1_e42_s2 + a_p2_e42_s2 - 2 e_s2_e42 <= 0
+ a_p1_e15_s0 + a_p2_e15_s0 - 2 e_s0_e15 <= 0
+ a_p1_e15_s1 + a_p2_e15_s1 - 2 e_s1_e15 <= 0
+ a_p1_e15_s2 + a_p2_e15_s2 - 2 e_s2_e15 <= 0
+ a_p1_e56_s0 + a_p2_e56_s0 - 2 e_s0_e56 <= 0
+ a_p1_e56_s1 + a_p2_e56_s1 - 2 e_s1_e56 <= 0
+ a_p1_e56_s2 + a_p2_e56_s2 - 2 e_s2_e56 <= 0
+ a_p1_e62_s0 + a_p2_e62_s0 - 2 e_s0_e62 <= 0
+ a_p1_e62_s1 + a_p2_e62_s1 - 2 e_s1_e62 <= 0
+ a_p1_e62_s2 + a_p2_e62_s2 - 2 e_s2_e62 <= 0
\ noninterference conditions
2 e_s0_e13 + e_s0_e34 + e_s0_e42 <= 2
2 e_s1_e13 + e_s1_e34 + e_s2_e42 <= 2
2 e_s2_e13 + e_s2_e34 + e_s2_e42 <= 2
e_s0_e34 + e_s0_e42 <= 1
e_s1_e34 + e_s1_e42 <= 1
e_s2_e34 + e_s2_e42 <= 1
e_s0_e42 + e_s0_e62 <= 1
e_s1_e42 + e_s1_e62 <= 1
e_s2_e42 + e_s2_e62 <= 1
2 e_s0_e15 + e_s0_e56 + e_s0_e62 <= 2
2 e_s1_e15 + e_s1_e56 + e_s1_e62 <= 2
2 e_s2_e15 + e_s2_e56 + e_s2_e62 <= 2
e_s0_e56 + e_s0_e62 <= 1
e_s1_e56 + e_s1_e62 <= 1
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e_s2_e56 + e_s2_e62 <= 1
e_s0_e62 + e_s0_e42 <= 1
e_s1_e62 + e_s1_e42 <= 1
e_s2_e62 + e_s2_e42 <= 1
\ timing constraints
+ a_p1_e13_s0 + a_p2_e13_s0 + a_p1_e15_s0 + a_p2_e15_s0 <= 1
+ a_p1_e13_s1 + a_p2_e13_s1 + a_p1_e15_s1 + a_p2_e15_s1 <= 1
+ a_p1_e13_s2 + a_p2_e13_s2 + a_p1_e15_s2 + a_p2_e15_s2 <= 1
+ a_p1_e34_s0 + a_p2_e34_s0 <= 1
+ a_p1_e34_s1 + a_p2_e34_s1 <= 1
+ a_p1_e34_s2 + a_p2_e34_s2 <= 1
+ a_p1_e42_s0 + a_p2_e42_s0 <= 1
+ a_p1_e42_s1 + a_p2_e42_s1 <= 1
+ a_p1_e42_s2 + a_p2_e42_s2 <= 1
+ a_p1_e56_s0 + a_p2_e56_s0 <= 1
+ a_p1_e56_s1 + a_p2_e56_s1 <= 1
+ a_p1_e56_s2 + a_p2_e56_s2 <= 1
+ a_p1_e62_s0 + a_p2_e62_s0 <= 1
+ a_p1_e62_s1 + a_p2_e62_s1 <= 1
+ a_p1_e62_s2 + a_p2_e62_s2 <= 1
BINARY
\ allocations are binary
a_p1_e13_s0
a_p1_e13_s1
a_p1_e13_s2
a_p1_e34_s0
a_p1_e34_s1
a_p1_e34_s2
a_p1_e42_s0
a_p1_e42_s1
a_p1_e42_s2
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a_p1_e15_s1
a_p1_e15_s2
a_p1_e56_s0
a_p1_e56_s1
a_p1_e56_s2
a_p1_e62_s0
a_p1_e62_s1
a_p1_e62_s2
a_p2_e13_s0
a_p2_e13_s1
a_p2_e13_s2
a_p2_e34_s0
a_p2_e34_s1
a_p2_e34_s2
a_p2_e42_s0
a_p2_e42_s1
a_p2_e42_s2
a_p2_e15_s0
a_p2_e15_s1
a_p2_e15_s2
a_p2_e56_s0
a_p2_e56_s1
a_p2_e56_s2
a_p2_e62_s0
a_p2_e62_s1
a_p2_e62_s2
\ binary variables for edge activity
e_s0_e13
e_s1_e13
e_s2_e13
e_s0_e34
e_s1_e34
e_s2_e34
e_s0_e42
e_s1_e42
e_s2_e42
e_s0_e15
e_s1_e15
e_s2_e15
e_s0_e56
e_s1_e56
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e_s2_e56
e_s0_e62
e_s1_e62
e_s2_e62
END
An optimal solution generated by the GLPK solver [12] is given below. Its metric value is
6, i.e. there are 6 allocations in the solution.
Variable Value
a_p1_e13_s0 0
a_p1_e13_s1 0
a_p1_e13_s2 0
a_p1_e34_s0 0
a_p1_e34_s1 0
a_p1_e34_s2 0
a_p1_e42_s0 0
a_p1_e42_s1 0
a_p1_e42_s2 0
a_p1_e15_s0 0
a_p1_e15_s1 1
a_p1_e15_s2 0
a_p1_e56_s0 0
a_p1_e56_s1 0
a_p1_e56_s2 1
a_p1_e62_s0 1
a_p1_e62_s1 0
a_p1_e62_s2 0
a_p2_e13_s0 1
a_p2_e13_s1 0
a_p2_e13_s2 0
a_p2_e34_s0 0
a_p2_e34_s1 1
a_p2_e34_s2 0
a_p2_e42_s0 0
a_p2_e42_s1 0
a_p2_e42_s2 1
a_p2_e15_s0 0
a_p2_e15_s1 0
a_p2_e15_s2 0
a_p2_e56_s0 0
a_p2_e56_s1 0
a_p2_e56_s2 0
a_p2_e62_s0 0
a_p2_e62_s1 0
a_p2_e62_s2 0
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e_s0_e13 1
e_s1_e13 0
e_s2_e13 0
e_s0_e34 0
e_s1_e34 1
e_s2_e34 0
e_s0_e42 0
e_s1_e42 0
e_s2_e42 1
e_s0_e15 0
e_s1_e15 1
e_s2_e15 0
e_s0_e56 0
e_s1_e56 0
e_s2_e56 1
e_s0_e62 1
e_s1_e62 0
e_s2_e62 0
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branch and bound solver
The branch and bound solver implementation reads scenario deﬁnitions in XML format. A
rendition of the hexagon scenario in this format is given below. Information contained in
this description are the connectivity graph, the ﬂows that make up the scenario, parameters
describing the TDMA model in use and the noninterference model that is to be used when
solving the scenario.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<problem>
<cgraph>
<nodes>
<node id="5" name="r1" x="0.8" y="0.7" z="0" tx_power="10"
tx_rate="1000"/>
<node id="6" name="r2" x="0.8" y="0.3" z="0" tx_power="10"
tx_rate="1000"/>
<node id="3" name="l1" x="0.2" y="0.7" z="0" tx_power="10"
tx_rate="1000"/>
<node id="4" name="l2" x="0.2" y="0.3" z="0" tx_power="10"
tx_rate="1000"/>
<node id="1" name="t" x="0.5" y="0.9" z="0" tx_power="10"
tx_rate="1000"/>
<node id="2" name="b" x="0.5" y="0.1" z="0" tx_power="10"
tx_rate="1000"/>
</nodes>
<edges>
<edge first="5" second="6"/>
<edge first="5" second="1"/>
<edge first="6" second="5"/>
<edge first="6" second="2"/>
<edge first="3" second="4"/>
<edge first="3" second="1"/>
<edge first="4" second="3"/>
<edge first="4" second="2"/>
<edge first="1" second="5"/>
<edge first="1" second="3"/>
<edge first="2" second="6"/>
<edge first="2" second="4"/>
</edges>
</cgraph>
<scenario>
<flow id="1" name="flow1" source="1" sink="2" capacity="200"/>
</scenario>
<tdma_parameters number_of_slots="3" micro_slot_duration="0.1"
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macro_slot_duration="1" frame_size="100"/>
<ni_model name="graph-based"/>
</problem>
The solutions output by the solver are also in XML format. For each ﬂow and path index,
allocations are given that form a path connecting the source to the sink node. The solver
output obtained by running the solver on the scenario listed above follows. The metric the
solver was requested to optimize is maximum latency.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<solution>
<routing flow="1">
<path>
<atom sender="1" receiver="5" slot="0" hop="0"/>
<atom sender="5" receiver="6" slot="1" hop="1"/>
<atom sender="6" receiver="2" slot="2" hop="2"/>
</path>
<path>
<atom sender="1" receiver="3" slot="1" hop="0"/>
<atom sender="3" receiver="4" slot="2" hop="1"/>
<atom sender="4" receiver="2" slot="0" hop="2"/>
</path>
</routing>
</solution>
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